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I. 1473-1700
1.

ADVENTURES OF AN UNHAPPY BEGGAR
ANONYMOUS. The Compleat Mendicant: or, Unhappy Beggar being the life of an
unfortunate gentleman: in which is a comprehensive account of several of the most
remarkable adventures, that befel him in three and twenty years pilgrimage. Also a
narrative of his entrance at Oxford, his ordination, his behaviour and departure from
court, his taking upon him the habit of a shepherd, &c. With general reflections and
observations upon the men, manners, customs and religions, of the several countreys
he wander’d through. Likewise divers familiar letters, both Latin and English,
sermons, poems, essays, upon particular occasions, with a singular character of a
monastick life; and the description of a monastery, all faithfully collected from his
original papers. Printed for E. Harris, at the Harrow in Little-Britain. [32], 156, [4]pp
ads. 8vo. This copy does not include A1, preliminary ad. leaf announcing that Part
II is in the press (but in fact never published). Rather browned & foxed. Bound in
recent half calf, marbled boards, blind ruled spine, green morocco label.
¶ ESTC R7553. First edition. The Compleat Mendicant ‘recounts the adventures
of an unfortunate gentleman as a student at Oxford, as a follower of a divine, as a
teacher, and as a shepherd. The detail, the illusion of actuality, the insistence on the
literal truth of the events described, the earnestness and common-sense morality have
led the compilers of the British Museum Catalogue, following earlier bibliographers,
to attribute it to Defoe [now rejected]’. C.E. Morgan. The Rise of the Novel of
Manners. 2010.

1699
2.

£950

EARL OF ESSEX
BANKS, John. The Unhappy Favourite: or the Earl of Essex. A Tragedy: Acted at
the Theatre-Royal, by Their Majesties Servants. Printed for Richard Bentley in Russel
Street, near the Piazza in Covent-Garden. [8], 62, [2]pp. 4to. Some browning &
occasional marks. Disbound.
¶ ESTC R32547. The play was performed in May 1681 and was first published in 1682.
It contains two prologues and epilogues by John Dryden, the third prologue is by the
author. Beyond the fact that both men wrote for the King’s Company, nothing is known
of the relations between Banks and Dryden, and the pieces were probably written as part
of Dryden’s duties to the Company.

1693
3.

£180

VANITIES OF MODISH WOMEN
(BOYLE, Francis, Viscount Shannon) Several Discourses and Characters address’d
to the Ladies of the Age. Wherein the Vanities of the Modish Women are discovered.
Written at the request of a Lady, by a Person of Honour. Printed for Christopher
Wilkinson. [16], 199, [1]p, preliminary imprimatur leaf. 8vo. Some foxing & light
browning, tiny ink ‘burn’ to outer margin B6. Rebound in late 19th century half calf,
gilt devices to spine, black label; sl. rubbing to joints & corners.
¶ ESTC R38898, one of two printings ‘for Christopher Wilkinson’ of the 1689
first edition. This version Nat Lib Ireland, Bodleian, Hull; Huntington, Wisconsin,
Newberry, UCLA, Chicago.
Elizabeth Killigrew, Viscountess Shannon, married Francis Boyle in 1639, and later
joined the royalist court-in-exile of Queen Henrietta Maria as a maid of honour where
she became one of the many mistresses of the Queen’s son, the future King Charles
II. These facts may provide some context for this book, presumably written after long
ruminations on the subject, persisting beyond Elizabeth’s death in 1680 (and Charles
II’s in 1685). Furthermore, Elizabeth’s brother was the witty and licentious dramatist
and theatre manager Thomas Killigrew. In the present work Boyle discourses on
trends in England, and also those imported from France, and the dangers thereof. He
is emphatically against women wearing breeches, and, (unsurprisingly, given his own
history as the injured party), attacks the whole culture of ‘misses’ or mistresses.

1689

£1,500

1473-1700 - Bramhall

4.

‘CATCHING OF LEVIATHAN’
BRAMHALL, John. Castigations of Mr Hobbes his last Animadversions, in the case
concerning Liberty, and Universal Necessity. With an Appendix concerning the
catching of Leviathan, or the great Whale. Printed by E.T. for J. Crook. [14], 573,
[1]p. 8vo. Contemporary marginal notes to the Appendix consisting of marginal
emphases & correction of misprints from errata. Sl. browning, but a v.g. clean
copy, unsophisticated in full contemporary sheep, blind ruled borders & bands to
unlettered spine; sl. wear to corners & headcap.
¶ ESTC R212156. A reissue of the edition with general title page dated 1657. Three
leaves are added to preliminaries: a general titlepage, an advertisement from the author,
and errata. The 1657 general title is retained. Bramhall’s final contribution to his longstanding argument with Hobbes’s determinism, one of the great set-piece controversies
of the age. It originated in a verbal clash when the two met at the home of the Duke
of Newcastle, c1645. At the Duke’s request Bramhall composed a manuscript stating
his position. Hobbes did the same with a further rejoinder from Bramhall. There the
matter rested for eight years whilst Hobbes wrote Leviathan, when his associate John
Davies published his earlier manuscript without authorization. Bramhall was incensed,
and there followed a series of counter-publications between the two men, with Hobbes’s
final reply An Answer to a Book published by Mr Bramhall, only appearing after both
men had died. Ref: J.R. Collins. The Allegiance of Thomas Hobbes. Oxford, 2005.

1658
5.

£850

‘CONCERNING THE MOST CONSIDERABLE ESTATES’
BRIDGEMAN, Orlando. Sir Orl. Bridgman’s Conveyances: being select
precedents of deeds and instruments concerning the most considerable estates
in England. Drawn and approved by that honourable person in the time of his
practice. The third edition carefully corrected. To which is added, a new table and
every particular covenant noted in the margin to which it refers. Also some other
very useful precedents of conveyances never before published. Printed by the
Assigns of Richard and Edward Atkins Esquires: for William Battersby. [6], 349,
[23]pp table. BOUND WITH: ‘The Second Volume’. (First edition.) Printed by the
Assigns of Richard and Edward Atkins Esquires: for Richard Smith. [10], 36, 41-98,
185-279, [1], [11] table, [1]p. Folio. Old waterstaining, intrusive at rear, endpapers
& pastedowns creased & browned. Contemporary calf; joints cracked but firm,
inner hinges worn.
¶ ESTC R29056 (part I); T112634 (part II), ‘The breach in the numbers of the pages,
was occasioned by its being printed at two houses’ (editor’s introduction, p.[9]) and the
text is continuous. Part I is quite scarce, and not in the BL. Part II, BL, Harvard and
Kansas only, but noting a portrait, not present here.
Provenance: Inscriptions on the preliminary blank include, ‘Richard Farmer his Book
1745. Anne Farmer 1771’. Richard Farmer, of Peaseland Grove, Waltham Abbey, died
in 1756, leaving his widow Ann. (Essex Records, Court Rolls.)

1699 & 1702
6.

£280

THE OXFORD ‘KING OF JERUSALEM’
BROADSIDE. (BASKERVILLE, Thomas) Once I was Alive and had Flesh Did
Thrive But Now I am a Skellitan at 70. TBK. n.p. Illustrated folio broadside, woodcut
portrait in oval border beneath title and above 16 lines of verse; a few creases & a
little dusted, but a very nice copy. 39 x 24.5cm.
¶ ESTC R218862, BL only in UK; Huntington, Folger & Yale only in North America.
ESTC attributes the opening verse to Thomas Barkworth (’identified by Cty’).
However, Anthony A. Wood notes that this cypher (‘Once I was alive ...’) belonged to
Thomas Baskerville, known as the ‘King of Jerusalem’ (Athenæ Oxonienses, 1848, pp
86-7.) He refers directly to this print, which he surmises was published in 1699: ‘The
portrait of Baskerville is supposed by Noble to have been engraved by Vertue, but by
the execution this is hardly probable. He is represented in an oval, with a slouch-hat,
over a large flowing wig, a neck-kerchief hanging long and loosely, and having his
hands clasped together, a singular and miserable looking personage’. Wood quotes a
passage from the diaries of Thomas Hearne, the antiquary and keeper of books at the
Bodleian Library, explaining the history of the portrait: ‘Baskerville ‘was so whimsical

1473-1700 - Broadside
a man as to call himself by the said title of the King of Jerusalem, and would ramble
about all the country and pick up all strange odd things, good and bad, which he had
written fair in two large folios, which he design’d to have printed, and for that end had
his picture engrav’d which was to have been prefix’d as a frontispiece’. Baskerville
died before the work could be published and one of the volumes found its way into the
Harleian Collection.
Thomas Baskerville, 1629-1705, is described in Chronicles of the Reigns of Edward
I and Edward II, 1883, as an ‘eccentric squire of Bayworth’ a village in the parish of
Sunningwell of which he was the Lord of the Manor. Baskerville’s father had studied
at Oxford, a few miles from Sunningwell, and although Thomas did not follow in his
footsteps, he wrote an account of the town describing Oxford in the period after the
Restoration (Evans, The University of Oxford: a new history). Baskverville ‘was a
collector of manuscripts and in the year 1678 had books and manuscripts which were in
Hearne’s opinion of very good value and great curiosity’. Indeed, Hearne had wanted
to acquire Baskerville’s books after his death but failed to do so. DNB erroneously
notes that he died on February 9, 1720, this in fact, the date of his son’s death. In James
Caulfield’s Portraits, Memoirs, and Characters of Remarkable Persons ... Baskerville’s
death is recorded as being ‘about the year 1705’.
The 1819 edition of this work includes an engraving by George Cruikshank of the
portrait illustrated here together with a brief biography of John Baskerville. ‘He was
well known to the Oxford Students, who, from his dry, droll, and formal appearance,
gave him the nickname of the King of Jerusalem, he being of a religious turn, and
constantly speaking of that heavenly city; a pretention to inherit which, he founded on
what he styled his regeneration or second birth, in the year 1666, as may be gathered
from his own poetic lines, inserted under his portrait’:
‘As shadows fly, So hours dye
And dayes do span the age of man
In month of AUGUST twenty nine
I first bean my mourning time
Thousand Six hundred ninety nine
I number yeares then sixty nine
Yet I drudge on as said before,
Ther’s Time, ichen Time shall be no more.
A second Birth I had I say
January Eleventh day
In that circle Fifty-two Weeks
Thousand Six hundred Sixty-six
A ray of Light I saw that day
Enter my heart with heat and joy
Saying these words unto me then
King of Jerusalem’.

[c.1699]

7.

£2,250

ELZEVIR COMMENTARIES FROM
TORTWORTH LIBRARY
CAESAR, Julius. C. Julii Caesaris quae exstant, cum selectis variorum commentariis,
quorum plerique novi, opera et Studio Arnoldi Montani. Accedunt Notitia Galliae et
notae auctores ex autographo Iosephi Scaligeri. Amstelodami, ex Officina Elzeviriana.
[16], 918, [32]pp index, engraved titlepage, engraved folding map, full-page
illustrations (p.138, 293, 342, 531). 8vo. Small hole to *5 affecting a few letters, some
old unintrusive water-staining to upper margins, blank upper corner of Oo2 torn.
Full contemporary calf, raised bands, red morocco label, blind stamped cornerpiece
ornament. Small paper slip ‘Tortworth Rectory’ pasted on to inner front board, with
handwritten shelf number.
¶ A re-issue of the 1661 edition. From the celebrated library at Tortworth,
Gloucestershire, which was bequeathed by the rector Henry Brooke,1694-1757, and
augmented with books of John Bosworth, rector, 1768-86. In 1921 c200 books from
the library were selected for Oriel College, Oxford. In 1959 there remained c1650
books stored in the rectory, which were subsequently purchased by Lord Ducie, and
auctioned c1990.

1670

£225
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8.

ANGLO-DUTCH WAR
CASTLEMAINE, Roger Palmer, Earl of. A Short and True Account of the material
passages in the late War between the English and Dutch. Since His Majesties
Restauration. The second edition. In the Savoy, printed for H. Herringman in the
Lower Walk of the New Exchange. [18], 109, [1]p contents and errata, engraved
portrait frontispiece. 8vo. Worming throughout, mainly marginal, but occasionally
touching a letter of text & affecting frontispiece. Contemporary calf, sl. later plain
leather overlay to backstrip; rather rubbed.
¶ ESTC R193. With the contemporary signature of John Verney at the head of page one.
This might be John Verney, 1st Viscount Fermanagh, 1640-1717; Levant merchant and
Tory politician who sat in the House of Commons from 1710 to 1717. His collection of
over 1,400 English political and literary pamphlets and broadsides published 1660-1695
was acquired by Cambridge University Library in 1987.

1672

£125

CHARLES II - PROCLAMATIONS
9.

AGAINST FRAUD
By the King. A Proclamation, for discovering and preventing the many fraudulent
practices of under-officers, and others in stealing His Majesties Customs. Printed by
John Bill and Christopher Barker. Folio. Very good condition. Evidence of removal
from a binding along left hand margin & a tear into the woodcut initial, old join on
reverse where two separately issued sheets have been united, right hand margin a
little close cut, without loss of text.
¶ ESTC R10036, noting that this was issued as two sheets. BL, Cambridge, Guildhall,
Longleat, Manchester, NLS, Oxford, Trinity College; Columbia, Harvard, Illinois, Univ
of Penn, Yale. Charles was granted an annual income of £1.2m, which came mainly
from customs & excise duties, but the actual revenue was much lower. This let to some
attempts to economise at court, introduction of new taxes, and statutes such as this
aiming to reduce fraud & theft.

9th August 1661
10.

£300

RESCINDING THE EMBARGO ON MARITIME TRADE
By the King. A Proclamation for taking off the late restraint laid upon the ships of
merchants and others from going to the sea. In the Savoy, printed by the Assigns of
John Bill and Christopher Barker. Folio. Very good condition.
¶ ESTC R35885. This rescinds a general embargo ‘upon all ships trading from this
Kingdom’ imposed 7th February 1671 during the third Anglo-Dutch War, 1672-74.

22nd May 1672
11.

£350

MARINERS, REPAIR TO YOUR SHIPS
By the King. A Proclamation commanding all Seamen and Mariners to repair to the
Ships on which they are listed. Printed by the Assigns of John Bill and Christopher
Barker. Folio. Very good condition. Evidence of removal from a binding along the
left hand margin.
¶ ESTC R2382. Harvard, Huntington, UCLA and Yale only in America. Issued during
the Anglo-Dutch War, and warning that any mariners who ‘fail to render themselves
accordingly ... shall be proceeded against as deserters of His Majesties Service, with all
exemplary severity’.

6th April 1673
__________
12.

£350

HERTFORDSHIRE
CHAUNCY, Henry. The Historical Antiquities of Hertfordshire: with the original of
counties, hundreds or wapentakes, boroughs, corporations, towns, parishes, villages,
and hamlets; the foundation and origin of monasteries, churches, advowsons, tythes,
rectories, impropriations and vicarages, in general; ... as also the several honors,
mannors, ... and parks of the nobility and gentry; ... Faithfully collected from public

1473-1700 - Chauncy
records, leiger books, ancient manuscripts, charters, evidences, and other select
authorities. Together with an exact transcript of Domesday-book, so far as concerns
this Shire, and the translation thereof in English. To which are added the epitaphs
and memorable inscriptions, in all the parishes ... Illustrated with a large map of
the county; a prospect of Hertford; the ichnography of St. Albans and Hitchin; and
many sculptures of the principal edifices and monuments. Printed for Ben. Griffin
in the Great Old Baily. [10], 601, [23]pp, mounted engraved frontispiece portrait,
titlepage printed in red & black, folding engraved map, 44 engraved plates, most
double-page or folding. Leaf of ‘directions for placing the cuts’ dispensed with in
binding. Folio. Some foxing, some plates browned. Contemporary calf, raised & gilt
banded spine, red morocco label; expert repairs to joints, corners and head & tail of
spine. Later marbled endpapers.
¶ ESTC R6200. The first edition. ‘Sir Henry Chauncy, 1632 1719, lawyer and
antiquary. Although he did not give up the legal profession at this time, Chauncy’s
landed inheritance gave him the opportunity and financial resources to compile his
monumental work, The Historical Antiquities of Hertfordshire, finally published as a
single large volume in 1700 in a print run of 500 copies and dedicated to its principal
sponsor, the third earl of Bridgewater. Beginning with an account of the county’s
soil and rivers and its ‘inhabitants and government’, it then proceeds on a hundred
by hundred basis, describing the origins of towns and villages, the descent of their
manors, depicts various family coats of arms, and goes on to list the vicars, rectors,
and monuments of the county’s parish churches. Chauncy’s work can be regarded as
the first true history of the county, its text illustrated by forty-six engravings, the great
majority of them bird’s-eye perspective drawings of the seats of the noblemen and
gentlemen who had subscribed to the publication.’ (ODNB).

1700
13.

£680

THE BIBLE IN VERSE
CLAPHAM, Henoch. A Briefe of the Bibles History, Drawne first into English
poesie, and then illustrated by apt annotations: whereto is added a synopsis of
the Bibles doctrine. The fourth edition. Printed by Thom. Harper for Nathaniel
Butter and are to be sold at his shop at St Austens Gate. [iii]-[xvi], without initial
blank, [224]pp, final leaf with corrigenda on recto, verso blank. The second part has
its own title page, but pagination continuous. Ink marks to pp. 40 & 41. Rebound
simply in boards.
¶ ESTC S108004. Six-line stanzas ‘with necessary annotations upon the most materiall
points in the poesie’. First published in 1596, subsequent editions were amended and
enlarged; in the case of this fourth edition ‘the verse is made more smooth’. Clapham
(Henoch, or Enoch), described as a ‘theological writer’, found himself in hot water for
advertising a medicine when unqualified and was thrown into gaol for his Epistle upon
the Pestilence (1603) which was deemed to have increased anxiety about the plague by
suggesting that Christians who died were lacking in faith.

1639
14.

£380

FINANCING THE KING - AND THE DEVON WRIT
CLIFFORD, Thomas. ALS to John Grenville Earl of Bath. A two page letter, signed
and dated Whitehall, October 27th 1670. ‘My Lord, I cannot forbear telling your
Lord what an excellent vote passed the House of Commons this day – viz: that his
Majesty [Charles II] be supplied proportionally to his occasions, and he demanded,
in my Lord Keeper’s Speech, his debts upon interest to be discharged (which are
thirteen hundred thousand pounds) and eight hundred thousand pounds more to set
out a fleet of 50 sail of ships the next spring. The House passed the vote without a
negation. I know this will please you as it doth all his friends. We are now adjourned
until Monday and there is no writ yet moved for Devon so that it cannot be in Devon
by the next County Court Day, which I know is upon the 11th of November, so that
no election can be made till a month after. The Court and Paris are both full of the
contest. I hope a good issue as we desire. I will write to my friends to be active. I kiss
my Lady’s hands and am, my Lord, your most obedient and most humble servant.
T. Clifford.’ A folded folio sheet, written on two rectos. Neat archival repairs along
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verso of vertical fold on second page, which is also a little stained and bears sl. traces
of having been edge-mounted. 22.5 x 17.5cm.
¶ Thomas Clifford, 1630-1673, 1st Lord Clifford of Chudleigh, Treasurer of the King’s
Household. He was the only minister, besides Arlington, entrusted with the secret
Treaty of Dover of 1670, a pact by which Charles II promised to support French policy
in Europe in return for a French subsidy that would free him from financial dependence
on Parliament. The pending election in Devon mentioned, refers to the odd case of
Christopher Monck, with the courtesy title Earl of Torrington, who was old enough at
age 13 to be in the House of Commons (1667). When he succeeded to the peerage as the
Duke of Albemarle in 1670, he was elevated to the House of Lords leaving his Commons
seat vacant. However, the issue was still subject to debate, but the storm evaporated in a
‘fume’ - Sir Coplestone Bamfylde was elected unopposed in February 1671.

1670
15.

£500 †

‘MURTHER OF SARAH STOUT’
COWPER, Spencer, &c. The Tryal of Spencer Cowper, Esq; John Marston, Ellis
Stevens, and William Rogers, Gent. Upon an indictment for the murther of Sarah Stout,
a Quaker. Before Mr Baron Hatsell, at Hertford Assizes, July 18, 1699. Of which they
were acquitted. With the opinions of the eminent physicians and chyrurgeons on both
sides, concerning drowned bodies, delivered in the Tryal. And several letters produced
in Court. Printed for Isaac Cleave in Chancery-lane. [2], 46pp. Folio. Rather browned
with pale circular mark affecting a number of leaves, loss of text on pp 9-10 made good
in later manuscript, repair to top outer corner pp11-12. Disbound.
¶ ESTC R18301. In this issue pp. 2 and 3 are misnumbered 6 and 7 respectively, p.4
has no catchword, and p.46 is numbered correctly. This issue not in the BL.
In 1699 a rich Hertford Quaker heiress named Sarah Stout had been found floating face
down in a local pond: Cowper had the misfortune to have been the last person with
whom she was seen, and he was known to have been involved in her financial dealings.
When local doctors concluded that she had not drowned but had been murdered,
Cowper was charged with the crime. The accusation nevertheless had political
connotations, since her father had ‘at all elections promoted the interest of the Cowpers
to the utmost of his power; through which a great intimacy was created between the
families’; Sarah Stout had fallen in love with the married Cowper, who may have acted
as her tutor and who regularly visited the town for the assizes. It was later claimed by
Mrs Manley that Cowper was morally weak, and ‘never saw a woman he could not have
bestowed some of his favours upon’, though even she admitted that Sarah Stout was
‘the aggressor’ in the affair. It emerged during the trial, which became a cause célèbre,
that she had sent him a love letter in which she proposed cohabitation, and, when he
refused, had probably killed herself for unrequited love. The defendants were acquitted.

1690
16.

£280

A DEBT RECOVERED
CRANFIELD, Lionel, Earl of Middlesex. Hand-written petition addressed to the
Earl in 1623, by Patrick Case, relating to a debt of £20 owed to him by Ralph Holland.
It requests that the Earl ‘will give order to Sir Robert Pye, for helping him to his said
debt out of the first monies which Holland shall be assigned to receive [i.e. from his
pension] in the Exchequer according to his own promises’. A footnote is signed by
Earl Middlesex to Sir Robert Pye, dated 17th October 1623, instructing him to act in
this matter. Some dusting along folds, old repair to diagonal tear on reverse, without
loss. 19 x 28cm.
¶ Lionel Cranfield, 1575-1645, was a successful Merchant Venturer and when in 1613
he was appointed surveyor-general of the customs, it was a case of poacher turned
gamekeeper. In 1614 he became a member of Parliament, and attached himself to the
royal favourite, George Villiers, later Duke of Buckingham. In 1621, when he became
Lord Treasurer he was created 1st Earl of Middlesex. He found that reform was
needed in ‘every particular’, made spending cuts, and courtiers lost their pensions and
allowances. He soon fell, brought down by Buckingham, his former patron. He was
impeached, found guilty of corruption, fined, and briefly imprisoned in the Tower. He
was pardoned in 1625, and for the rest of his life lived in retirement.

1623

£250 †

1473-1700 - Descartes

17.

PRINCIPLES OF PHILOSOPHY
DESCARTES, René. Les Principes de la Philosophie. Escrits en Latin, ... Et traduit
en François par un de ses amis. Reveus [sic], & corrigez en cette derniere edition.
Paris: Chez Theodore Girard, dans la grand salle du palais ... Avec privilege du
Roy. [lvi], 1-(479)pp. Engr. title, woodcut illus., one folding table. 4to. Contemp. full
sprinkled calf, spine gilt in compartments & with raised bands; some minor expertly
executed repairs to spine & extremities. A v.g. copy.
¶ Descartes’ monumental philosophical treatise was first published in Latin, as Principia
Philosophiae, in 1644. It expanded on ideas first considered in Discours de la méthode
pour bien conduire sa raison ..., of 1637. It was in Principia Philosophiae that
Descartes defined his theory of conscious reasoning, neatly encapsulated in the now
iconic phrase, cogito, ergo sum - ‘I think, therefore I am’.
The first French edition appeared in 1647, translated by Descartes’ friend in Paris, Abbé
Claude Picot, 1614-1688. It was slightly expanded from the Latin edition, in that it
included as a preface, a letter from Descartes to his translator in which he discusses the
substance of his philosophy, and reaction to it by fellow scholars.

1668
18.

£1,200

BASED ON THE MUGHAL EMPEROR
DRYDEN, John. Aureng-Zebe, a Tragedy. Acted at the Royal Theatre. Printed
for Henry Herringham. [12], 67, [1]p. 4to. Some foxing & water-staining, neat
marginal repair to D1, near contemporary ownership names of A. Buck, and Gul.
Dickson in margin of pp24-28, names torn away on pp25-26 along leading edge not
affecting text. Disbound.
¶ ESTC R4504. First acted in 1675 and published in 1676, it is based loosely on the
figures of Aurengzeb, the then-reigning Mughal Emperor of India; his brother, Murad
Baksh (Morat); and their father, Shah Jahan (Emperor). The piece is the last drama that
Dryden wrote in rhymed verse and is considered his best heroic work.

1694
19.

£85

OEDIPUS
DRYDEN, John, & LEE, Nathaniel. Oedipus: a Tragedy. As it is acted at His
Royal Highness the Duke’s Theatre. The fourth edition. Printed for Richard
Bentley in Russel Street in Covent-Garden. [6], 71, [1]p. 4to. Rather browned,
some occasional marks, repair to leading edge pp 9-10, early Latin inscription along
margin p.58. Disbound.
¶ ESTC R6063. This adaptation of Oedipus Rex was licensed on 3 January 1678 by
Roger L’Estrange and first published in 1679. The tragedy was performed by the Duke’s
Company in London, surprisingly not by the King’s Company, with whom Dryden had a
contract to produce three plays a year from 1668 until 1683.
Dryden produced his plays at a steady rate, though not three a year: there were twentytwo plays between 1663 and 1683. The King’s Company, who anticipated a huge success
from the ‘combined talents of Dryden and Lee’, complained about the fact that the play
was given to the Duke’s Company, and not to them. The play remained popular for a long
period of time and was performed on stage, almost every year between 1678 and 1710.

1692
20.

£120

‘THE GREAT & HAPPY PARLIAMENT’ 1640-41
ENGLAND. PARLIAMENT. Speeches and Passages of this Great and Happy
Parliament: from the third of November, 1640, to this instant June, 1641. Collected
into one volume, and according to the most perfect originalls, exactly published.
Printed for William Cooke, and are to be sold at his shop, at Furnivalls-Inne-gate,
in Holbourne. [8], 24, 152, 159-174, 169-184, 177-240, 205-220, [8], 233-351, [1], 351358, 321-335, [1], 385-440, 455-459, 500-534, 24, [2], 6, 14, [2], 46 pp. 4to. Rust hole
to Bbbb3. BOUND WITH: PERIODICAL. The Diurnall Occurrences, or Dayly
Proceedings of both Houses, in this great and happy Parliament, from the third
of November, 1640, to the third of November 1641. With a continuation of all the
speeches, from June last, to the third of November, 1641. Printed for William Cooke,
and are to be sold at his shop, at Furnivalls-Inne-gate, in Holbourne. [6], 276, [8], 277-
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352, 355-358, 351-354, 359-366, 363-410, 415-429, [1]p. BOUND WITH: PYM, John.
The Heads of a Conference delivered by Mr. Pymm. At a committee of both Houses,
Junii 24. 1641. Printed in the yeer. [2], 6pp. 4to. Bound after the final contents leaf of
preceding volume. BOUND WITH: WARMSTRY, Thomas. A Convocation Speech,
by Mr. Thomas Warmstry, one of the clerks for the Diocesse of Worcester: against
images, altars, crosses, the new canons, and the oath, &c. Printed in the yeare. [2],
22pp. 4to. Four volumes in one, bound in contemporary mottled calf, gilt panelled
spine; spine & corners worn, lacking label, crack down spine, but binding sound,
joints cracked but firm. Early library label ‘Z3’ on inner front board.
¶ ESTC R212697; ESTC R206236; ESTC R2114488; ESTC R14000. From November
1640 to the Grand Remonstrance of November 1641 precipating the Civil War.

1641
21.

£480

HELLISH MURDER
(HOBRY, Marie) A Hellish Murder committed by a French Midwife, on the body of
her husband, Jan. 27. 1687/8. For which she was arraigned at the Old-Baily, Feb. 22.
1687/8. and pleaded guilty. And the day following received sentence to be burnt.
Printed for R. Sare, at Grays-Inn-Gate. [4], 39, [1]p. 4to. Disbound. Outer pages a
little dusted, several minor ink marks, text sl. spotted.
¶ ESTC R34455. ‘On 8 February 1688 a coroner examined the dismembered corpse
of a man recently identified as Denis Hobry, an immigrant Frenchman of Caste Street,
St Martin-in-the-Fields. He had been strangled by his own garter and subsequently
dismembered, his limbless body being found in a dunghill, and his head and limbs
disposed of in two separate houses of office (public toilets).’ Hobry pleaded guilty.
For a detailed account of this case see: David J. Cox, Crime in England 1688-1815,
Routledge, 2014.

1688
22.

£380

HACKIUM EDITION
HORACE. Q. Horatius Flaccus: cum commentariis selectissimis variorum: &
scholiis integris Johannis Bond. Accedunt indices locupletissimi tum auctorum, tum
rerum. Accurante Corn. Schrevelio. Lugd. Batavorum, apud Franciscum Hackium.
[12], 888 [i.e. 838], [46]pp, engraved titlepage, woodcut initials and head & tail-pieces.
8vo. Engraved titlepage trimmed to ruled border, mounted; some foxing to backing
sheet. Bound in 19th century full vellum, gilt decorated spine, red & olive green
morocco labels. Inscribed on front endpaper: ‘William Charles Raffles Flint, the gift
of Walter Farquhar Esq at Rome, Jan 1, 1839’.
¶ The first printing of the ‘Hackium’ edition. John Bond, 1550-1612, was an English
physician and classical scholar, educated at Winchester College and New College,
Oxford. He became a Master of Arts in 1579 and soon afterwards was appointed Master
of the Free School at Taunton (an appointment in the gift of New College). Although
unqualified in medicine, he also began to practise as a doctor, and became highly
respected as a physician. He came to be more noted, however, for the commentaries
he published on classical literature, notably that on Horace which subsequently were
included in many European editions of the poet’s works; also important was his
Commentaries on Persius, published after his death by his son-in-law.
William Flint was born at Cheltenham, the son of Captain William Flint and Mary
Ann Raffles and thus nephew of Sir Thomas Raffles, who brought him up. He would
have been aged 20, when in Rome, and at this time he was living on the continent,
mainly in Geneva.

1653

£280

INCUNABLE LEAVES
23.

(COMESTOR, Petrus?) A single folio leaf, XIII. Set in double column text, with
initial letters in red & blue. 47.5 x 32cm.
¶ Accompanying note states this is from ‘a book published Strassburg 1473’. This could
possibly be Petrus Comestor’s Historia Scholastica. [Strassburg: Printer of Henricus
Ariminensis (Georg Reyser?) not after 6 February 1473].

[1473?]

£200
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INCUNABLE LEAVES continued
24.

NUREMBERG CHRONICLE. Leaf CCLVI from folio. In German. Double-sided,
blackletter. With 3 woodcuts. With running title: ‘Berta etas mu[n]di’. From
Hartmann Schedel, the Nuremberg Chronicle, 1493. Guard paper mark along left
hand margin. 42.5 x 28.5cm.
1493
£380

25.

NUREMBERG CHRONICLE. Leaf CXLVI from folio. In German. ... With 12
woodcuts. With running title: ‘Berta etas mu[n]di’. From Hartmann Schedel, the
Nuremberg Chronicle, 1493. Some letters heightened with red. 45.5 x 31cm.
1493
£420
__________

26.

SATAN TRANSFORMED
(LESLIE, Charles) The Snake in the Grass: or, Satan transform’d into an angel of
light, discovering the deep and unsuspected subtilty which is couched under the
pretended simplicity, of many of the principal leaders of those people call’d Quakers.
The second edition, with additions. Printed for Charles Brome. [2], xlv, [9], 381, [3]
pp ads. 8vo. Slight flaw in printing to b2 of preface, some foxing & browning to
text block. Contemporary calf, gilt panelled spine, red morocco label; spine rubbed,
chipped at head, joints cracked, leading hinge a little weak.
¶ ESTC R37599, noting errata slip not present in this copy. Charles Leslie, 1650-1722,
was a former Church of Ireland priest who became a leading Jacobite propagandist after
the 1688 Glorious Revolution. One of a small number of Irish Protestants to actively
support the Stuarts after 1688, he is best remembered for his role in publicising the 1692
Massacre of Glencoe. He was an active anti-Quaker pamphleteer. The first edition of
1696 is apparently the earliest use of the phrase ‘snake in the grass’ in a book title.

1697
27.

£180

COPPER TOKEN
LOTTERY. (HATFIELD, Thomas?) Copper Lottery Token. ‘The best and fairest
chance at last.’ n.p. Copper lottery token, 3cm diameter. On one side stands the
figure of Justice, scales in right hand and raised sword in left; on the obverse the
lettering ‘THE BEST / AND FAIREST / CHANCE AT / LAST’; the figure of Justice
is sl. worn at the raised extremities. v.g.
¶ T.C. Noble’s A Brief History of the Worshipful Company of Ironmongers ... (London,
1889) notes that in 1694 the company temporarily leased their hall for a lottery, which
was called ‘the best and fairest chance at last’ (p.49). John Nicholl’s Some Account of
the Worshipful Company of Ironmongers goes further, stating ‘the Lottery was instigated
by a Mr Thomas Hatfield and was drawn at the Hall of the Ironmongers’ Company.
Hatfield hired the Hall for eight days at a guinea a day and the Company also received
five tickets’. A scarce early lottery token, apparently dating from 1694, the year the
state lottery was introduced in England.

[c.1694?]

£450 †

MANUSCRIPT
See also items 14 & 16.
28.

SIGNED BY WILLIAM III
BLATHWAYT, William. Marching Order Addressed to the Duke of Schonburg
(Schomberg). ‘Our Will and Pleasure is that you cause our Regiment of Horse under
your command to march forthwith from their respective quarters ...’. 27 lines on 1p.
of a folded folio sheet with integral address leaf; some light spotting.
¶ A marching order from William III, 1650-1702, to Meinhardt Schomberg, 1641-1719,
3rd Duke of Schomberg, 1st Duke of Leinster, commanding that he move his troops
to strategic locations between London and Windsor. The letter is written by William
Blathwayt, 1649-1717, who was the King’s Secretary of War and a very influential
Whig politician. Writing in the politest possible terms ‘To our Rt. Trusty & Rt. Entirely
Beloved Cousin ... Duke of Schomburg & Leinster, Generall of our House ...’

1473-1700 - Manuscript: Blathwayt
MANUSCRIPT continued
Blathwayt is keen to emphasise that the Duke keep his men under complete control.
He writes ‘ ... the officers are to take care that the soldiers behave themselves civilly
and duly pay their landlord, and all magistrates, Justices of the Peace, Constables and
others’. Although there was no direct threat against William in May 1700, Jacobite
rebellions and uprisings were something that concerned him throughout his reign.

1700
29.

£650 †

MANOR OF EASTHAM BURNESS
EASTHAM BURNESS. Document written in Latin relating to the manor of Eastham
Burness [Essex]. Signed by Jo. Atwood, Walter Smith and Georgiana (?) Sly, and
dated 1649. Semi-circular damage & old browning to edges from removal of a seal
when folded, sl. affecting a few words. 37.5 x 29cm.
¶ Now East Ham, London Borough of Newham.

£85 †

1649
30.

CELEBRATION FEAST
LINLITHGOW INVOICES. Linlithgow. Two invoices on one sheet, under which is
a note from the Council approving payment, and the merchant’s receipt. They record
two celebrations in 1694. The first is ‘The Good Town of Linlithgow debit to James
Thomson for their election feast the first of October 1694’. 2 sides of beef - 2 quarters
mutton - 12 ducks - 22 pullets - 2 geeses - 15 double breads - (followed by brandy,
drinks, pipes and tobacco). The second, again to James Thompson, is for ‘solemnising
the Remembrance of His Majesty King William his Birthday the 5th November 1694’.
Payments to the sick, to the Town Council, to Officers, the Drummer and Bellman.
Docket title on reverse, light fold marks. 30 x 18.5cm.
¶ Linlithgow was the birthplace of James V of Scotland and Mary Queen of Scots,
perhaps accounting for the town’s enthusiasm.

1694
31.

£150 †

NORFOLK
NORFOLK LEASE. William and Edward Hunt agree to pay £30 for the lease of
some land at Besthorpe from Henry Hobart, Peter Warburton, and Humphrey Bushe.
Written in Latin, 13 lines. Notes on the reverse. Vellum. In good clean condition,
with light original folds. 13.5 x 34cm.
¶ Besthorpe is in Norfolk, and Hobart may well be related to Sir Henry Hobart who
restored Blickling Hall.

1617
32.

33.

£150

MANCHESTER APPRENTICESHIP
POOR LAW. A Poor Law Apprenticeship Indenture dated 1674, for a ‘poore child’
to be apprenticed to a Poynter, a sharpener of needles and pins. The child, William
Hollins of Salford was to be apprenticed to Richard Hunt of Manchester for a term of
eight years. Signed by all parties, the child making his mark, dated 20th July 1674
and bearing a wax seal. In good clean condition, some v. sl. dusting to right-hand
margin. 19.5 x 31.5cm.
1674
£380 †
KIDDINGTON, OXFORD
WHORWOOD, Robert. Indenture relating to the transfer of land in Kiddington,
dated June 11th 1669, by Robert Whorwood of Oxford under the aegis of Daniel
Porter (of Oxford, died 1695). Other names include William Dixon, and his son and
heir apparent John Dixon of Kiddington, and John Striblehill. Signed by the parties
and witnesses. Large folding vellum document, remnants of the original wax seals;
some dusting to outer panels, small hole to one fold intersection. 49 x 62.5cm.
¶ Kiddington is situated just north of Oxford, and after the Reformation the Browne
family (lords of the manor) were recusants with their own Roman Catholic chapel and
priest, and they ensured the survival of Catholicism in this part of Oxfordshire. Daniel
Porter was the honorary ‘Child’ to Sir Sampson White, the Royalist Mayor of
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MANUSCRIPT continued
Oxford 1660/1 and 1665/6 who had ousted the previous mayor, a supporter of Richard
Cromwell. Daniel Porter was a goldsmith and may also have been an engraver of
gold stamps for bookbindings. The Whorwood family are interesting; Robert was
most likely a relation of Jane Whorwood the notorious ‘King’s smuggler’. She was a
Royalist agent, managing the circulation of intelligence, as well as smuggling gold and
funds to sustain the Royalist faction. Whorwood was a close confidante of King Charles
I, and historical documents discovered in 2007 suggest that she had sexual liaisons with
the fading King when he was imprisoned in Carisbrooke Castle in 1647.

1669
34.

£380 †

YORKSHIRE MANUSCRIPT & UNRECORDED BROADSIDE
YORKSHIRE. ‘Anna Dei Gratia Angliae, Scotiae, Franciae & Hiberniae.’ 2pp folio
with integral blank, signed Trevor Suffieild; several corrections to the text. WITH:
Broadside, partially printing the text of the manuscript, partially in English. Granting
an annuity of £184.10s. for life to Catherine of Kirbymoorside, Yorkshire. Ms. 31 x
19.5cam, broadside 30 x 18.5cm.
¶ The broadside is not recorded on ESTC. Family names mentioned include Simpson,
Lancelot Thorpe, Lowe, Smythe, Corneforth, Barnabae Tonstall. The Thorpe and
Simpson families were related by marriage and lived in the Malton and Pickering areas
of North Yorkshire.

[1684?]
__________
35.

£250 †

MILTON’S LATIN POLEMIC
MILTON, John. Ioannis Miltoni Angli Pro Populo Anglicano Defensio, contra
Claudii Anonymi, aliàs Salmasii, Defensionem regiam. Londini [i.e. Amsterdam]
typis Du Gardianis [i.e. Jean Jannson]. [40], 330pp, woodcut device to titlepage. 12mo.
Tear without loss across C1 and H10. Titlepage a little dusted & sl. creased; bound
without endpapers. Full contemporary unlettered calf; joints & edges rubbed. A nice
copy. Madan F.F., 9.
¶ ESTC R234384, Edinburgh, Kansas, Alexander Turnbull only. Milton’s Latin
polemic, first published in 1651 as propaganda against the government. The work
includes invective against Claudius Salmasius and accusations of that scholar’s
inconsistency for taking contradictory positions. Salmasius published no response
during his lifetime, but a fragment of a reply was printed posthumously. A long
anonymous reply, Pro Rege et Populo Anglicano, was published in 1651 at Antwerp.
Twelve printings in 1651 are recorded by ESTC, and for an explanation of the
complicated publication history of this work, see F.F. Madan, Milton, Salmasius, and
Dugard (The Library, ser.4 vol.4 (1923) 119-45). See also items 42 & 215.

1651
36.

£450

MERCURIUS PUBLICUS
NEWSBOOK. Mercurius Publicus, comprising the sum of all affairs now in
agitation in England, Scotland, and Ireland, together with Forrain Intelligence; for
information of the people, and to prevent false news. Published by Authority.
From Thursday Decem. 4 to Thursday Decem. 11, 1662. Printed by Richard
Hodgkinson. Pp791-806 (misnumbered 777). 4to. Small ink splash to leading edge
of first leaf, otherwise v.g. Disbound.
¶ The official newsbook of the government, issued originally under the authority of
General Monck, then ‘by Order of the Council of State’, then by authority of the Crown
after the restoration of Charles II. It began with Numb. 1 (29 Dec. 1659/5 Jan. 1660;
and ceased with Numb. 33 [ser. 4] (13/20 Aug. 1663).

1662
37.

£125

IN JEST AND EARNEST
NEWSPAPER Heraclitus Ridens: At a Dialogue between Jest and Earnest,
Concerning the Times. No. 2 (Feb. 8, 1681) - no. 82 (Aug. 22, 1682). 81 issues. Folio.
Printed for B.T. Tooke. 28 x 17cm. (11 x 7 inches.) 2 pages. Weekly. Trimmed close
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to all edges with occasional sl. loss of text, lacking no. 1, no. 2 partially defective &
later issues sl. browned, nos 38 & 40 trimmed & folded to fit within volume, some
occasional sl. dusting with sm. folds to corners of approx. 20 issues, some sl. but
inoffensive waterstaining; issues generally good & clean. Disbound.
¶ Nos 1-82, Feb. 1681 - Aug. 1682. ESTC 1844. Also called Heraclitus Ridens: or a
Discourse between Jest and Earnest, where many a True Word is pleasantly spoken in
Opposition to Libellers against the Government. Attributed to Thomas Flatman, a poet,
artist and lawman, Heraclitus Ridens is the first example of a Dialogue paper, providing
political commentary in the form of a conversation between two speakers (Clarke). A
Tory ‘authorised Comic Weekly’ (Bourne), it attacks the Whigs and rails against France
amidst the fear of Catholicism and the ongoing rumours of the ‘Popish Plot’.

1681-82
38.

£750

OLDHAM’S SATIRES
(OLDHAM, John) Poems and Translations. By the Author of the Satyrs upon the
Jesuits. Printed for Jos. Hindmarsh. [6], 215, [1]p. 8vo. 1683. BOUND WITH: Satyrs
upon the Jesuits: written in the Year 1679. And some other pieces by the same hand.
The second edition more corrected. Printed for Joseph Hindmarsh. [8], 148pp. 8vo.
1681. BOUND WITH: Some New Pieces never before Published. Printed by M.C. for
Jo. Hindmarsh. [10], 130, [2]pp. 8vo. 1681. Worming to lower margins, not affecting
text. Contemporary calf, later red morocco label; repairs to head & tail of spine and
some crazing, minor abrasions to boards. Bookplate of Peter Scupham.
¶ ESTC R15449; R3086; R12528. The pagination is erratic, and this copy has the final
advert leaf, but ESTC reports 134pp. Here, the text concludes ‘finis’ at the foot of page
130. Other copies located have either 134 or 130 pages, and the contents leaf does not
note anything after the final ‘Letter’ with which this copy concludes. Oldham, 16531683, close friend of Dryden, who based his poetry on the Satires of Juvenal.

1683 / 1681 / 1681
39.

£160

ADVICE TO A SON
(OSBORNE, Francis) Advice to a Son; or Directions for your better conduct through
the various and most important encounters of this life. Under these generall heads
I. Studies &c. II. Love and Marriage. III. Travell. IV. Government. V. Religion.
Conclusion. Oxford: printed by Hen: Hall Printer to the University, for Thomas
Robinson. [16], 151, [1]p. 8vo. First edition. A good wide-margined copy. Expert
repair to a small marginal tear without loss at the foot of A2. Full contemporary calf
binding; rather dry & rubbed, wear to head & tail of spine, and corners.
¶ ESTC R203068. BL, Oxford, Leeds; Bibliotheque Nationale; Harvard, Huntington,
Union Theological Seminary, Cincinatti, Illinois, Michigan.
Francis Osborne’s chief publication was his Advice to a Son, with a second part
published later in 1658. It became popular at once, and after it had passed through five
editions within two years Osborne declared himself the author.
The warnings against women with which he plied his son give the book a misogynist
character, and it was ridiculed by John Heydon in his Advice to a Daughter, in
opposition to Advice to a Son, 1658. A defence of Osborne appeared in Advice to
Balaam’s Ass, by Thomas Pecke, whom Heydon castigated in a second edition of his
Advice to a Daughter, 1659. In Osborne’s day his Advice to a Son found admirers
among the young scholars at Oxford, but the clergy detected atheism in its vague
references to religion and denounced its evil influence. On 27 July 1658 the ViceChancellor, John Conant, accordingly summoned the Oxford booksellers before him
and told them to sell no more copies of Osborne’s book; but this direction caused the
Advice, according to Anthony à Wood, to sell far more copies.
At a later date Samuel Pepys studied it, and Sir William Petty told him that the three
most popular books of his time were Osborne’s Advice, Thomas Browne’s Religio
Medici, and Samuel Butler’s Hudibras. Jonathan Swift wrote of Osborne in the Tatler
as one who affected the phrases in fashion at court in his day, and soon became either
unintelligible or ridiculous. James Boswell found the Advice shrewd, quaint, and lively;
but Samuel Johnson told Boswell that Osborne was conceited: ‘Were a man to write so
now, the boys would throw stones at him’.

1656 [i.e. 1655]

£1,250
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40.

THE USEFULNESS OF HUMILITY
PELLING, Edward. A Practical Discourse upon Humility. Wherein is shewn, the
nature, reasonableness, and usefulness thereof. Together with the ways of expressing
and increasing it. Printed for William Crooke. [8], 198, [10]pp ads, preliminary
imprimatur leaf. 8vo. Some browning & light foxing. Later 18th century calf,
blind ruled borders, decorative corner pieces, raised bands, morocco label; joints
cracked & worn, head & tail of spine chipped. Ownership name of James Stonhouse
of Northampton on front endpaper, also in gilt on upper board. Corner of front
endpaper torn with loss.
¶ ESTC R38182. Sole edition. Edward Pelling, 1640-1718, educated at Westminster
and Cambridge, was a defender of the Church of England against both Roman Catholics
and dissenters. He printed numerous sermons which he preached on public occasions,
many before the King or the House of Lords at Westminster Abbey. He also published
sermons, and a series of ‘practical discourses’. Sir James Stonhouse, 1716-1795,
physician and cleric, published a number of religious tracts, and founded the county
infirmary at Northampton.

1694
41.

£200

PSALMES
PSALMS. (The Psalmes of King David translated by King Iames Cum privilegio
Regiæ Maiestatis.) (Oxford: printed by William Turner). 319, [1]p. 12mo. Lacking
frontispiece; early titlepage supplied in ink facsimile. Worm trails to text affecting
letters, a number of early pen strokes and splashes. Nineteenth century calf, gilt ruled
borders & bands; binding a little rubbed.
¶ ESTC S102298, noting the edition to be mainly translated by William Alexander, Earl
of Stirling. In 1604 King James appointed six committees of scholars to prepare a new
& improved translation of the Scriptures: those assigned to translate the Psalms were all
from Cambridge, & with knowledge of Hebrew. The method of the committee was for
one member to read out a translation & the other members to respond if they found fault.

1631
42.

£50

MYSTERIES OF STATE
RALEIGH, Walter. The Arts of Empire, and Mysteries of State Discabineted. In
political and polemical aphorisms, grounded on authority and experience. And
illustrated with the choicest examples and historical observations. By the everrenowned Knight Sir Walter Raleigh published by John Milton Esq. Printed by G.
Croom, for Joseph Watts. [8], 238, [2]pp ads. 8vo. Lower corner B2 has a fault where
it was folded during printing, text printed across the fold on verso, tear with loss to a
rear blank. Contemporary speckled sheep, expertly rebacked, double gilt bands, red
morocco label, speckled page edges.
¶ ESTC R20812. Although Milton believed that the manuscript he edited was by
Raleigh, the attribution is doubtful. Cf. William Riley Parker, Milton, p.516-517, and
J. Shawcross, Milton bibliography, 256. Originally published in 1658 as The CabinetCouncil, and unsold copies were re-issued by the publisher in 1661, omitting Milton’s
name from the title, together with his preface, presumably in order not to hinder sales
following the proclamation of 1660 condemning the author’s Pro populo Anglicano
defensio. See item 35.

1692
43.

£580

LEGAL HELP FOR LORDS OF THE MANOR
SHEPPARD, William. The Court-Keepers Guide: or, a plaine and familiar Treatise,
needfull and usefull for the helpe of many that are imployed in the keeping of law
dayes, or courts baron. Wherein is largely and plainly opened the jurisdiction of these
courts, with the learning of mannors, copyholds, rents, harriots and other services
and advantages belonging unto mannors, to the great profit of lords of mannors, and
owners of these courts. The second edition corrected and amended, by the Author.
Printed by James Flesher for M[ercy] M[eighen], Gabriell Bedell, and Thomas Collins.
[4], 254, [4]pp table. 8vo. Some age browning to paper, pale waterstain towards rear
of volume, titlepage browned with some marginal chipping, tear to foot of F2 & F3
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affecting a few letters without loss of text. Expertly bound in recent sprinkled calf,
blind ruled borders & spine bands. A few contemporary annotations and the early
ownership inscription of N. Cotterell at head of titlepage.
¶ ESTC R33879, BL, Oxford, Trinity, and Law Society only in the UK; Columbia,
Harvard, Huntington, Lib Congress, UCLA, Michigan.William Sheppard is best known
as one of the most prolific legal authors of the seventeenth century. His twenty-two
books on the law include studies of conveyancing, actions on the case, tithe collection,
several guides for local law enforcement and the first three legal encyclopaedias to
be written in the English language. He was also known as Oliver Cromwell’s law
reformer. In 1649 he published his third book on the law; The Court-Keepers Guide,
an instructional manual for manor lords and their stewards, which was one of his most
successful legal handbooks and his publishers sent five editions into print within thirteen
years, all corrected and modernized by the author.

1650
44.

£680

TRADING ‘WITH JUSTICE AND EQUITY’
STEELE, Richard. The Trades=man’s Calling. Being a discourse concerning the
nature, necessity, choice, &c. of a Calling in general: and directions for the right
managing of the tradesman’s calling in particular. Printed by J.D. for Samuel Sprint
at the Bell in Little Britain. [16], 238, [2], final advertisement leaf. Contemporary
sheep; corners rubbed, at some time rebacked, simple gilt rules to spine. Modern
ownership inscription in pencil of Sylvia Caplin, July 1945.
¶ ESTC R20926. The author was a non-conformist minister. The advice is inevitably
rather religious in tone, but not without humour: ‘Pleasures have their charms ...
The diligent man useth them, as sauce to restore his stomach, palled with poring on
his business; and therefore a touch of them serves his turn ...’. Preceding Defoe’s
Complete English Tradesman (1726) by over forty years, Steele defines trading as a
‘calling’ when conducted with justice and equity. The text was later edited by Isaac
Watts as The Religious Tradesman and published probably in the 1780s, though the first
dated edition is 1792.

1684
45.

£420

DESCRIPTION OF GERMANIE
TACITUS. The Annales of Cornelius Tacitus. The Description of Germanie. (Fourth
edition.) (together with, as published) ... The End of Nero and Beginning of Galba.
Foure Bookes of the Histories of Cornelius Tacitus. The Life of Agricola. The fifth
edition. n.p. (Printed by John Bill.) [6], 271, [1]p; [6], 227, [1]p. Folio. A clean copy
with occasional minor browning. Bound in recent quarter calf, raised bands, marbled
boards, new endpapers & pastedowns. Lacking preliminary & final blanks.
¶ ESTC S117626. The Annales, Tacitus’s final work, was first translated by Richard
Greenway and Henry Savile, in 1598.

1622
46.

£450

A DEFENCE OF THE SEX
(WALSH, William) A Dialogue Concerning Women, being a Defence of the Sex.
Written to Eugenia. Printed for R. Bentley in Russel-street in Covent Garden. [8],
(136)pp. 8vo. Paper a little browned with stain at end affecting e.ps and last page of
text, inner hinges neatly repaired. Contemp. calf, expertly rebacked, spine gilt with
raised bands. Early ownership inscr. of ‘John Byrch, Ejus Liber 1741’ and at end ‘John
Byrch peruke maker his book’. Oval book label of Arnold Muirhead.
¶ ESTC R13108 BL, Oxford, Leeds only in UK; MacDonald, 136. In this copy E3
is signed C3 and the final blank K4 is retained. FIRST EDITION. With a preface
by John Dryden, A Dialogue Concerning Women was Walsh’s first work, written at
the age of 28, in which he argues for the intellectual equality of women, and satirises
their critics. It is also noted as an example of the developing recognition of a sense of
identity amongst 17th century gay men, and contains learned references to Socrates’
love for Alcibiades, Plato’s love for the boy Aster, and defences of homosexuality in the
works of Plutarch, Lucian, Anacreon, Tibullus, Martial, as well as travellers’ reports on
homosexuality in Turkey, Italy, and Spain.

1691

£3,500
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47.

BELLES-LETTRES
ACADEMIE ROYALE. Choix des Mémoires de L’Academie Royale des Inscriptions
et Belles-Lettres. Three volumes. Chez T. Becket et P. Elmsly. [2], iii, [4], iv-lx,
656pp; [2], iii, [4], iv-ccviii, 495, [1]p; [2], iii, [5], iv-lxviii, 696pp, 4 engraved plates (1
folding). 4to. A v.g. clean set in full contemporary calf, raised & gilt banded spines,
red & green morocco labels; some cracking to joints, spines & board edges sl. rubbed.
Armorial bookplate of Wm. Constable.
¶ ESTC T113913. Aberdeen, BL, Cambridge, Senate House, St Deinol’s, The National
Trust; John Hopkins, Philadelphia, McGill, Wesleyan.
The Académie originated in 1663 as a council of four humanists, ‘scholars who were
the most versed in the knowledge of history and antiquity’. The organizer was King
Louis XIV’s finance minister Jean-Baptiste Colbert. Its first name was the Académie
Royale des Inscriptions et Médailles, and its mission was to compose or obtain
Latin inscriptions to be written on public monuments and medals issued to celebrate
the events of Louis’ reign. However, under Colbert’s management, the Académie
performed many additional roles, such as determining the art that would decorate the
Palace of Versailles. In January 1716 it was permanently renamed to the Académie
Royale des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres with the broader goal of elevating the prestige
of the French monarchy using physical symbols uncovered or recovered through the
methods of classical erudition. It published 317 volumes of learned commentary, the
Histoire et Memoires de l’Academie, between 1717 and 1793. These volumes bring
together a selection from these works.

1777
48.

ADDISON’S WORKS
ADDISON, Joseph. The Works. In Four Volumes. The third edition: with a
compleat index. Printed for J. and R. Tonson. xxxv, [3], 525, [1], [4]pp index; [8],
538, [12]pp index; 579, [1], [12]pp index; 555, [1], [12]pp index, engraved portrait
frontispiece, large engraved headpiece, 6 engraved plates of medals included in
pagination vol I. 4to. Some water-staining to lower margins vol. IV, otherwise in
good clean condition. Full contemporary mottled calf, gilt panelled spines, red
morocco labels; joints cracking but boards firm, spines worn at head & tail & rather
rubbed. Armorial bookplate of E.W. Wynne Pendarves.
¶ ESTC T89168. Edited by Thomas Tickell. Addison, 1672-1719, essayist, poet
& playwright, best known for his collaboration with Richard Steele at the Tatler
& the Spectator.

1741
49.

50.

£580

£380

ADDISON, Joseph. The Works. In Four Volumes. The third edition: with a
compleat index. Printed for J. and R. Tonson. xxxv, [3], 525, [1], [4]pp index; [8],
538, [12]pp index; 579, [1], [12]pp index; 555, [1], [12]pp index, engraved portrait
frontispiece, large engraved headpiece, 6 engraved plates of medals included in
pagination in vol I. 4to. Sl. browning, single wormhole to lower blank margin vol. I,
several small wormholes to lower gutter margin vol. III, old stains to opening pp188189 vol. III & tear to lower margin of Iii4. Full contemporary calf, raised bands, red
morocco labels; one label missing, one chipped, joints cracked but firm, wear to head
& tails. Armorial bookplate of the Borlase family, loosely inserted 19th century note
from Mrs Borlase, Beauchamp Terrace [Leamington], ‘sent Miss Marshall one Vol of
Addison’s Works’.
1741
£280
FOUR ISSUES OF THE LADIES’ DIARY
ALMANACK. The Ladies’ Diary: or Woman’s Almanack, for the Year of our
Lord 1732, 1733, 1734, 1735 containing many delightful and entertaining particulars
peculiarly adapted for the use and diversion of the Fair-Sex. Printed by A. Wilde,
for the Company of Stationers. Four issues, each [16], 24pp, woodcut on titlepage,
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calendar pages & titlepages printed in red & black. Some ink annotations. Uncut,
stitched as issued, a bit dusted and corners a little worn. With two pence tax stamps
to titles.
¶ ESTC T58269. The Ladies Diary ran from 1706-1840. Although aimed at a female
readership the mathematical questions and literary queries set each year are answered
throughout by men. It was originally compiled by John Tipper, and edited from 17141743 by Henry Beighton. These are the 29th to 32nd year of publication: ‘Hail happy
ladies of the British Isle, On whom the graces and the muses smile.’

1732-35

£85

ANONYMOUS
51.

ROBBERS AND ASSASSINS
Adventures of Socivizca, a notorious Robber and Assassin, of the race of the
Molarchians, commonly called Montenegrins. Huddersfield: printed and sold by
Brook and Lancashire. xi, [2], 14-57, [1]p, half title, titlepage device, 2 woodcuts
in text. 12mo. BOUND WITH: Singular Life of Timothy Benson, a Highwayman.
Huddersfield: printed and sold by Brook and Lancashire. [4], 63-87, [1]p, half
title, titlepage device, 2 woodcuts in text. 12mo. BOUND WITH: Horrid Life of
Sawney Beane, an atrocious Robber & Assassin. Huddersfield: printed and sold by
Brook and Lancashire. [6], 95-109, [1], [2]pp ad. leaf, half title, titlepage woodcut,
2 woodcuts in text. 12mo. Three items in one, with continuous pagination.
Contemporary brown pasteboards with simple sheep spine, traces of gilt bands;
worn at head & tail, sl. cracking to joints, without endpapers. Ownership
inscription of John James Garbett Walsham, Feb 14th 1815, at head of first titlepage.
Woodcuts may possibly be by John Bewick.
¶ Unrecorded. The paper is watermarked 1797, and the earliest printing recorded for
Brook and Lancashire by ESTC is 1798. ESTC records two editions of Socivizca,
both London printed, 1770 (2nd edition), and c1780; single copies of three chapbook
editions of Sawney Beane, with suggested dates of 1775, and 1800; but no copies of any
edition of Timothy Benson. OCLC does not add any further editions. The two works
advertised at the end of the volume do not appear in either ESTC or OCLC, although
The Moralist is possibly a version of the earlier work, The Entertaining Moralist. The
advertisement also refers to ‘a variety of other publications, adapted for the capacities of
Young Persons’, and in 1799 Brook and Lancashire published The Young Philosopher,
and c.1800 Blossoms of Genius. The Bewick Collector does record a copy of their
publication The Moralist, suggesting a date of c.1805?, and the inclusion of cuts by
John Bewick. Although the paper here is watermarked 1797, it is more likely to have
been published c1800.
John James Garbett Walsham was born in 1805, and this early reading may have
whetted his appetite to later become Justice of the Peace for Hereford and Radnor.

1798?

52.

£500

ADVENTURES OF ISABELLA AS SEEN BY
A COUNTERFEIT SHILLING
The Birmingham Counterfeit; or, Invisible Spectator. A sentimental romance. In two
volumes. S. Bladon. [xx], [1]-268; [iv], [1]-280. 12mo. Half titles. Contemp. full sheep,
maroon labels; expertly repaired.
¶ ESTC N15638. BL only in British Isles, 6 locations in N. America. The travels of a
counterfeit Birmingham shilling, a conceit in the style of Charles Johnstone’s Chrysal,
or Adventures of a Guinea, 1760 (see item 182). ‘So what story have we here?’ asks the
Critical Review, in an attempt to define ‘sentimental romance’. Isabella is the heroine,
whose beau shoots himself when forbidden to marry her; she is captured at sea by a
French privateer, then rescued by a British captain on his way to Charlestown, Carolina.
The captain expresses his love and Isabella reciprocates. The Critical does not censure
the young lady for so soon forgetting her lover, and accepting the captain’s offer, ‘in
which there is something very sentimental. A live dog ... is better than a dead lion’.

1772

£2,800
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53.

ALL THE NEW SONGS: DUBLIN EDITION
The Buck’s Companion; or, Young Lady and Gentleman’s Amusement; being a
collection of all the New Songs, &c. Sung at Vauxhall, Ranelagh, Marylebone Gardens,
Sadler’s Wells, and at the theatres in London, Dublin, Cork, &c. Dublin: printed by
James Hunter, in Sycamore Alley. xi, [1 misnumbered x], 13-180pp, with a three-page
catalogue for James Hunter’s publications after titlepage; several minor brown marks
to text, a little browned. 12mo bound in sixes. Full contemporary calf, raised bands, red
morocco label, green silk marker. Armorial bookplate of Sam Lobel, Esq.
¶ Unrecorded by ESTC. The 3-page catalogue notes fourteen of Hunter’s publications,
a number of which also do not appear to be recorded.

1761
54.

£850

DESCRIPTION OF A PRESBYTERIAN
The Description of a Presbyterian: exemplify’d in his character: humbly address’d to
those gentlemen, that by the imputation of the High Church are lately added to the
famous Party. Printed; and are to be sold by E. Matthews at the Bible in Pater-nosterRow. 16, [2]pp blank. 8vo. Some foxing and light browning. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T14224. Union Theological Seminary only in America. First printed in 1710.

1715
55.

£75

KNAVES ALL
An Essay in Praise of Knavery. Whether it be in C-ers, Politicians, or Lawyers; Priests,
P-Lates, or Church Dignitaries; L-ds, Merchants, or Stock-Jobbers; National Plunderers,
or Pick-Pockets; Thieves, Highway-Men, or Thief-Takers; Turks, Jews, or Infidels. Of all
nations and countries. The second edition. Printed for Sam. Briscoe, at the Bell Savage on
Ludgate-Hill. [10], 43, [1]p, engraved frontispiece. 8vo. Some light browning and final
two leaves shaved at the head in the binding slightly affecting two page numbers. Bound
in late 19th century half dark red calf, marbled boards; spine rubbed, but gilt lettering
still present. Bookplates of Collin Armstrong, and Albert Rowe Merrill, envelope address
panel dated 1891 pasted on to front endpaper, to George Nickel, Jamaica, New York,
bookseller’s description pasted at foot of preliminary blank.
¶ ESTC N31510,McGill and Illinois only. Three editions were published in 1723 of this
rather fine satire relating to the South Sea Bubble Crisis.

1723
56.

£520

BY SMOLLETT?
The Expedition. An Ode. Written in October 1740. Printed for T. Cooper, in PaterNoster-Row. 12pp. 8vo. Disbound; worn, with old stains, chipping to edges, tears
to leading edges without loss of text. Early name of John Lawson at head of titlepage,
some pen strokes.
¶ ESTC T33819, BL; Boston, Huntington, Cincinatti. ESTC T154422 appears to record
the same edition, but noting that the imprint is false, and that it was actually printed in
Edinburgh. (8 copies). Tobias Smollett served as a surgeon in the Royal Navy on the
disastrous Cartagena Expedition of 1740-41, with his experiences employed in Roderick
Random. Although the preface claims The Expedition, an Ode, was written by a deceased
officer on that Expedition, some commentators suggest it may in fact be by Smollett,
judging by the subject matter and Thomas Cooper being a favourite publisher of the author.

[1741]
57.

£450

LONDON HELL
Hell Upon Earth: or the town in an uproar. Occasion’d by the late horrible scenes
of forgery, perjury, street-robbery, murder, sodomy, and other shocking impieties ...
Printed for J. Roberts in Warwick- Lane, and A. Dodd without Temple- Bar. [ii], 62pp.
12mo. Sl. browning. Handsomely rebound in modern quarter calf over marbled
boards, vellum tips, red morocco label.
¶ ESTC T36083, the sole edition; seven locations in the UK; eight in North America.
Scarce in commerce. A shocking portrayal of London life in the early Georgian
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era. The anonymous author paints a picture of London in 1729, expanding rapidly
in geography and population, as a hellish sea of crime and destitution. ‘This great,
wicked, unwieldy, over-grown Town, one continued hurry of Vice and Pleasure;
where nothing dwells but Absurdities, Abuses, Accidents, Accusations, Admirations,,
Adventures, Adversities ...’
He outlines hour by hour ‘the usual observations of the Sabbath: ‘Eleven o’Clock. Fine
fans, rich brilliants, white hands, envious eyes, and gold snuff- boxes displaying in all parish
churches. - many excellent stolen sermons preached by some clergymen who won’t take
pains to make worse of their own ... drunken beggars battling and breaking on anothers
heads about the streets in dividing the charity of ostentatious fools and old women ...’
He later comments that the ‘late proceedings in our courts of law have furnished us with
ample proofs, that this town abounds too plentifully with a sect of brutish creatures called
sodomites ...’ Our author continues in the same vein throughout attacking satirists, actors,
coquettes, beaux, the inhabitants of coffee-houses, and most other citizens of the city.

1729
58.

£2,500

BY A LADY
Mary Queen of Scots, an Historical Ballad; with other Poems. By a Lady. Printed [by
S. Gosnell] for John Stockdale. iv, 89, [1], [4]pp ads. 8vo. An uncut copy. Disbound;
stitching loose, clean tear across B3 without loss repaired with archival tape.
¶ ESTC T64657, sole edition. BL, Cambridge, St Andrews only. The ‘other poems’
include The Orphan’s Petition, A Letter to Miss – in Edinburgh, at the time of her
Marriage; Reply to -, who declared the writer could never meet a faithless lover, and a
Sonnet, on leaving the Cottage of Lady E-B and Miss P-.

1800
59.

TO ALL APPEARANCE, DEAD
The Sinner’s Redemption or the conversion of Joshua Tuckfield who was in a poor
state of health for some time, when to all appearance he died, ... when to the surprise
of all, he received new life, told them he had seen heaven and hell, and some persons
he had known when on earth. Sutton, Printer, Nottingham Review Office. 8pp,
woodcut illustration. 8vo. Partially unopened. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T174304, NLS, Oxford and Princeton only. Another Nottingham edition
was printed by The Company of Walking Stationers (Bodleian only) suggesting a
date c1780-1810. There is also a copy of this Sutton edition in a bound volume of
chapbooks in Nottingham Archives.

[c.1800]
60.

£320

£150

AMOURS OF THE GREAT
Vanelia: or, the Amours of the Great. An Opera. As it is acted by a Private Company
near St James’s. The second edition. Printed for E. Rayner, at the Pamphlet-Shop near
the George-Tavern, Charing-Cross. vii, [1], 55, [1]p, frontispiece. 8vo. Some occasional
marks, frontispiece trimmed along lower & leading edge, contemporary sepia wash
colouring; one leaf cropped at top affecting running head to one side. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T68708, BL, Nat Lib Ireland, Oxford, National Trust; Columbia, Duke,
McMaster, UCLA, Illinois, Kansas, Toronto. The anonymous writer was also the
author of Lord Blunder’s Confession (1733), and Mr Taste, the Poetical Fop (1732),
the latter of which is sometimes attributed to Eliza Haywood. Vanelia is based on the
history of the Hon. Anne Vane, mistress of Frederick, Prince of Wales. The Cambridge
Introduction to the English Theatre, suggests that it might just possible be the work of
‘the ambitious but impecunious Henry Fielding’. A vivacious work, containing twentyone songs of the Beggar’s Opera type, it was never intended for the stage, but written as
a political satire, and rapidly went through six editions.

1732
61.

£200

VOYAGE TO THE CENTRE OF THE EARTH
A Voyage to the World in the Centre of the Earth. Giving an account of the manners,
customs, laws, government and religion of the inhabitants, their persons and habits
described: with several other particulars. In which is introduced, the history of an
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inhabitant of the air, written by himself. With some account of the planetary worlds.
Printed for S. Crowder and H. Woodgate. xii, 275, [1]p. 12mo. Small worm track
to pp87-107, continuing as tiny single hole through following pages shaving a few
letters, some offset browning from turn-ins to titlepage border, first two leaves and
final few leaves, otherwise a clean copy. Expertly bound in recent full calf, blind
ruled borders, raised bands, red morocco label.
¶ ESTC T214760, BL, Chawton, NT; Brigham Young, Harvard, Smith College Library
of Congress, and University of California (Riverside). Sargent, British and American
Utopian Fiction, pp24/5; Gove, The Imaginary Voyage in Prose Fiction, pp 341/2.
A rare precursor of Jules Verne’s novel, Journey to the Centre of the Earth, and the first
original Hollow-Earth fiction written in English. A translation of Ludwig Holberg’s
Nicolai Klimii iter subterraneum novam telluris, had been published in London in 1742
under the title A Journey to the World Under-Ground.
Having squandered away his inheritance the anonymous narrator ‘without a friend in the
world’ gains employment as a clerk on a man-of-war and heads for Naples. Exploring
on Mount Vesuvius he accidentally falls into what he later reveals to be just one of many
holes that lead to the interior of the Earth, where another world awaits. A miraculous
landing on a haystack saves his life but he finds himself unable to move because of the
greater gravity of this interior world. A friendly inhabitant applies a chemical salve
which allows the narrator to stand up and move about. A second salve then renders him
capable of understanding and conversing in the language of Inner Earth.
He meets the King in the capital called Oudentominos, who makes him welcome but
stresses that visitors are usually encouraged to leave after a year. That custom was set
in place when a still-extant colony of English men and women discovered Inner Earth
nearly a hundred years earlier resulting in frequent problems. During the narrator’s stay
the cantankerous English once again come close to mutinying, so the Inner Earthers
attack and subdue them. The men are castrated and both sexes of the English are
scattered around Inner Earth to prevent any more rebellions from fomenting. When his
year-long visit is over the narrator is allowed to fly back to England by way of the giant
birds of Inner Earth, and he is so sobered by his adventures that he spends the rest of his
life as a hermit. Ref: Edward Wozniak and Balladeer’s Blog, 2017.

1755
__________
62.

£5,200

NEW BATH GUIDE
(ANSTEY, Christopher) The New Bath Guide: or, Memoirs of the B-R-D Family. In
a series of poetical epistles. The eighth edition. Printed for J. Dodsley. viii,175, [1]p,
engraved frontispiece. 8vo. A very good copy in contemporary quarter calf, marbled
boards, vellum tips, raised & gilt spine bands, red morocco label. Armorial bookplate
of Ralph Adderley, Esq., Coton. FINE.
¶ ESTC T76286. First published in 1766, The New Bath Guide, was written by a
country squire from Cambridgeshire and it became an immediate best seller. The book
was not a guide in the accepted sense of the word; it was a satirical review, in verse, of
fashionable society in Bath in the mid-eighteenth century, and its broad humour found a
receptive audience in London and Bath, where it was widely read and discussed.
It was enthusiastically praised by Horace Walpole, and on the strength of its success,
Anstey and his family moved to Bath, taking residence in the newly constructed Royal
Crescent. In 1792 the family moved again, this time into the also newly completed
Marlborough Buildings, where they lived until Anstey’s death in 1805.

1772
63.

£125

(ANSTEY, Christopher) The New Bath Guide: or Memoirs of the B-n-r-d family ...
The eleventh edition. Printed for J. Dodsley. viii, 175, [1]p, engraved frontispiece. 8vo.
Full contemporary unlettered sheep; hinges weak, head & tail of spine worn. Early
signature on leading endpaper of Thos H. Bund, booklabel of Wick Episcopi Library.
¶ ESTC T89807.

1779

£58

61

77
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64.

ARABIAN NIGHTS: UNRECORDED EDITION
ARABIAN NIGHTS. The Arabian Nights’ Entertainments: or, the Thousand and
One Nights. Accurately describing the manners, customs, laws, and religion, of
the Eastern Nations. Translated from the French of M. Galland, by G.S. Beaumont.
Four volumes in one – third edition. Printed for Mathews and Leigh. viii, 573,
[1] directions to the binder, [2]pp ads, 8 engraved plates. 8vo. Some sl. foxing &
offsetting from plates, otherwise a good clean copy. Full contemporary calf, gilt ruled
borders, raised gilt bands, blind tooled compartments, green morocco label.
¶ First published in this edition in 1808; this 1813 edition unrecorded by Copac.

1813
65.

£200

CUPID & THE EMBLEMS OF LOVE
(AYRES, Philip) Emblems of Love. In Four Languages. Dedicated to the Ladys.
Printed for John Wren Bookseller & Binder at ye Bible & Crown near Great Turnstyle,
Holborn. 90 leaves engraved throughout, printed on one side only, comprising
engraved titlepage, opening sonnet, 44 engraved ‘cupid’ plates each with a facing
quatrain of engraved verse in Latin, English, Italian, & French. 12mo. Sl. browning,
endpapers a little foxed. Full contemporary calf, raised & gilt banded spine, red
morocco label; upper joint cracked but firm, some wear to head & tail & corners.
Armorial bookplate of W. Bosanquet.
¶ ESTC T232469, BL, Cambridge and Oxford only in the UK, and not in Harvard.
First published as Cupids Addresse to the Ladies Emblemata Amatoria in 1683, this is a
reissue of the plates of the 1714 edition, with an engraved titlepage signed ‘S Nicholls
sculp:’ replacing the letterpress one, and introductory sonnet ‘Cupid to Chloe Weeping’.
Quires B-L are the same engravings as the other English editions, and are mostly
reworkings of emblems originally found in the earlier Amorum Emblemata (1608) by
Otto van Veen. Titles include ‘The Voluntary Prisoner’, ‘The Timerous Adventurer’,
‘Be Quick and Sure’, ‘Little by Little’, ‘Tis Constancy that Gains the Pryze’. The
engravings depict cupid in a whole host of different scenarios.

[c.1750]
66.

BAILLIE’S PLAYS
(BAILLIE, Joanna) A Series of Plays: in which it is attempted to delineate the
stronger passions of the mind. Each passion being the subject of a tragedy and a
comedy. Second edition. Printed for T. Cadell. [2], 411, [1]p. 8vo. One leaf slightly
proud & a little dusty down leading edge, inner boards foxed. Contemporary half
calf, marbled boards, raised & gilt banded spine, green morocco label; spine rubbed.
19th century bookplate of C.W. Michel, Esq., Northerwood, Lyndhurst, with his name
at head of titlepage.
¶ ESTC T74598. A second volume was published in 1802, and a third in 1812.

1799
67.

£850

£60

‘ON A LADY’S WRITING’
(BARBAULD, Anna) Poems. Printed for Joseph Johnson. vi, 138pp. Pages 74-75,
78-79 misnumbered 66-67, 70-71. 4to. Some occasional foxing, old waterstain to top
right-hand corner of text. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T236. This is the first setting of the first edition with errata on page vi. In the
second issue the errata, and possibly the erratic pagination are both corrected. Although
opening with the bold political statement, ‘Corsica’, this collection is a very personal
piece of work, and many of the poems are addressed to members of Mrs Barbauld’s
family or to friends associated with the Warrington Academy, where her father was a
teacher. The collection includes the most interesting piece, ‘On a Lady’s Writing’, in
which the author describes how the discipline of handwriting forms an important, and
empowering accomplishment for women in the 18th century.

1773
68.

£180

‘PUBLISHED BY MR WESLEY’
BAXTER, Richard. An Extract of Mr Richard Baxter’s Aphorisms of Justification.
Published by John Wesley. The third edition. Printed by J. Paramore, at the Foundry,
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Moorfields: and sold at the New Chapel, City-Road; and at the Rev. Mr. Wesley’s
preaching-houses in town and country. 40pp. 12mo. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T119614. BL, Oxford, John Rylands; Emory, Harvard, Union Theological
Seminary. Originally published in 1649, the 1st and 2nd editionsn of ‘An Extract’ were
published in 1745, and a 4th in 1797. Baxter reacted to the antinomian spirit (where
Christians are released from the obligations of moral law) he had perceived amongst
Cromwell’s soldiers; his thiking was clearly in tune with Wesley and the Methodists.

1784
69.

FOUNDER OF THE CHARTER-HOUSE
BEARCROFT, Philip. An Historical Account of Thomas Sutton Esq; and of his
foundation in Charter-House. Printed by E. Owen, and sold by F. Gyles in Holborn.
xvi, 275, [1]p errata, engraved portrait frontispiece, 2 plates (one double-page). 8vo.
Some slight water-staining to a few leading edges towards end, head of frontispiece
sl. cropped in binding. Nineteenth century calf, spine with three unusual wide raised
bands, lettering on the bands; some loss of gilt. Armorial bookplate of John Alliston.
¶ ESTC T149589. Thomas Sutton, 1532-1611, a Lincolnshire businessman who
founded the London Charterhouse and Charterhouse School.

1737
70.

£75

£280

GOLDEN NUMBERS
BEDFORD, Arthur. Horae Mathematicae Vacuae: or, a treatise of the golden
and ecliptick numbers. Containing, I. An easy and certain method for finding the
change of the moon for any time past or to come, from the creation to the end of the
world, by the rectification of the golden number. II. An easy and certain method
for finding the eclipses both of the sun and moon for any time past or to come,
from the creation to the end of the world, by a number of years called, the ecliptick
number. III. Of the fractions of the square and cube roots. To which is added,
examples for the practice of the golden and ecliptick numbers, to find thereby the
change or age of the moon, taken out of The Scripture chronology demonstrated by
astronomical observations. Printed for J. Clarke, at the Golden Ball in Duck-Lane,
near West-Smithfield. [8], 80pp, half title, 2 figures in text, numerous tables. 8vo.
Light browning & several corrections, a marginal annotation in a contemporary
hand. Original sugar paper boards, respined in calf; inner joints neatly repaired,
corners worn. Early ownership name of Henry Jones, partially removed bookplate,
Ex-Bibliotheca Elisae Annae Mackworth.
¶ ESTC T109509. Arthur Bedford, 1668 – 1745, miscellaneous writer, most notable
for his pamphlets against the theatre and popular music. In 1724 he was appointed
chaplain to the hospital of the Haberdashers’ Company at Hoxton. He joined Jeremy
Collier and other pamphleteers in their crusade against the stage, and issued a series
of tracts, of which one became notorious: A Serious Remonstrance in behalf of the
Christian Religion against the Horrid Blasphemies and Impieties which are still used
in the English Playhouses (1719). He also projected a work on chronology, taking up
a suggestion in the preface to James Ussher’s Annals that astronomy might simplify
ancient chronology. He held back on hearing that Isaac Newton promised a work on
the same subject, and then publishing in 1728 Animadversions on Sir I. Newton’s book
entitled ‘The Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms amended’, in reply to The Chronology
of Ancient Kingdoms. This present work, Horae Mathematicae Vacuae, a treatise on
Golden and Ecliptic Numbers, was written as a pastime during an attack of sciatica.

1743
71.

£500

MODE OF TREATMENT FOR THE EYES
(BEER, Georg Joseph) The Art of Preserving the Sight unimpaired to an extreme
old age: and of re-establishing and strengthening it when it is become weak: with
instructions how to proceed in accidental cases, which do not require the assistance
of professional men, and the mode of treatment proper for the eyes during
and immediately after the small pox. To which are added, observations on the
inconveniences and dangers arising from the use of common spectacles, &c. &c. B an
experienced oculist. Second edition, considerably enlarged and improved. Printed
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for Henry Colburn. xvi, 247pp, engraved frontispiece. 12mo. Sl. browning, name
clipped from head of titlepage. Attractive contemporary half black calf, marbled
boards, ornate gilt decorated spine; corners sl. rubbed.
¶ The establishment of ophthalmology as an independent scientific speciality came about
largely through the efforts and example of Georg Joseph Beer, 1763-1821, in Vienna in the
early nineteenth century. Beer was outstanding in his clinical practice of ophthalmology
and surgery, as a teacher and as an author. He was the founder of the first ophthalmological
school and clinic. This work was first published in 1813 and includes a section on ‘the care
of the eyes in various species of labour and employment’. He highlights the risks involved
in the work of painters, goldsmiths, jewellers, tailors, shoemakers &c.

1815
72.

£160

INVISIBLE POWERS
(BLACKWELL, Thomas) Letters Concerning Mythology. n.p. iv, [13], 4-411, [15]
index, [2]pp ads, device to titlepage, engraved headpiece, one engraved plate. 8vo.
Some dusting, occasional marking, small hole to titlepage margin repaired, tear
without loss to top margin of T3 neatly repaired, some underlining & crosses to
text. Expertly bound in recent quarter sprinkled calf, raised & gilt banded spine, red
morocco label, marbled boards, vellum tips.270
¶ ESTC T64309, first edition, but not noting the engraved plate. Thomas Blackwell,
1701-1757, was an eminent classicist, best known today for his writings on Homer &
one of the major figures of the Scottish Enlightenment. He also made an important
contribution to contemporary mythological debate in his Letters Concerning Mythology.
‘Of the nineteen letters (or chapters) in the volume, another anonymous author wrote
the first half dozen or so, but Blackwell composed parts of the seventh and eighth, and
all the letters thereafter. [He] recognised that mythology played an integral part in the
civilising process ... to instil a belief in ‘an invisible power or powers’ above mankind,
who would distribute rewards to the just and punish the unjust.’ Ref: Kidd, C. The
World of Mr Casaubon. Cambridge, 2016.

1748

£560

BOSWELL, James
73.

BOSWELL’S TOUR TO THE HEBRIDES WITH JOHNSON
The Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides, with Samuel Johnson, LL.D. The second
edition revised and corrected. Printed by Henry Baldwin, for Charles Dilly, in the
Poultry. [3], vi- xx, [2], 534, [2]pp ads. 8vo. Bound without half title. A clean copy
bound in full contemporary tree calf, gilt decorated spine, black morocco label; sl.
rubbing. Armorial bookplate with motto ‘Mors Janua Vitae’. An attractive copy.
¶ For the second edition changes were made to the text, a contents list added, together
with two appendices, explanatory notes, and a modified account of the stay with
Sir Alexander Macdonald. In the first edition he was depicted as parsimonious and
neglectful of his feudal responsibilities. Boswell grew uneasy about the passage and
made substantial cuts when revising it for this second edition.

1785
74.

£380

BOSWELL’S LIFE OF JOHNSON
The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. comprehending an account of his studies and
numerous works, in chronological order; a series of his epistolary correspondence
and conversations with many eminent persons; and various original pieces of his
composition, never before published. The whole exhibiting a view of literature and
literary men in Great-Britain, for near half a century, during which he flourished.
In two volumes. Printed by Henry Baldwin, for Charles Dilly. xii, [16] contents &
errata, 516pp; [2], 588 [i.e. 586]pp, engraved portrait frontispiece of Johnson by J.
Heath after Joshua Reynolds, two engraved plates, one with facsimiles of Johnson’s
handwriting, the other a ‘Round Robin’ plate also with facsimile signatures. 4to.
Some foxing, mainly to titlepages, first & final leaves, & frontispiece, name erased
from head of each titlepage with sl. hole. Expertly bound in recent sprinkled half calf,
marbled boards, gilt banded spines, red morocco labels.
¶ The first edition, with the uncorrected spelling ‘gve’ in vol. I, page 135. All other
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BOSWELL, James continued
points are in first issue state. [‘dele out’ in errata page; ‘upon’ repeated, p.48, line 8
from the foot; ‘reollection’ p.115, line 8 from foot; ‘exhihited’ p.117, line 2 from foot;
‘condescente’ p.275, line 2 from foot; ‘Harvey’ p.291, line 9 from foot. In vol. II there
are the errors in pagination on pages 229, 408, 497, 504, & 584-7.
The following typographical errors in the text as noted by Pottle are uncorrected:
vol. I, ‘composition’ wrongly noted as ‘Imposition’ in the errata; ‘mother tongue’
(i.e. not hyphenated) p.562, line 3 from foot. The error ‘Wlliam’ p.275, line 12, has
been corrected. Vol. II, ‘painted’ vs. ‘printed’ p.78, line 23; ‘MDCCLXXXIV’ vs.
‘MDCCLXXIV’ p.92, line 6; ‘us’ omitted before ‘enquire’ p.352, line 11.

1791
75.

£3,800

THIRD EDITION OF THE LIFE
The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. comprehending an account of his studies and
numerous works, in chronological order; a series of his epistolary correspondence
and conversations with many eminent persons; and various original pieces of his
composition, never before published. The whole exhibiting a view of literature and
literary men in Great-Britain, for near half a century, during which he flourished.
The third edition, revised and augmented, in four volumes. Printed by H. Baldwin
and Son, for Charles Dilly. [2], xxxi, [1], 452pp; [2], 490pp; [2], 475, [1]p; [2], 514pp,
engraved frontispiece portrait by Baker after Reynolds, folding engraved facsimile
of Johnson’s handwriting, and folding engraved Round Robin plate. 8vo. Some age
browning to paper, offsetting from frontispiece, small ink splash to leading edge of
vol. II not intruding to page surface, expert repair to clean tears in pp 225 & 229 vol.
I. Contemporary tree calf, expertly rebacked, gilt banded spines,gilt numbers, black
morocco labels; corners neatly repaired.
¶ ESTC T64483. First published in 1791, this is the first ‘Malone’ edition published
after Boswell’s death in 1795. It was edited by Edmond Malone who had been
instrumental in the preparation of the second edition. Malone rearranged the text into
a seamless chronology, and inserted the additions in their appropriate places in the text,
adding some (suitably bracketed and credited) notes by himself and other contributors,
including Boswell’s son James. This third edition has been regarded as definitive by
many editors. He continued to add, correct, and refine until 1811, when he brought out
the 6th edition the year before he died.

1799
__________
76.

£320

FORGERY: WITH UNRECORDED BROADSIDE
BRITAIN, Jonathan. The Trial of Jonathan Britain, capitally convicted of Forgery,
May the 2d, 1772, at the Guildhall in the City of Bristol, before Henry Bright, Esq;
Mayor; John Dunning, Esq; Recorder; and other his Majesty’s Justices of Oyer and
Terminer, at the General Gaol Delivery for the said City and County. Bristol: printed
by S. Farley. 15, [1]pp; 4to. A burn to top margin of pp.6-14, has affected a handful
of words on pp. 9-12. BOUND IN: A Broadside dated Bristol, May 16, 1772: The
Dying Speech and Confession of Jonathan Britain; his name at end with witnesses,
sworn at Bristol 15th Day of May, 1772, Henry Bright, Mayor. Chipped with v. sl. loss
of letters at foot, leading edge creased. Apparently issued together, the two works are
in orig. sugar paper wrappers; spine worn, rear wrapper creased & holed.
¶ ESTC T176402 recording 8 copies, not in the British Library. The broadside is an
unrecorded and fragile survival. Britain forged several drafts in Bristol and Reading. As
a diversion, he claimed to have been involved in setting fire to the dockyard at Portsmouth
(July 1770) and requested a promise of a pardon if he surrendered himself and his
accomplices; this was granted by way of an advertisement in the London Gazette. In
his ‘Dying Speech’, Britain declares ‘that I know no more about the Fire at Portsmouth,
than any other person whatsoever’. Britain also admits following the King but ‘I, in Fact,
never meant to shoot or hurt the Person of his Majesty ...True, I had a loaded pistol in
my pocket ...’. Britain accuses Lord Mansfield of being a traitor and Lord Faulconbridge
‘being a Catholic, of harbouring the supposed Parties concerned in Portsmouth Fire’.

1772

£550
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BROADSIDES
See also items 76 & 190.
77.

UNRECORDED PRINTING
ANONYMOUS. For the Bite of a Mad Dog. The following proposals for the
prevention of this very alarming disease, originated with Dr Haygarth, of Chester,
in consequence of three men near Wrexham, in North Wales, having died of Canine
Madness, in October and November, 1788. The proposals were first dispersed by
handbills in Cheshire, North Wales, &c, and from thence copied into many of the
newspapers. Boden, Printer, Stafford. 31 x 19cm.
¶ ESTC records single copies, (Library of Religious Society of Friends, American
Philosophical Society), of two other broadside accounts of this Wrexham case in 1788.
This version appears unrecorded.

[c.1791]
78.

£1,500

ASSISTING VESSELS IN DISTRESS
BAMBURGH CASTLE. An Account of the Signals Made Use of at Bambrough
Castle in the County of Northumberland in case ships or vessels are perceived in
distress, and of the charitable institutions established there for their assistance and
relief, now published by the direction of the trustees of Nathanael late Lord Crewe,
with the approbation of the Master, Pilots, and Seamen of the Trinity-house, in
Newcastle upon Tyne. Newcastle Upon Tyne: printed & sold by T. Saint; and sold
by J. Wheble in London. Large illus. single folio broadside; sl. dusted, some old
creases, small internal tear, neatly repaired on verso, numerous small worm holes
affecting only 5 letters, a few marginal tears. 49 x 24.5cm.
¶ ESTC T221736, BL, Gloucestershire Record Office & National Maritime Museum
only in UK; Huntington & McMaster only in N. America. With an engraved
copperplate headpiece of two views of Bambrough Castle. In 1771 the castle was
managed by the trustees of Nathaniel Crew, former Bishop of Oxford, and owner of the
Castle (commonly spelled Bamburgh) until his death in 1721. He left money in his will
for the upkeep and charitable use of the castle. Under the leadership of Dr John Sharp,
Bamburgh was home to a pharmacy, outpatients’ surgery, a hospital for the poor, and
free school for 300 underprivileged children. Close to the Farne Islands and treacherous
offshore reefs, Sharp created a pioneering coastguard system, with the castle at its
centre, to secure the safety of ships in distress. The broadside lists seven signals or rules
relating to safeguarding of passing ships.
Also listed are an additional seven instructions relating to the ‘assistance, stores and
provisions, prepared at Bambrough Castle for seamen, ships or vessels, wrecked or
driven a-shore’. Number VII states that ‘whenever any dead bodies are cast on shire,
coffins, &c. will be provided gratis, and also the funeral expenses paid.

1771
79.

£450

DEVON HOSPITAL
DEVON AND EXETER HOSPITAL. The State of the Devon and Exeter Hospital,
to Lady-Day, 1796, shewing the state of the patients and of the accounts for the year
past, and also from the foundation; with a list of the annual subscribers and other
contributors; and an abstract of the rules relating to the admission of patients. Being
the 55th Annual Publication thereof since its institution. Exeter: R. Trewman & Son.
4-page, folded broadside, with some contemporary calculations and pen strokes to the
margins; some foxing & sl. chipping to edges. 46 x 32cm.
¶ ESTC records single survivals of just two earlier reports, 1748 (Exeter) and 1774
(Massachusetts), but this for 1796 not listed.
The hospital opened 1st January 1743, with the first two patients, Mary Coote and
John Elliott, treated as outpatients and five days later the first four in-patients were
admitted into the thirty bed hospital. In 1778, after the death of Dr William Penny,
Thomas Okes was appointed as a Physician. In 1795 he threatened to resign because
the hospital was in such a dilapidated state.

1796

£280
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BROADSIDES continued
80.

MARITIME EDUCATION
PETTY, William. Sir William Petty’s Plan for a system of instruction relative to the
business of the Marine Department, in the same words as the original; but with the
articles transposed, and marginal titles, supplemental articles, and remarks added. [J]
M’Creery, printer, Black Horse Court, Fleet-Street. Single sheet, heading (as above)
in 5 lines, the remainder set in four columns. Sometime folded, with a library stamp,
dated 1880, on reverse; some very light browning, tears at outer edges of folds,
trimmed closely in left hand margin. Dated Chatham, 1799 at the end of the text,
but paper watermarked 1811. This appears to be a re-issue of the amended plan by
Samuel Bentham. 55.5 x 43.5cm.
¶ ‘It was in 1779, probably while at Portsmouth, that [Bentham] came across Sir
William Petty’s plan of instruction and realised the need for a scheme of learning for
those, like him, who needed education in maritime matters ... he steadily developed
a curriculum of education in maritime science which was clearly intended for
employment by the state. He had JB send his copy of the plan to him in Holland as
he had ‘several additions to make to it’. In England in 1795 he showed his Petty plan,
replete with insertions, to the Admiralty and a copy remains among his Admiralty
papers.’ Ref: Morriss, Roger. Science, Utility and Maritime Power: Samuel Bentham
in Russia, 1779-91. Routledge, 2016.

[1779]
81.

£225

UNRECORDED
ST GILES IN THE FIELDS & ST GEORGE BLOOMSBURY. United Parishes of St.
Giles in the Fields & St. George Bloomsbury, within Holborn Division, in the County
of Middlesex. The Public Offices nearest to these parishes, ... are situated as follow: ...
n.p. Folio single sheet broadside; sl. creased. 45 x 28cm.
¶ Not in ESTC. A broadside advertising the locations of the Public Offices for the
administration of the office of a Justice of the Peace (Bow Street, Hatton Street and
Great Marlborough Street), together with lists of the Constables, Headboroughs,
and Beadles, Turncocks and Fire Engines, for the year 1794. The Constables and
Headboroughs are separated into the Divisions of St. Giles, Holborn, Drury Lane,
Bloomsbury and Lincoln’s Inn Fields. They are named individually together with their
role, address and permanent employment. The Superintendant [sic] Constables of the
Manor, full time positions, are Benjamin Powell, inspector of paving, Edward Tredway,
John Wilkinson, beadle, messenger to the churchwarden and overseer of the poor.

1794
__________
82.

£350

THE FAMILY PHYSICIAN
BUCHAN, William. Domestic Medicine; or, the Family Physician: being an attempt
to render the medical art more generally useful, by shewing people what is in
their own power, both with respect to the prevention and cure of diseases. Chiefly
calculated to recommend a proper attention to regimen & simple medicines. With
notes and large additions, by a medical gentleman. Edinburgh: printed by J. Pillans
& Sons. [2], xvi, 512, 509-524, 529-780, [2]pp, half title. 8vo. A very good clean copy
bound in full contemporary calf, gilt banded spine, red morocco label; some rubbing
to spine & board edges. Loosely inserted as a book mark is a receipt for window tax
dated 1826 for Charles Walker.
¶ ‘Healing was often the result of long-term observation by physicians and trial and error
attempts to deal with illnesses which might prove successful or might not. When the
Scottish physician William Buchan decided to put his observations and recommendations
into print so others might benefit from his knowledge he made himself unpopular with
colleagues who wanted to preserve an aura of mystery around the art of medicine.
The first edition of Buchan’s book appeared in Edinburgh in 1769 and proved a great
success from the start. His Domestic Medicine or A Treatise on the Prevention and Cure
of Diseases by Regimen and Simple Medicines was to become a standard work not only in
this country but across the world. It was reprinted in over 140 English language editions
selling some 80,000 copies and it was translated into several languages. Domestic
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Medicine proved particularly popular in America with several cities reprinting their own
editions so it would be found in homesteads and plantations and carried on journeys west
by pioneers – a medical bible that advised on just about any physical or mental danger that
might afflict a person. Catherine the Great of Russia showed her appreciation of the great
man by awarding Buchan a gold medal for his comprehensive guide to medicine.
Ships captains, responsible for the health of their sailors away from home for months at
a time, would carry Buchan’s Domestic Medicine with them on voyages. When mutiny
broke out on HMS Bounty Captain Bligh’s copy was one of the pieces of property
purloined by the mutineers, led by Fletcher Christian, when they abandoned ship and
went into hiding on Pitcairn Island.’ ref: The Scots, the English and Mutiny on the
Bounty – Buchan’s Domestic Medicine.

1802
83.

£260

‘NATURAL’ COSMETICS
(BUC’HOZ, Pierre-Joseph) The Toilet of Flora; or, a collection of the most simple
and approved methods of preparing baths, essences, pomatums, Powders, Perfumes,
Sweet-Scented Waters, and Opiates for preserving and whitening the Teeth, &c. &c.
with receipts for cosmetics of every kind, that can smooth and brighten the Skin, give
Force to Beauty, and take off the Appearance of Old Age and Decay. For the use
of the Ladies. A new edition improved. Printed for J. Murray. [16], 272pp. 12mo.
Some light foxing & browning throughout, neat repairs to leading edges of several
leaves, a few marginal pencil lines. Contemporary sheep, neatly rebacked, raised gilt
banded spine, retaining original label, corners bumped, some abrasions to boards.
¶ ESTC T27164, not recording a copy at Cambridge. First published in France in 1771,
the first English edition was published in 1772, and again in 1775. Later editions added
an engraved plate. From the 1750s onwards critics started railing against the use of
white lead based face paints, and mercury based rouge, and Buc’hoz’s treatise, detailing
350 recipes, is important in advocating the use of natural substances, vegetables, herbs,
and milk, and vegetable dyes.

1775
84.

£500

ATTACKING ROCHESTER
(BUCKINGHAM, John Sheffield, Duke of) An Essay of Poetry. By the Right
Honourable the Earl of Murlgrave. Printed and sold by H. Hills. 16pp. 8vo. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T33333, Foxon, S389. A verse attack on John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester, first
published in 1682.

1708
85.

£35

THE LONDON MUSEUM & PANTHERION
BULLOCK, William. A Companion to the London Museum and Pantherion:
containing a brief description of upwards of fifteen thousand natural and foreign
curiosities, antiquities, and productions of the fine arts, now open for public
inspection in the Egyptian Temple, Piccadilly, London. The thirteenth edition.
Printed for the Proprietor, by William and Samuel Graves, 66, Cheapside. xii, 60,
143, [1]p. 12mo. Sl. foxing to final three pages otherwise a clean copy. Fairly recent
brown cloth, brown morocco label.
¶ This edition Natural History Museum, Senate House & Cambridge only. Around
1800 William Bullock, the naturalist, antiquarian and first proprietor of the Egyptian
Hall in Piccadilly, opened a museum (which he called the Liverpool Museum) in
Lord Street, Liverpool. From 1804 until its removal to London in 1809 the collection
was housed in Church Street, Liverpool. Bullock, who described himself as jeweller
and silversmith to the Duke of Gloucester, had begun his collection in about 1795. It
included curiosities brought back from the South Seas by Captain Cook, and arms and
armour purchased in 1800 from the former museum of Richard Greene in Lichfield. In
1806 the collection was enlarged by purchases from the sale of the Leverian Museum in
London, and by 1808 Bullock claimed to have ‘upwards of Four Thousand ... Natural &
Foreign Curiosities, Antiquities & Productions of the Fine Arts’. In 1809 he brought his
museum to London and established it at No. 22 Piccadilly. The museum seems to have
been a great success, and by the end of 1810 Bullock was making plans for the erection
of a permanent exhibition building on the south side of Piccadilly opposite the end
of Bond Street. The new building was variously known as the London Museum, the
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Egyptian Hall or Museum, or Bullock’s Museum.
The first seven editions of Bullock’s Companion were titled A Companion to the Liverpool
Museum, and the 8th-12th editions (1810-1812) appeared as A Companion to Mr Bullock’s
Museum. This 13th edition appears to be the first to contain the ‘Pantherion’. Bullock
charged one shilling admission to the main museum and an extra shilling to visit the
‘Pantherion’. This novel gallery, opened in 1812, exhibited animals in naturalistic
settings. The visitor entered the Pantherion through a long corridor, made to look like
a rocky cave, which opened into a tropical forest. Accurate models of exotic plants and
painted panoramic backdrops aimed to give all the appearance of reality.

1812

£150

BURKE, Edmund
86.

BURKE’S WORKS
The Works of the Right Honourable Edmund Burke. A new edition. Ten volumes.
Printed for F.C. and J. Rivington. xxvii, [4], 4-322pp; [6], 4-440pp; [7], 4-434pp; [7],
4-444pp; [7], 4-438pp; [7], 4-376pp; [7], 4-418, [2]pp; [8], 4-421, [3]pp ads; xxiv,
272, 271-468pp; iv, 566pp. 8vo. Contemporary mottled calf, expertly & not recently
rebacked, gilt banded spines; splash mark to foot of spines of five vols. Ownership
label of John Balguy (of Derwent Hall, Derbyshire) in each volume.
¶ In ten volumes (of 12); a further two volumes were published in 1813.

1808-1812
87.

£320

SUBLIME & BEAUTIFUL
A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful.
The ninth edition. With an introductory discourse concerning taste, and several other
additions. Printed for J. Dodsley. ix, [7], 342pp. 8vo. A little foxing & sl. offset
browning to edges of titlepage & endpapers. Contemporary calf, expertly rebacked
retaining original gilt spine & red morocco label; gilt made good at head of spine.
Armorial bookplate of Charles Pierrepont. Todd 5i.
¶ ESTC T42257, BL, Dr Williams’s Library, Cambridge, Leeds; Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek; Gerry, Kent State, San Antonio, Florida, North Carolina. Texas.
Pierrepont is the family name of the Earl Manvers [created 1806, Viscount Newark &
Baron Pierrepont]. Butler’s enquiry into aesthetics provided the Romantic movement a
theoretical foundation to artistic expression

1783
88.

£160

BURKE’S REFLECTIONS
Reflections on the Revolution in France, and on the proceedings in certain societies
in London relative to that event. In a letter intended to have been sent to a gentleman
in Paris. The second edition. Printed for J. Dodsley. iv, 356pp. 8vo. A good clean
copy in full contemporary calf, gilt banded spine, red morocco label; head of spine &
corners a little rubbed. An attractive copy. Early signature at head of titlepage.
¶ The press figures in this copy most conform to Todd 53d, [p.8: 6, p.116: *, p.171: x, p.354: 7].

1790
89.

£225

PROPOSALS FOR PEACE & THREE MEMORIALS
Two Letters Addressed to a Member of the present Parliament, on the Proposals
for Peace with the Regicide Directory of France. Printed for F. and C. Rivington.
[4], 193, [1]p, with half title which contains the ‘tenth edition’ statement. 8vo. 1796.
BOUND WITH: Three Memorials of French Affairs. Written in the Years 1791, 1792
and 1793. Printed for F. and C. Rivington. [4], xxxi, [1], 193, [2]pp, *2-*4, 199, [1],
[10]pp appendix, with half title which contains the ‘second edition’ statement. 8vo.
Very good clean copies bound in full contemporary tree calf, gilt borders, gilt banded
spine, red morocco label.
¶ ESTC T52085; Todd 66k. ESTC N14296; Todd 69c, Press-figures on p.141, p.151,
and p.181 are 4, 3, and 4 respectively.

1796 & 1797
__________

£65
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90.

FIRST ILLUSTRATED EDITION
(BUTLER, Samuel) Hudibras. The first [second & third] part. Written in the time
of the late wars. Corrected and amended, with several additions and annotations.
Printed by J.M. for Geo. Sawbridge. [18], 198pp; 167, [1]p; 227pp (final leaf
misnumbered 269/207), engraved portrait frontispiece and 18 engraved plates (one
folding). In three parts with separate titlepages, pagination & register. The imprint of
part 2 reads: ‘printed for R. Chiswel, G. Sawbridge; R. Wellington, and G. Wells’, and
that of part 3: ‘printed for Thomas Horne’. 8vo. Some foxing & occasional browning.
Armorial stamp to lower margin of frontispiece, name stamp ‘M. Hancock’ on
titlepage. Expertly bound in recent quarter sprinkled calf, raised & gilt banded spine,
red morocco label, marbled boards, vellum tips.
¶ ESTC T1717. The first illustrated edition, with all three parts of the 1709 printings,
predating later 1709 and 1710 editions in which illustrations are first advertised on the
title page. B1 in Part 1 appears to be a cancel, and the catchword on A8 corresponds
to the first word in the second line on B1. This is a feature in most copies. A single
recorded copy of an advertisement sheet (at the BL) announces the publication of this
edition. ‘Advertisement to gentlemen. Whereas Hudibras, in three parts, written by Mr.
Samuel Butler, has hitherto been printed on a scandalous paper (to the great abuse of the
publick;) it is now printed on a very fine paper, and a new letter, illustrated with 19 cutts
... notwithstanding the false insinuations of Mr. Jacob Tonson, in the Gazette of Tuesday
Novemb. 22. 1709, which are design’d only to hinder the sale of the said book ... This
edition is sold for 5s. bound in 3 volumes, and 4s. in one, calves leather, by John Baker
at the Black-Boy in Pater-noster-Row.’

1709
91.

92.

£420

BUTLER, Samuel. Hudibras; in three parts. Written in the time of the late wars.
Printed for Vernor, Hood, and Sharpe. viii, 386pp, titlepage vignette, woodcut head
& tail pieces. 12mo. A clean copy. Later 19th century dark blue half calf, marbled
boards, gilt banded spine, red morocco label.
1811
£35
PERSIAN TALES FOR THE FEMALE READER
BUTTON, Edward. A New Translation of the Persian Tales; from an original version
of the Indian comedies of Mocles; wherein care has been taken to expunge all those
useless repetitions, and trifling circumstances, with which the Oriental writings are
encumbered: so that the stories are rendered less tedious, and more instructive,
the whole being reduced into one small volume. Designed for the service and
amusement of the British Ladies. Printed for W. Owen. xii, 324pp. 12mo. Tear to
lower margin E11 & B4, outer margin E12, all without loss of text, occasional foxing
& water staining to lower margins not too intrusive. 19th century red diced calf, gilt
banded & lettered spine; a little rubbed, sl. cracks to head of joints.
¶ ESTC T203695, BL, Cambridge, Oxford; Cleveland Public Library, Newberry, and
Yale. The first edition of this version. William Beckford also owned a copy, (Lowndes
recording it as Fonthill 2530). Like Ambrose Philips before him, Button uses Pétis de la
Croix’s French translation as his source. Philips reinforced the importance of a female
readership by dedicating the first two volumes of his translation to the Countess of
Godolphin and the last to the Countess of Dorset.
Edward Button’s new translation claims to be prepared for ‘the British Ladies’ and is
dedicated to the Princess Elizabeth, to ‘lead you on to those spacious fields of learning,
which afford more exercise, and superior delight’.

1754
93.

£520

MORAL VIRTUE
(CAMPBELL, Archibald) Aretē-logia or, an Enquiry into the Original of Moral Virtue;
wherein the false notions of Machiavel, Hobbes, Spinoza, and Mr. Bayle, as they
are collected and digested by the author of The Fable of the Bees, are examin’d and
confuted; ... To which is prefix’d, a prefatory introduction, in a letter to that author.
By Alexander Innes, D.D. Westminster: printed by J. Cluer and A. Campbell. [8], xli,
[1], 333, [3]pp ads. Errata slip pasted at foot of final page of postscript. 8vo. Some
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browning, final pages a little rippled from old damp, worming to lower blank corner
first four leaves. Contemporary panelled calf, raised bands, morocco label; upper
joint cracked but firm, label sl. chipped, some rubbing to spine & joints. A good-plus
copy. Armorial bookplate ‘Pitfirrane’ and early ownership name of Sir John Halkett on
titlepage. Sir John Halkett of Pitfirrane (Dunfermline), 4th Bart, 1720 - 1793.
¶ ESTC T113245. Alexander Innes was employed to make arrangements for its
publication but appropriated it to himself (DNB). The last third of Campbell’s work
was devoted to an extended critique of Hutcheson’s moral psychology. He held that
the benevolence or the instinctive determination to promote the good of others that
Hutcheson claimed to find in human nature could be nothing but ‘an Occult Quality;
which is a Part of Philosophy far beyond my Comprehension’.

1728
94.

£480

PERTAINING TO STOCKS & SHARES
CASTAING, John. An Interest-Book at 4,5,6,7,8 per C. From 1000l to 1l. For 1 day
to 92 days, and for 3, 6, 9, 12 months. The second edition. Dublin: Printed, and to be
sold by John Gill, Bookseller, at the Corner of Christ Church Lane. [176]pp, initial leaf
giving number of days in each month. 12mo. Some browning to paper. Contemporary
panelled calf, raised bands; rather rubbed head & tail of spine and corners worn, score
mark down upper board not cutting leather. Nineteenth century ownership stamp
of William Rambaut, Dorset Street, Dublin, to front endpaper, pen & ink sketch of a
mounted cavalry officer and another of a ringmaster & circus clown on blanks.
¶ ESTC T118384, BL and Yale only. A ‘London’ 2nd edition was printed in 1708
(National Trust and California State only). First published in 1700 (Inst of Accountants,
Oxford, Folger only).
John Castaing was a Huguenot who had fled from France to London in the 1680’s. He
operated out of Jonathan’s Coffee-House in Exchange Alley in the City of London, from
which he posted the prices of stocks and commodities every Tuesday and Friday, the
first evidence of systematic exchange of securities in London. It became popular with
share traders thrown out of the Royal Exchange, where trading in a variety of goods
went on, for being too rowdy. They began to congregate in the streets and coffee houses
nearby, including Jonathan’s.

1706
95.

£125

SCARCE CHAPBOOK
CHAPBOOK. GRAND HISTORY. A Grand History on Curious Subjects, both
entertaining and pleasant, never before published. By a craftsman in this town in
November 1793. [Edinburgh:] printed in the present year. 24pp, woodcut vignette on
titlepage. 12mo. Unstitched. A very nice copy of a scarce item. (See also item 101.)
¶ ESTC T166211, BL, NLS (two copies) and Oxford only; OCLC adds copies at
Oklahoma & the National Library of Sweden, Nine poems of varying length and
format: The Weaver and the Laird, A Crack Between Two Young Men, A Letter to
a Young Man, The Auld Wive’s Crack, On the Troublesomeness of Beard Shaving,
Between a Bee and a Butterfly, The Shepherd and his Flock, The Taylor and the Laird,
and Custom of Country Fairs:
‘To country fairs in summer time,
The lads and lasses go,
...
Promiscuous dancing’s what we ca’t,
The women and the men,
Together dance in company,
On last-floor or in the barn ...
Some has a lass when they go home,
She walketh by their side,
And some that’s of a higher rank,
They take her on to ride.
And now their conduct I have view’d
My verses I will close;
I will go home unto my bed,
And take the night’s repose.’

1793

£350
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96.

A FINE COPY WITH OXFORD ASSOCIATION
CHAUCER, Geoffrey. The Canterbury Tales of Chaucer. To which are added an
essay on his language and versification, and an introductory discourse: together
with notes and a glossary. By the late Thomas Tyrwhitt. The second edition. In two
volumes. Oxford: at the Clarendon Press. Engraved frontispiece portrait. 4to. An
exceptionally clean copy with wide margins. Bound in early 19th century full diced
russia by J. Rodwell, elaborate gilt & blind borders, raised gilt bands, compartments
elaborately blocked in blind, gilt dentelles; hinges sl. rubbed, spines a little faded.
Signatures on leading f.e.p. of James Scott, June 1821, and Robert Alder Thorpe. a.e.g.
A very handsome copy.
¶ ESTC T75508. A fine copy gifted between two Oxford men; Robert Alder Thorpe
was a fellow and tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford until his death in 1832. James
Scott matriculated at Corpus Christi in 1817. BBTI records a J. Rodwell, binder, as
being active in Oxford between 1817 and 1823.

1798
97.

£1,650

CHODERLOS DE LACLOS, Pierre. Les Liaisons Dangereuses ou Lettres recueillies
dans une Société, & publiees pour l’instruction de quelques autres. Four volumes in
two. a Amsterdam: et se trouve à Paris, chez Durand. xv, [1], 169, [1]p; [4], 170pp;
[4], 163, [1]p; [4], 184pp, with all four half titles present. 12mo. Some dusting to half
titles, otherwise a clean copy. Bound in late 19th century quarter calf, raised bands, red
morocco labels, marbled boards; joints cracked but firm, foot of one spine sl. chipped.
¶ Published two years after the first edition, Amsterdam published in four volumes by
Durand Neveu from March 23, 1782.

1784
98.

£220

LIAISONS DANGEREUSES
(CHODERLOS DE LACLOS, Pierre) Les Liaisons Dangereuses, ou lettres recueillies
dans une société, et publiées pour l’instruction de quelques autres. Four volumes.
A Geneve. [i.e. Paris]. xxii, 345, [1]p; 233, [1]p; 225, [1]p; 250pp, without half titles
vols I, II & IV, but half title present in vol. III, 8 engraved plates. 12mo. Vol. I: page
numbers 181-200 omitted, register and text continuous. Vol. II: p.137 mispaginated
as p.13. Plates etched by L.M. Halbou (1 plate, dated 1794), J.B. Simonet (1 plate), N.
Thomas (2 plates), J.L. Delignon (2 plates), J. Dambrun (2 plates); all after Le Barbier.
Some browning, particularly to plates. Later 19th century half red calf, green gilt
labels. t.e.g. Bookplate of Robert Frederick Green.
¶ This appears to be the first illustrated edition. OCLC records 9 copies, none in the
UK, to which Copac adds a copy at the V&A.

1792
99.

£250

POPE’S ‘KING OF DUNCES’
CIBBER, Colley. A Letter from Mr. Cibber to Mr. Pope, inquiring into the motives
that might induce him in his satyrical works to be so frequently fond of Mr. Cibber’s
name. The third edition. Glasgow: printed for W. Macpharson. [2], 72pp, engraved
frontispiece. Page 17 misnumbered 71. 8vo. Without half title. Uncut, stitched, but
with evidence of paper wrappers having once been present. Some wear to outer top
corner of initial leaves & frontispiece not affecting text or image.
¶ ESTC T37908. The derogatory allusions to Cibber in consecutive versions of Pope’s
mock-heroic Dunciad, from 1728 to 1743, became more elaborate as the conflict
between the two men escalated, until, in the final version of the poem, Pope crowned
Cibber King of Dunces. From being merely one symptom of the artistic decay of
Britain, he was transformed into the demigod of stupidity, the true son of the goddess
Dulness. This ‘Letter’ was the publication that earned him that label. The literary
squabble began after Cibber ridiculed Pope’s Three Hours after Marriage while the
poet was in the audience. In this pamphlet, Cibber’s most effective ammunition came
from a reference in Pope’s Epistle to Arbuthnot (1735) to Cibber’s “whore”, which
gave Cibber a pretext for retorting in kind with a scandalous anecdote about Pope in a
brothel. “I must own”, wrote Cibber, “that I believe I know more of your whoring than
you do of mine; because I don’t recollect that ever I made you the least Confidence of
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my Amours, though I have been very near an Eye-Witness of Yours.” Since Pope was
around four and a half feet tall and hunchbacked due to a tubercular infection of the
spine he contracted when young, Cibber regarded the prospect of Pope with a woman as
something humorous, and he speaks mockingly of the “little-tiny manhood” of Pope.

[1742?]
100.

£320

IN ANSWER TO HOBBES, SPINOZA, &C.
CLARKE, Samuel. A Discourse concerning the being and attributes of God, the
obligations of natural religion, and the truth and certainty of the Christian revelation.
In answer to Mr Hobbs, Spinoza, the Author of the Oracles of Reason, and other
Deniers of Natural and Revealed Religion. Being sixteen sermons preach’d at the
Cathedral-Church of St Paul, in the years 1704, and 1705, at the Lecture Founded by
the Honourable Robert Boyle Esq. The third edition, corrected. 2 vols in 1 Printed
by Will. Botham; for James Knapton. Two parts in one with separate titlepages and
pagination. [18], 142, [58], 351, [1]p ad., with preliminary blank. 8vo. Sl. foxing &
browning, marginal rust hole to b8 in second part. Early 19th century half calf, raised
gilt banded spine, marbled boards, gilt label; some rubbing to spine & corners.
¶ ESTC N561. Samuel Clarke, 1675-1729, ‘was the most influential British philosopher
in the generation between Locke and Berkeley. His philosophical interests were
mostly in metaphysics, theology, and ethics. In all three areas he was very critical
of Hobbes, Spinoza, and Toland. Deeply influenced by both Newton and Descartes,
Clarke was however publicly critical of Descartes’ metaphysics of space and body
because Descartes’ identifying body with extension and removing final causes from
nature had furthered irreligion and had naturally developed into Spinozism. He sided
with Locke and Newton against Descartes in denying that we have knowledge of the
essence of substances, even though we can be sure that there are at least two kinds of
substances (mental and material) because their properties (thinking and divisibility)
are incompatible. He defended natural religion against the naturalist view that nature
constitutes a self-sufficient system and revealed religion against deism’. Ref: Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2014.

1711
101.

£320

FINE CHAPBOOK, AS ISSUED
COCK ROBIN. The Death and Burial of Cock Robin; as taken from the original
manuscript, in the possession of Master Meanwell. Lichfield: printed and sold by M.
Morgan, and A. Morgan, Stafford. 15, [1]p, 15 woodcut illustrations. 16mo. A fine
copy, untrimmed, stitched as issued, printed on buff sugar paper.
¶ ESTC T125852, BL, NLS, Oxford, William Salt; 8 copies North America: 3
Australia. This edition not in the Osborne Collection.
Major Morgan, a bookseller and printer in Lichfield from 1764, purchased Dr Johnson’s
house in 1785 for £235, together with the residue of Dr Johnson’s father’s books. He
continued the use of the building as a bookshop, and also ran his business from a shop
in Market Street opposite. In 1799 he issued a catalogue including items from the stock
of these books. He died in 1802. As well as Cock Robin, he also printed The House
that Jack Built, and Fairy Stories. The William Salt Library in Staffordshire appears to
hold the largest collection of his ephemeral publications.

[c.1800]
102.

£450

SEDUCED AT 14, FORCED TO MARRY
COGHLAN, Margaret Moncrieffe. Memoirs of Mrs. Coghlan, (daughter of the late
Major Moncrieffe,) written by herself, and dedicated to the British Nation; being
interspersed with anecdotes of the late American and present French war, with
remarks moral and political. Printed for the author, and Dublin, reprinted by Z.
Jackson. [10], x, 171, [1]p, half title. 12mo. Tiny paper flaw p102 with loss of one
letter. Preface (suppressed in some copies of the American edition), & list of ‘the
principal characters’. Bound by Root & Son in early 20th century full dark red calf,
gilt ruled borders, gilt decorated spine, green morocco label, a.e.g. v.g. Private
ownership stamp ‘Ex Libris C.S.D.’ on f.e.p.
¶ ESTC N41493, Indiana, John Carter Brown, New York, and Virginia only. Margaret
Moncrieff, born 1763, was the American-born daughter of Major Thomas Moncrieffe.
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She was seduced at the age of 14 by Aaron Burr, a dashing American Colonel, thought
to be a spy for the British, but in 1777 was forced to marry an English officer, John
Coghlan. A troublesome midshipman on board Captain Cook’s Resolution, he left the
navy, purchased a commission in the army, and was soon serving in North America. In
her Memoirs she describes the marriage as ‘honourable prostitution’, and that Coghlan
subjected her to ‘barbarous treatment’ when they sailed to Britain. The pair soon
separated. Margaret Coghlan gained some notoriety of her own with several affairs.
She died in 1787.

1794
103.

£680

A TENDER SALUTATION
COLLEY, Thomas. A Tender Salutation in Gospel Love, written principally for the
use of his relations. The second edition. Printed and sold by James Phillips. 23, [1]p
ad., half title. 12mo. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T28155; Smith, J. Descriptive Catalogue of Friends’ Books, I, p. 442. An
influential Quaker pamphlet by Thomas Colley of Sheffield, a former army drummer
who, in c1779, emigrated to Philadelphia, where this work was re-printed in 1795.

1794
104.

£30

THE DIABOLIAD: PARTS I & II
(COMBE, William) The Diaboliad, a Poem dedicated to the Worst Man in His
Majesty’s Dominions. A new edition, with large additions. Printed for G. Kearsley.
[4], iv, 34pp, half title. 4to. Uncut. Old waterstain to top right-hand corners, tear
across final leaf repaired with archival tape. Disbound. BOUND WITH: The
Diaboliad ... Part the Second. The second edition. Printed for J. Bew. [4], iv, 46, [2]pp
ads, half title. 4to. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T31775, T60055. William Combe began his literary career with The Diaboliad
(1776), a savage satire in verse on a nobleman (said to have been Simon, Lord Irnham),
whose cast-off mistress he had married on a promise of money, that was not paid. Its
successors, The Diabo-lady and The Anti-Diabo-lady, are equally spirited.

1777 & 1778
105.

£150

(COMBE, William) The World as it Goes, a Poem. By the author of the Diaboliad.
Dedicated to one of the best men in His Majesty’s Dominions, &c. Printed for J. Bew,
[4], 37, [1]p ad. 4to. Without half title. Outer leaves a little dusted. Uncut. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T52811. First edition, dedicated to Sir George Savile. Horace Walpole thought
little of it, writing shortly after its publication, ‘I heard t’other day of The World as it
Goes, a poem published last spring, but which I had never seen. It is by that infamous
Combe, the author of The Didboliad. It has many easy poetic lines, imitates Churchill,
and is full as incoherent and absurd in its plan as the worst of the latter’s. I do not
wonder that it made no noise’.

1779

106.

£120

18TH CENTURY FINE BINDING:
BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER AND PSALMS
COMMON PRAYER. The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the
Sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the Church, according to the use of
the Church of England: together with the Psalter or Psalms of David ... Printed by
Thomas Baskett and Robert Baskett, printers to the King’s most Excellent Majesty.
[388]pp. 4to. BOUND WITH: The Whole Book of Psalms, collected into English
metre by Thomas Sternhold, John Hopkins, and others conferred with the Hebrew
... Printed by A. Wilde, for the Company of Stationers. [52]pp. 4to. Some pages sl.
browned, the odd spot, C4 & C5 in Common Prayer with sl. marginal tear and crease,
not affecting text. Contemp. full black morocco, delicately panelled in filigree-type
gilt, raised bands; sl. rubbing to boards & corners, a few small expert repairs. A nice
copy in a very attractive contemporary binding. a.e.g.
¶ ESTC N32769, Duke, Huntington, Penn only in U.S.; ESTC T88820, no copies
recorded in U.S.

1743, 1737

£620

102
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107.

CONGREVE’S PLAYS & POEMS
PRINTED BY BASKERVILLE
CONGREVE, William. The Works. In three volumes. Consisting of his Plays and
Poems. Birmingham, printed by John Baskerville; for J. and R. Tonson. xxiv, [16], 164,
[20], 187-358, [2]pp; [12], 17-274, [20], 295-514, [2]p; [12], 17-514pp, [2pp], engraved
portrait of the author by T. Chambers after Sir Geoffrey Kneller, 5 plates by Grignion
after Hayman. Royal 8vo. Sl. foxing, occasional minor browning but a good clean set.
Full contemporary calf, gilt borders, gilt panelled spines, red & black morocco labels;
sl. cracking to two joints, but very firm, gilt on spine rubbed in places, minor chipping
to spine heads. Armorial bookplate of D.M. Coffin, elegant bookplate of Georgia
Wordsworth, a descendant of William, designed by Reynolds Stone.
¶ ESTC T26067; Gaskell 16. The plates by Hayman were first commissioned by
Tonson for his 1753 edition of Congreve’s works.

1761
108.

£380

SPANISH PIRACY
(COPITHORNE, Richard) The English Cotejo: or, the cruelties, depredations, and
illicit trade charg’d upon the English in a Spanish libel lately published, compared
with the murders, robberies, barbarities, and clandestine trade proved upon the
Spaniards. By a Sufferer. Printed for the author; by J. Mechell. [2], 30pp. 8vo. Final
three leaves rather foxed, titlepage dusted, marginal hole to final leaf. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T120553, Armagh Robinson Library, BL, Cambridge, UCL; and 7 locations
in America. The sole edition. The final three leaves contain the ‘Case of Richard
Copithorne, sole owner and master of the ship Betty Galley ... relating to his being taken
by the Spaniards, and the losses sustained by himself and the freighters thereby’.

[1739?]
109.

£200

TALES OF THE CRUSADES
COTTIN, Sophie Ristaud. Mathilde; ou, Mémoires tires de l’Histoire des Croisades.
Four volumes. À Londres: chez Colburn, Libraire. [2], 236pp; [2], 273, [1]p; [2], 271,
[1]p; [2], 252pp. 12mo. Old faint waterstain to first few leaves vol I, repair to marginal
clean tear to titlepage vol II, small tears to leading edge of pp113-116 vol III. v.g.
attractive set from the Invercault Library. Contemporary half calf, gilt decorated
spines, drab paper boards.
¶ First published in 1805, it which portrays the love of the heroine, Mathilde
(purportedly the sister of Richard the Lion Heart), for Malek-Adhel, the noble and
generous-spirited brother of Saladin. The most popular of her novels, it was much
admired by Stendhal, who duly gave the name Mathilde to Mlle de la Mole in Le Rouge
et le Noir. In England, it inspired Fanny Burney’s niece, Frances, to write Malek Adhel,
the Champion of the Crescent (1818).

1809
110.

111.

£225

LIFE OF CROMWELL
CROMWELL, Oliver. Memoirs of the Protector, Oliver Cromwell, and of his sons,
Richard and Henry. Illustrated by original letters and other family papers. By
... a descendant of the family. With portraits from original pictures. Printed for
Longman [and others]. xv, [1], 733, [1]p, frontispiece & 5 engraved portraits. 4to.
Contemporary half calf, marbled boards; neatly rebacked retaining original spine &
label, some foxing to plates. A number of additional portraits, cuttings, and related
material have been loosely inserted or pasted on to endpapers & blanks. There are
also some genealogical notes on final blank pages.
1820
£160
LUTHERAN PRAYERS
CUBACH, Michael. Einer Gläubigen und Andächtigen Seelen tägliches Bet- BussLob- und Danck-Opffer, das ist: Ein gross vollkomenes Gebet-Buch in allerley
geistlichen und leiblichen, gemeinen und sonderbaren Nöthen und Anliegen zu
gebrauchen. Leipzig: im Verlag M.G. Weidmanns. [22], 1298, [50]pp Register,
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frontispiece & 10 engraved plates. 8vo. Contemporary gilt decorated silk cloth over
wooden boards, with original metal clasps, gilt crest with crown & initials to both
boards, on rear board dated 1726; silk faded & worn, but largely intact. Gauffered
edges to book-block, green gilt decorated endpapers & pastedowns.
¶ This significant book of Lutheran prayers was first published in 1616, and proved an
enormous success, with editions in both large and small formats appearing well into
the 18th century. In a manner similar to Albrecht’s prayer book, Cubach’s volume
is subtitled ‘A large prayer book to be used in every need and concern, spiritual and
material, common and unusual’. It is divided into ten themes, and although the prayers
are devised for very specific circumstances, they ask for mercy and comfort, and
express gratitude, only in the most general terms. Ref: Andrew McCarthy, Staging the
Superstitions of Early Modern Europe. 2016.

1722
112.

£200

THE HERBAL
CULPEPER, Nicholas. The Complete Herbal, to which is now added, upwards of
one hundred additional herbs, with a display of their medicinal and occult qualities
... to which are now first annexed, the English Physician Enlarged, and Key to Physic
... upwards of fifty choice receipts, selected from the author’s last legacy to his wife.
A new edition, with a list of the principal diseases to which the human body is
liable, and a general index. Illusrated by engravings of numerous British herbs and
plants, correctly coloured from nature. Thomas Kelly. vi, 398, [4]pp index, engraved
frontispiece portrait with vignette of Red Lion House, Spitalfields, 20 hand-coloured
engraved plates depicting 9 figures of plants. 4to. A very good clean copy, colouring
fresh & bright, v. sl. browning to text leaves & frontispiece. Contemporary calf, gilt
borders, neatly rebacked retaining original gilt lettered & tooled spine; some rubbing,
corners a little worn.
¶ Culpeper, 1616-1654, published The Complete Physician in 1652 which, from the
following year, was retitled The Complete Herbal. Culpeper’s aim was to make medical
treatments more accessible and therefore cheaper than medicines provided by members
of the College of Physicians and the Society of Apothecaries.

1835
113.

£350

‘BY A FRIEND TO THE SEX’
(CUTTS, Mrs Elizabeth) Almeria: or, Parental Advice: a Didactic Poem. Addressed
to the daughters of Great Britain and Ireland, by a friend to the sex. Printed for E. and J.
Rodwell. [6], 47, [1], 4pp subscribers list, half title. Disbound; titlepage a little loose.
¶ ESTC T125227. First edition. Elizabeth Cutts was a member of the philanthropic
circle on the outskirts of Bath established by Sarah Scott, and which she fictionalized in
her novel Millenium Hall. This group overlapped with the more fashionable, Londonbased ‘Bluestocking’ circle led by Scott’s wealthy sister Lady Elizabeth Montagu. Ref:
The Cambridge Introduction to the Eighteenth-Century Novel, 2012. Almeria was
recommended by Ignatius Sancho in his letter to Miss Leach, June 20th 1775. ‘I have
heard such an account of it as makes me suspect it will be worth your notice.’

1775
114.

£220

THE JEWISH SPY
D’ARGENS, Marquis. The Jewish Spy: being a philosophical, historical and critical
correspondence, by letters which lately pass’d between certain Jews in Turky, Italy,
France, &c. Translated from the originals into French. Five volumes. Printed for D.
Browne. xii, 303, [45]pp; 312, [46], [2]pp ads; xvi, 322, [58]pp; xix, [1], 317, [34], [2]pp
ads; xxiv, 368, [26], [2]pp ads, engraved frontispiece, engraved portrait. 12mo. Vols
II-V are second edition (1744). A very good clean set bound in full contemporary calf,
double gilt ruled borders, raised & gilt banded spines, red morocco labels. Bookplate
of Robert J. Hayhurst.
¶ Although purporting to be a translation of anonymous papers by a Jewish visitor to
France, this was in fact written by Jean Baptiste de Boyer, Marquis d’Argens. First
published in 1729 it includes a section on vampires with an account of a Slovenian
vampire who appeared before his son three days after being buried. Mysterious deaths
also occurred, and officials were called in to open the graves of all people buried within
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the past six weeks: - ‘When they came to that of the old man, they found his eyes open,
his colour fresh, his respiration quick and strong, yet he appeared to be stiff and insensible.
From these signs they concluded him to be a notorious vampire. The executioner
thereupon ... struck a stake through his heart; and when they had so done, they made a
bonfire, and therein consumed the carcass to the ashes’. [Vol IV pp 122-123].

1739 & 1744.

£480

DEFOE, Daniel
115.

BERWICK EDITION: HISTORY OF THE DEVIL
The History of the Devil, ancient and modern. In two parts. Part I. Containing a
state of the Devil’s circumstances, from his expulsion out of Heaven to the creation;
with Remarks on the several Mistakes concerning his Fall. Part II. Containing his
more private conduct down to the present times: his Government, his Appearances,
his Manner of Working, and the Tools he works with. In which is included, a
description of the Devil’s dwelling. A new edition. Berwick: printed for W. Phorson,
Bridge-Street. [3], vi-xi, [1], 348pp. 12mo. Bound without half title. Sl. browning but
generally a good clean copy. Contemporary calf expertly rebacked, gilt banded spine,
red morocco label; corners neatly repaired.
¶ ESTC T70356; Moore, 480. BL, Newcastle; Perkins School of Theology, University
of Texas. The Berwick edition printed for W. Phorson was first published in 1790.

1794
116.

ROBINSON CRUSOE: FINE COPY
The Life, and strange surprizing Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, of York, mariner:
who lived eight and twenty years all alone in an un-inhabited island on the coast of
America, near the mouth of the great river Oroonoque; having been cast on shore by
shipwreck, wherein all the men perished but himself. With an account how he was at
last as strangely deliver’d by pyrates. Written by himself. The seventh edition [Vol.
II 5th edition], adorned with cuts. In two volumes. Two volumes in one. Printed for
W. Mears, at the Lamb without Temple Bar. [4], 294, [2]pp ads; 264pp, frontispiece,
12 plates (3 folding), folding map. 12mo. A v.g. clean copy in full contemporary
panelled calf, raised bands, red morocco label. Note dated 1868 on front endpaper.
¶ ESTC T72277, Birmingham, BL, Oxford only in the UK.

1726
117.

£1,500

DEFOE’S TOUR
A Tour Through the Island of Great Britain. Divided into circuits or journies ...
interspersed with useful observations. Particularly fitted for the perusal of such
as desire to travel over the Island. The eighth edition, with great additions and
improvements. In four volumes. Printed for W. Strahan [and others]. [8], 377, [1],
[8]pp index; [4], 404, [10]pp index; [4], 417, [1], [10]pp index; [4], 379, [1], [6]pp
index, 2 folding engraved maps. 12mo. Some sl. browning. Contemporary mottled
calf, expertly rebacked, raised & gilt banded spines, red morocco labels. Monogram
booklabels, J.S.
¶ ESTC T70856.

1778
__________
118.

£280

£500

GENIUS OF JUDAISM
D’ISRAELI, Isaac. The Genius of Judaism. Second edition. Edward Moxon, Dover
Street. [4], 266pp. 12mo. A very clean copy bound in contemporary calf, gilt ruled
borders, red morocco label, marbled edges & endpapers; spine rubbed, label sl.
chipped, upper hinge cracked at head but firm. Oval gilt bookplate of Sir Charles
Rugge Price,1801-1866, Baronet of Spring Grove, Richmond, Surrey.
¶ When Isaac D’Israeli published The Genius of Judaism in 1833, he was sixty-seven
years old. Why he did so at this time of his life can only be a matter of speculation.
He had resigned from Bevis Marks synagogue in 1817, the year his four children were
baptized, moved from London in 1829 to Bradenham House in Buckinghamshire to

116
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become a kind of country squire, and, while a Christian and at best a lapsed Jew, at his
death in 1848 was buried beside his Jewish wife in Bradenham Church. He had already
dealt with the subject in one way or another early in his career. In Vaurien (1797) he
interposed a whole chapter called ‘A Jewish Philosopher. A Dissertation on the Jews’.
In this work he writes of the ‘lone and sullen genius of rabbinical Judaism’ which cut
him off ‘from the great family of mankind’. Ref: D’Israeli & Disraeli and The Genius
of Judaism, M. Spevack, 2007.

1833
119.

MEN OF GENIUS
(D’ISRAELI, Isaac) The Literary Character, Illustrated by the History of Men of
Genius, drawn from their own feelings and confessions. John Murray. vii, [3], 366pp.
8vo. Some foxing & light creasing to top left hand edge of some leaves. 19th century
half Russia, marbled boards; neatly rebacked with plain spine in matching style,
corners expertly repaired. Inscribed “from A. Murray Esq” on titlepage.
¶ First edition. By the father of Benjamin Disraeli.

1818
120.

£120

£90

HARRISON NOVELS
DODD, William. The Sisters; or, the History of Lucy and Caroline Sanson, entrusted
to a False Friend. Printed for Harrison and Co, No. 18, Paternoster-Row. 1781 &
1782. 169, [1], 4 engraved plates. BOUND WITH: KELLY, Hugh. Memoirs of a
Magdalen; or, the History of Louisa Mildmay. iv, [1], 6-85, [1]p, 2 engraved plates.
8vo. Some light browning, lacking front endpaper. Contemporary half calf, raised
gilt banded spine, red morocco label, marbled boards; sl. chip to headcap, some
rubbing to extremities.
¶ ESTC T91047 & T59624. Both are first printings of the Harrison & Co. edition,
which were also issued as part of The Novelist’s Magazine, founded by Harrison in
1779, and presenting ‘respectable’ English and continental fiction. It ran for nine years,
and published twenty three volumes with sixty two individual works. For another
edition of Memoirs of a Magdalen, see item 184.

1781 & 1782
121.

£48

CONTENTS OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM
(DODSLEY, Robert) The General Contents of the British Museum: with remarks.
Serving as a directory in viewing that Noble Cabinet. The second edition, with
additions and improvements, and a complete index. Printed for R. and J. Dodsley.
xxiii, [1], 210, [30]pp index &errata, half title. 12mo. Small ink splash to leading edge
of book block at index, not intruding on to page surface. Contemporary calf; joints
cracked but firm, spine rubbed, worn at head & tail.
¶ ESTC T40549. The second printing of the first English guide to the British Museum.
Although listed in ESTC under the publisher’s name, the work is by Edmund Powlett
who writes in his preface that ‘among the numbers whom curiosity prompted to get
a sight of this collection, I was of course one; but the time allowed to view it was
so short, and the rooms so numerous, that it was impossible, without some kind of
directory, to form a proper idea of the particulars: and though I was far from being
unacquainted with most of the contents before they became the property of the public,
must confess myself to have been at some loss in this respect. The Officers, indeed,
were always extremely attentive; but it was still impossible for them to gratify every
particular person’s curiosity.’ The guide ran into a second edition, but it was only sold
at bookshops and not at the Museum, and not everyone knew of it. Carl Philip Moritz,
who visited the Museum in June 1782, had Wendeborn’s guidebook, and to the scornful
astonishment of the librarian when the rest of the tour saw that he ‘had this book they
gathered round me and I taught these English ... what they might see in their own
museum!’. ref: D. Cash. Access to Museum Culture. The British Museum from 1753
to 1836. Oxford University Press, Notes and Queries, 1911, records that Powlett sold a
half share in the profits of 500 copies of the first edition of 1761 to the publisher James
Dodsley for eight guineas. A similar sum was to be paid in the event of a second edition
of 750 copies being printed. The writer, William White, notes that ‘an agreement to this
effect now before me affords the first identification of its author’.

1762

£380

1701-1845 - Dovar

122.

‘ANY PERSON MAY KNOW
THE NATURE OF HIS OWN DISTEMPER’
DOVAR, Thomas. The Ancient Physician’s Legacy to his Country. Being what
he has collected himself in forty-nine years practice: or, an Account of the several
Diseases incident to Mankind, described in so plain a Manner, that any Person
may know the Nature of his own Distemper, and the several remedies proper for
it, wherein the extraordinary effects of Mercury are more particularly consider’d.
Designed for the use of all Private Families. To which is added (being a proper
supplement to the work) a new translation of a Treatise of Mercury, and the
wonderful cures performed by it; written by the learned Belloste, Author of the
Hospital Surgeon. With a complete index to the whole. Printed for the Relict of the
late R. Bradly. [2], 197, [5]pp. 12mo. Tear without loss C10, with loss to blank top
corner E12, corner repaired to last two leaves of index, some offset marginal browning
to titlepage edges, next two leaves dusted, some rather faint waterstaining to pp
49-74. Recent half calf, raised & gilt banded spine, black gilt label. New endpapers &
pastedowns, bookplate of Robert J. Hayhurst.
¶ ESTC N14921, Aberdeen, Oxford, John Rylands, Bristol; 13 locations in America.
First published in 1732, with a second edition that same year. This appears to be one
of two variants of the third edition, which contains additional material for the first time.
Neither of the variants is in Cambridge.
Thomas Dover, M.D., 1660–1742, was sometimes referred to as ‘Doctor Quicksilver’
for his recommendation of mercury remedies in this treatise. He is also remembered
for his common cold and fever medicine ‘Dover’s powder’, his work with the poor in
Bristol, and his privateering voyage alongside William Dampier and Woodes Rogers
that rescued castaway Alexander Selkirk, the real-life inspiration for Robinson Crusoe.
His treatise was probably written to attract patients to his new practice in London, and
lambastes the medical orthodoxy manifested in the Royal College of Physicians who
never accepted him as a Fellow.

1733
123.

£420

SUFFOLK PARRICIDE
DREW, Charles. An Authentick account of the life of Mr. Charles Drew. Late of
Long-Melford in the county of Suffolk. Who was tried and convicted at Bury Assizes,
for the murder of his father ... to which is added, a faithful account of the trial.
Printed by J. Applebee, and sold by J. Roberts. 48pp. 8vo. Very foxed. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T70249. Drew was tried and convicted and subsequently hanged near Bury St
Edmunds on the 9th of April, 1740, amidst the greatest crowd of spectators that were
ever assembled on such a melancholy occasion in that part of the country. This is one of
five publications in 1740 relating to this parricide.

1740
124.

DUBLIN EDITION
DRYDEN, John. Poems and Fables. Now first published together. In two volumes.
To which is prefix’d, an account of his life and writings. 2 vols. Dublin: printed by
A. Reilly, for William Smith. xli, [3], 288p; [4], 327, [1]p, engraved portrait frontispiece
& an engraved plate. 12mo. Some blue pencil marks to margin p93 vol. II, & H6
vol. II tear neatly repaired, without loss, endpapers & pastedowns browned, early
signature partially erased from head of titlepages. Full contemporary calf, gilt banded
spines, red & green gilt labels.
¶ ESTC T122304.

1753
125.

£180

£125

THE NOTORIOUS RICHARD ANNESLEY
(DU BOIS, Dorethea) The Case of Ann, Countess of Anglesey, lately deceased,
lawful wife of Richard Annesley, late Earl of Anglesey; and of her three surviving
daughters, Lady Dorothea, Lady Caroline, and Lady Elizabeth. By the said Earl. n.p.
38pp. 8vo signed in 4’s. Some scattered foxing & light browning. Early 19th century
tree calf; joints cracked, corners worn, spine worn with partial loss to gilt label.
Manuscript note relating to the case and its publication on a preliminary blank.

1701-1845 - Du Bois
¶ ESTC and OCLC record only the original 32pp edition dated 1766. This reprint
appears to be unrecorded.
Du Bois was the eldest daughter of Richard Annesley, who on succeeding to the
earldom made provision for his countess and her children, assigning £10,000 a year to
Dorothea, but about 1740 he repudiated his marriage, declared his children illegitimate,
and turned them all out of doors. An action brought by the Countess in 1741 resulted
in an interim order for a payment by the earl of £4 per week; however, this payment
was never made, and the ladies suffered the greatest distress. About 1752, Dorothea
secretly married Du Bois, a French musician, and became the mother of six children. In
1759 she heard that her father had made a will leaving her five shillings, in quit of all
demands, as his natural daughter; in 1760, on recovery from the birth of her sixth child,
she undertook a journey to Camolin Park, Wexford, where he was lying ill, to induce
him to acknowledge his marriage to her mother. She was repulsed with much indignity
by the woman then claiming to be the earl’s wife.
In 1761 the earl died, his estates devolving on the son of the wife in possession. Lady
Dorothea then laid the whole story before the world in Poems by a Lady of Quality,
which she dedicated to the King, and published by subscription at Dublin in 1764. In
1765 her mother died. In 1766 Dorothea published The Case of Ann, Countess of
Anglesey, lately Deceased, appealing for help to prosecute her claims; with the same
object she issued Theodora, a novel, in two volumes in 1770, dedicated to the Countess
of Hertford. Dorothea died in poverty at Dublin, 1774.

[c.1820?]
126.

£150

FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY COMMANDER
DUMOURIEZ, Charles Françoise du Périer. Memoirs of General Dumourier.
Written by himself. Translated by John Fenwick. Two parts in one volume. Printed
for C. and G. Kearsley. [4], xlvii, [1], 166pp; [2] blank, [4], 263, [1]p. 8vo. Full
contemporary tree calf, gilt decorated spine, black morocco label; upper joint cracked
but firm, headcap sl. chipped. Armorial bookplate of John Alliston.
¶ ESTC T75706. Charles François Dumouriez was an important French military
commander and politician in the early phases of the French Revolution and the War of
the First Coalition. Like many commanders in the early revolutionary armies, he had
reached high rank in the Royal army, but he would also become heavily involved in
the politics of the revolution, serving as minister of war and minister of foreign affairs
at key moments. As the victor of Valmy he helped save the infant republic, while at
Jemappes he began its career of conquest, but like many generals of this early period he
eventually fell foul of revolutionary politics and was forced into exile.

1794
127.

£75

‘SUPPLEMENT’ TO WARBURTON’S SHAKESPEARE
EDWARDS, Thomas. The Canons of Criticism, and glossary, being a supplement to
Mr. Warburton’s edition of Shakespear. Collected from the notes in that celebrated
work, and proper to be bound up with it. By the other gentleman of Lincoln’s-Inn.
The sixth edition, with additions. Printed for C. Bathurst. [6], 31, [1], 238, 251-325,
[15]pp. 8vo. With an additional titlepage, The Canons of Criticism, and Glossary;
the Trial of the Letter [upsilon], alias Y, and Sonnets, which bears the author’s
name. Bound in full contemporary sprinkled calf, gilt ruled border, spine gilt in
compartments, red morocco label. v.g. Contemporary bookplate of John Ward.
¶ ESTC T63025. In 1747, Warburton published a new edition of Shakespeare. In his
preface he hinted that he had originally intended to include a set of canons for literary
criticism, but now referred his readers to the occasional comments on the subject he
made in the course of his annotations. In response, Edwards published a ‘Supplement’,
in which he satirically remedied the omission by providing an intentionally absurd code
of criticism, illustrated with examples from Warburton’s notes. Warburton retorted by
appending a note referring to Edwards in a new edition of Alexander Pope’s Dunciad,
referring to him as ‘a gentleman, as he is pleased to call himself, of Lincoln’s Inn; but,
in reality, a gentleman only of the Dunciad’, who ‘with the wit and learning of his
ancestor Tom Thimble in The Rehearsal, and with the air of good-nature and politeness
of Caliban in The Tempest, hath now happily finished the Dunce’s progress, in personal
abuse’. Edwards replied indignantly in a preface to later editions of the Supplement.

1701-1845 - Edwards
Warburton denied having attacked Edwards’s breeding, but his denial was in offensive
terms. Other opponents of Warburton sympathised with Edwards, and Mark Akenside
addressed an ode to him upon the occasion. Samuel Johnson thought that Edwards
made some good hits but compared him to a fly stinging a horse.

1758
128.

£250

PROPER TIMBER
ELLIS, William. The Timber-Tree Improved: or, The best practical methods of
improving different lands with proper timber. And those fruit-trees whose woods
make the most profitable returns to their owners, according to the newest inventions,
by the plough, harrow, and other methods most approved of. Containing, I. Seven
different ways of improving the oak, with remarks on the same. II. The nature
and improvement of the beech. III. To raise a beech wood from seeds and sets. IV.
Transplanting large beeches. V. To raise a beech hedge by seeds or sets. VI. Of
the nature and improvement of the elm, witch-elm, ash, pollard-ash, ashen-stems,
standard-ash, walnut, black-cherry. VII. Reasons humbly offered for the common use
of the black-cherry. VIII. Of the horn-bean, or horn-beech, lime-tree, horse-chesnut,
maple, hazel, firr-tree, sycamore, sallow, aps, white-wood, poplar and abel, alder,
withy and willow, oziers, white-elder, pear-tree, &c. The third edition of Part I, and
the first edition of Part II. Printed for, and sold by T. Osborne. Two parts in one. vi,
110, [2]pp ads; viii, 207, [1]p ad. 8vo. First titlepage a little dusted, tiny wormhole
to blank margin p189 to end of Part II. Full contemporary calf, raised gilt banded
spine, gilt flowerhead device in each compartment, red morocco label; sl. rubbing.
Twentieth century bookplate of Robert J. Hayhurst.
¶ ESTC N37885, T149516. William Ellis is thought to have been born about 1700,
received an ordinary education, and began life as a plain farmer. For nearly fifty years
he held a farm at Little Gaddesden, Hertfordshire, on which, however, he made no
pretence to scientific agriculture. He was evidently a person of intelligence, and had
travelled much both in this country and on the continent. His early works brought him
into ‘repute,’ and many applications were made to him by landed proprietors in all parts
of the country to visit and report on their farms. He appears to have been a shrewd man
of business, for he soon added to his income by frequently travelling as an agent for
seeds and seller of farming implements; in short he was ready to execute any sort of
country business at a fixed price.
The success which his work on timber obtained (it ran through three editions in less
than three years) tempted Osborne, the bookseller, to engage him as a writer, and Ellis
produced volume after volume. Gradually he advanced to monthly works and more
voluminous productions, in which, to fill up his stipulated number of pages, he was
driven to introduce spurious anecdotes and frequent unnecessary details.
Many eager farmers, led by his fame and his books, proceeded to visit Ellis’s farm, but
found, to their surprise and disappointment, that he did not carry out any of the views
which he advocated in print, that his implements were old-fashioned, and that his land
was neglected and in bad condition. This report speedily affected the sale of his books.
They had introduced many new methods of treating manure, sheep and turnips, and
lucerne, but now their reputation began to decline. Ellis perceived with sorrow that he
was outliving his fame.

1742

£480

EPHEMERA
129.

MR LYON’S PAINT BILL
CHEMIST & DRUGGIST, Durham. An account for items purchased from John Wall
between June 1794 and May 1796. Prepared for the executors of the late Hon: T. Lyon,
it includes chocolate coloured paint, red lead, linseed oil, verdigrease, prussian blue,
one large & two small brushes. Engraved billhead, docket title on reverse. 36 x 15cm.
¶ This appears to be the Hon Thomas Lyon, who succeeded his mother to the Hettonle-Hole estate in Durham in 1778. He died in September 1796, and this account was
settled in April 1797. The Lyon family are perhaps most notable for being the ancestors
of Queen Elizabeth II, through her mother Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon.

1796

£75 †

1701-1845 - Ephemera: Common Ale House
EPHEMERA continued
130.

GOOD BEHAVIOUR BOND
COMMON ALE HOUSE. Mid-18th century bond for good behaviour issued to
Thomas Pratt for keeping a ‘common alehouse or victualling house’ in the parish of
Sevenoaks, Kent. Signed and dated 16th September 1754. Some foxing & marginal
water-staining, small hole not affecting text. 6 x 34cm. 16th September 1754.
¶ At this time an ale-house was a domestic property licensed to sell home brewed ale or
beer. Obtaining a licence involved signing a bond for good behaviour at the risk of a
£10 fine and providing two sureties each for £5.

1754
131.

132.

133.

134.

£125 †

APPRENTICESHIP
INDENTURE. NORWICH WOOLCOMBER. Early 19th century indenture
apprenticing Joseph Lane for seven years to his father Nicolas, a woolcomber in the
city of Norwich. ‘Fornication he shall not commit, nor matrimony contract; taverns,
inns, or alehouses he shall not haunt; at cards, dice, tables, or any other unlawful
games he shall not play ...’ Signed by father, son, and a witness William Reeves.
Embossed tax stamp. In very good condition. 21 x 33cm. 11th June 1813.
1813
£90 †
BRISTOL CERTIFICATE
INSURANCE. Bristol Universal Fire Office. Printed Certificate, completed by
hand, insuring sundry buildings and furniture in Bristol and Wales, the property of
Mrs Mary Stokes. Dated 13th January 1777. A large & handsome certificate with
engraved head-piece for the Company depicting two firemen with implements.
Revenue stamped, signed by Joseph Taylor, Thos. Hayes, Rowland Williams, and
Rob. Vigor. Details of her properties are given in the certificate. Old repair on verso
to split along central horizontal fold, several minor slits to edge of another fold.
Docket title on reverse. 48 x 30cm.
1777
£150 †
REQUESTING NAMES OF POTENTIAL JURORS
KENT JURY SERVICE. Large printed form, completed by hand, requesting that John
Wrake, one of the High-Constables of the Lower Half of the Hundred of Eastry, near
Sandwich, Kent, issue orders to ‘Petty Constables, Headboroughs, and Tithingmen of
very Parish’, to make lists of all those who are qualified to serve as jurors. Dated 12th
July 1785, signed by Wm. Deedes. Some light browning, old fold marks, docket title
on reverse. 38 x 31cm.
1785
£85 †
LINEN-DRAPER & HABERDASHER, Alnwick. An account for items purchased
from William Wilson, Woolen, Linen-Draper & Haberdasher, of Alnwick. Made out
to Thomas Adams, dated June 27th 1781. Engraved bill-head, docket title on reverse.
30 x 19cm.
¶ Thomas Adams was a successful attorney, and in the 1790s he began to develop his newly
acquired house, grounds and estate at Eshott (or Castle Adams, as he jokingly called it).

1781
135.

£90 †

WILTSHIRE WEDDING
MARRIAGE LICENCE. Early 19th century licence for the marriage of John Neat of
Upton Scudamore, Wiltshire, to Elizabeth Evans of Kilmington in the Diocese of Bath
and Wells. Dated 23rd June 1812, signed by Edwd Parfitt, Deputy Registrar, and
James Phillott, Surrogate. Permission was granted by the Lord Bishop of Bath and
Wells. With printed & embossed stamps. 21 x 33cm.
¶ John Neat died in 1844 and left £150, the income from which was to be paid on
Christmas Eve to 5 old men and 5 old women, regular attenders at Upton church.

1812

£110 †
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1701-1845 - Ephemera: Poor Law
EPHEMERA continued
136.

137.

138.

139.

SHROPSHIRE POOR LAW
POOR LAW. Overseers of the Poor. Printed form, completed by hand, from the
Justices of the Peace of Shropshire to the Overseers of the Poor for Lilleshall, near
Newport. They complain that one Jane Symons has come into the parish thus making
the Overseers liable for her maintenance under Poor Law regulations. Accordingly,
the Justices of the Peace, W. Forester and Will: Chudde, now find that Richard, her
husband, having been born and worked for a whole year (the minimum for this
purpose) at Shifnal, Shropshire, her Poor Law settlement is there, and the Justices
thereby command the Overseers to forcibly convey her to Shifnal. This is a case
where a wife’s (or widows?) settlement was determined by her husband’s work.
Signed &sealed by both Justices. Dated 3rd March, 1726. Light fold marks, but in
very good condition. 30 x 16cm.
1726
£85 †
‘THE BUSINESS OF A HOUSEWIFE’
POOR LAW APPRENTICESHIP INDENTURE. Printed indenture document,
completed in manuscript, from the Parish of Stone, Staffordshire, setting out the terms
of apprenticeship for Mary Adderley, aged 9, ‘a poor child of the said Parish’, to be
taught and instructed by John Vernon in ‘the business of a housewife’, until the age
of 21 or her marrying. Signed by the Justices of the Peace, Thomas Anson & Walter
Bagot, with a small wax seal. In very good condition. 20.5 x 33.5cm.
1769, 20th May
£110 †
STAFFS OBLIGATION BOND
WOOLFE, John. Obligation bond of John Woolfe of the parish of Cheddleton,
Staffordshire to John Blinton of the parish of Leigh for the sum of 136 pounds.
Signed, with wax seal, docket title on reverse. An attractive document. 32 x 19.5cm.
1787, 5th October.
£50 †
__________
FOUNDLING PSALMS & HYMNS
FOUNDLING HOSPITAL Psalms, Hymns & Anthems, used in the Chapel of the
Hospital for the maintenance & education of exposed and deserted young Children.
(London.) [2], 150, [4]pp, verso of p137 blank, followed by double-numbered pages,
138 & 139, 140 & 141, 142 & 143, 143 & 144, 145 & 146, 146 & 147, 148 & 149, and p.150,
with final 4 page unnumbered index, etched titlepage, & all up to p126 is engraved,
the Additional Anthems are printed in letterpress. At foot of page one is “Caulfield
sculpt.”. 8vo. Full contemporary tree calf, gilt greek-key pattern border, gilt banded
spine decorated with gilt lyre motif, red morocco label; corners worn, spine rubbed,
wear to head & tail. Marbled endpapers.
¶ ESTC lists two variants of this enlarged edition, T167781 (1774), and T167779
(c1775-80), with the double-page numbering starting at different places in the text. This
appears to be an unrecorded third variant. The etched titlepage is by ‘T[homas] Sanders
(etcher and engraver, 1767 - 1774), delin. & incis. in Aqua forti, Feb 1774’.
The Foundling Hospital in London, founded in 1741, was an orphanage intended for
the ‘maintenance and education of exposed and deserted young children’. The Psalm
Book was first published c.1770 (Cambridge, a very defective copy at Illinois, and
Toronto Osborne Collection only), and was just 54 pages with an engraved coat of arms
on the titlepage. This is the first enlarged edition, with an etched titlepage, by Thomas
Sanders, which shows, to the left of the title, a poor mother with a naked infant at her
breast and two nearly-naked children at her feet. On the right-hand side, balancing the
image and representing the successful work of the orphanage, are two older children in
clean and proper attire. A completely new edition of the hymn book was published in
1796, with a shortened title Psalms Hymns and Anthems for the Foundling Chapel, and
with a new engraved titlepage.

1774

£480
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140.

THE SPURIOUS EPISTLES
FRANCKLIN, Thomas. The Epistles of Phalaris. Translated from the Greek. To
which are added, some select Epistles of the most eminent Greek writers. Printed for
R. Francklin. [16], xxiii, [1], 224pp, half title, engraved frontispiece. 8vo. Sl. foxing
& dusting. Full contemporary sprinkled calf, raised gilt banded spine, red morocco
label; joints cracked but firm, head of spine chipped.
¶ ESTC T111261, the variant with the final page misnumbered ‘24’. With an 8 page
subscribers’ list. Thomas Francklin was born in 1721, the son of a bookseller in Covent
Garden, and educated at Westminster school. A miscellaneous writer, he was well
known as the printer of an anti-ministerial paper, The Craftsman. This is his first
work, and the attribution to Phalaris, a tyrant of Acragas in Sicily (6th Century B.C.)
is spurious. The Epistles were first edited by Charles Boyle, fourth Earl of Orrery,
1676–1731, in 1695. In 1697, William Wotton, about to bring out a second edition
of his Ancient and Modern Learning, asked Bentley to write a paper exposing the
spuriousness of the Epistles of Phalaris, long a subject of academic controversy.

1749
141.

£75

SOCIETY & MANNERS IN NORTHERN IRELAND
GAMBLE, John. A View of Society and Manners in the north of Ireland, in the
Summer and Autumn of 1812. Printed for C. Cradock and W. Joy. viii, 399, [1]p ad.
8vo. Some foxing to prelims & rear pages, occasional offsetting. 19thC full polished
calf, gilt panelled spine, red morocco label. v.g., attractive copy. Early ownership
name of J. Alexander, Kensington, at head of titlepage.
¶ ‘John Gamble was born in Strabane, County Tyrone, Ireland, in 1770. Educated
locally and in Edinburgh, he served as a doctor in the British army, seeing action in the
Netherlands in 1799, and spending three years on the island of St. Helena. In 1807,
he retired to London, where he interested himself in theatre and literature, mixing
with actors and musicians, authors, critics and scholars. Although now losing his
sight, Gamble emerged as a writer of ability in the 1810s, publishing stories, novels,
and a play. However, it is his accounts of trips home in 1810, 1812 and 1818 that are
his finest achievement. Never, perhaps, has everyday life in early nineteenth-century
Ireland been more acutely observed or as evocatively presented. Sometimes travelling
on foot, sometimes in crowded coaches, Gamble ate and drank with high and low in
city, town and country; he met doctors and surgeons, beggars and prostitutes, publicans,
shop-keepers, servant girls and clergymen. These people are the motley cast of his
remarkably vivid travel-writing, and their memories, hopes and fears are its subject.
The Ireland to which Gamble returned in the 1810s was very different to that which he
had left in the 1790s. Republican rebellion and the state’s repression of it in 1798 had
combined with wider cultural developments to corrode many of the institutions which,
in the 1780s and 1790s, had sustained reasoned discourse in Irish society. Gamble’s
contemporaries, who had devoted their youth to the pursuit of a political project that
had failed, were now finding, in a degraded public sphere, that their activities in those
decades were no longer worthy of an honest reckoning, certainly not a fit subject for
the public prints. And when that which had defined the youth and, in many cases, the
middle age of such people—that which had defined their lives—was ignored, it was
almost as if they themselves had never really lived. And so, as this half-blind man
traversed Ireland, he entered the spectral afterworld of failed revolution, where memory
(a ‘true story’) rebukes history (a barefaced fiction) and the living meet the dead. The
result is a series of fireside tales of rebels who had departed for America, passing out of
this world and into another, and ghost stories - endeavours to explain what was, in the
light of day, inexplicable; to say what could not be said, that those who were denied
their past had, in fact, lived.’ Ref: Introduction to the 2011 Notre Dame edition of
Gamble’s Works, by Breandán Mac Suibhne.

1813
142.

£480

GAY’S POEMS
GAY, John. Poems on Several Occasions. Two volumes. Printed for H. Lintot, J.
and R. Tonson and S. Draper. [4], 260pp; [4], 260pp, frontispiece and 2 engraved
plates. 12mo. Some sl. foxing & offsetting from plates. Full contemporary sprinkled
calf, double gilt ruled borders, gilt compartments, red morocco labels; sl. chipping

141
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to headcaps, light rubbing to spines & edges. Armorial bookplate of William Craven
Esq., 1750.
¶ ESTC T13901. First published in 1720, with 24 editions appearing during the 18th
century. This is a reissue of the 1752 London edition, with the titlepage to vol.1 partly
reset to read 1753.

1753
143.

£90

BRITISH TRADE
GEE, Joshua. The Trade and Navigation of Great-Britain considered: shewing, that
the surest way for a nation to increase in riches, is to prevent the importation of such
foreign commodities as may be raised at home. That this kingdom is capable of
raising within itself, and its colonies, materials for employing all our poor in those
manufactures, which we now import from such of our neighbours who refuse the
admission of ours. Some account of the commodities each country we trade with
takes from us, and what we take from them; with observations on the balance.
The sixth edition. Glasgow: printed by William Duncan Junior. [16], 166pp. 8vo.
Contemporary mottled calf, neatly rebacked, raised bands, red morocco label; boards
rather crazed & rubbed. Later owner’s name on f.e.p.
¶ ESTC N13801. First published in 1729 this provided an overview of British trade
both historically and by national areas, with comments on distinct problems of trade
(for example devoting chapter 12 to ‘French fashions pernicious to England’). The
main part of the work focused on resolving the problems regarding colonial labour. One
solution he offered was the transport of domestic convicts, the poor and unemployed,
also creating free ports at Gibraltar and Port Mahon. In addition, he encouraged foreign
import-replacing production in the plantations.
‘Gee was born in 1667, probably in London, and died there in 1730. Little is known
of his background, but by 1700 he had built up a thriving mercantile business and was
trading with the American colonies. A Quaker, he was friendly with William Penn
and was one of the seven mortgagees who helped rescue the colony of Pennsylvania
when Penn ran into financial difficulties. He was also in partnership with Augustine
Washington, father of the future American president; in 1718, Gee and Washington were
partners in a company called Principio, which aimed to exploit iron ore resources in
Maryland and, later, Virginia. It may be assumed that Gee had wide commercial interests
in America and the West Indies.’ Ref: The Biographical Dictionary of British Economists.

1755
144.

£280

A TRIP TO THE MOON
(GENTLEMAN, Francis) A Trip to the Moon. Containing an Account of the Island of
Noibla. Its inhabitants, religious and political customs, &c. By Sir Humphrey Lunatic,
Bart. Two volumes. Printed for S. Crowder. vi, 205, [1]p; [4], 212pp. 12mo. Old
waterstaining to first four leaves vol. II, endpapers, preliminary & final blanks rather
dusted & foxed both vols., otherwise a generally clean copy with only a few occasional
marks. Contemporary calf, gilt floral spine devices, red morocco title labels; rather
rubbed, lacking vol. labels, head & tail of spines worn, joints cracking but firm.
¶ Second edition of vol. I, and first edition of vol. II. Vol. I alone was first published
the previous year at York, by Anne Ward who in 1759 had printed the first volume of
Tristram Shandy. ESTC suggests that the second volume was issued to complete the
first edition and to accompany the second edition of the first volume (as here).
ESTC T200236 (Vol. I, 2nd edition), records just the Cambridge copy in the UK;
Duke, Huntington, Indiana, Newberry, Univ of California, Michigan, North Carolina,
Yale; Pretoria.
ESTC T139565 (Vol. II, 1st edition), BL, Cambridge, Oxford, Rylands; Duke,
Huntington, Indiana, Newberry, Rice, Univ of California, Minnesota, North Carolina,
Yale; Pretoria.
A similar title, running to some 130 pages, had been published in Dublin in 1727, and in
London 1728, authored by ‘Mr Murtagh McDermot’ (a pseudonym), and dedicated to
‘Captain Lemuel Gulliver’.
Volume One contains a two-page glossary of Noiblan words and phrases. Some of
them are clearly anagrams, e.g. Nodnol is London, ‘Omyrchal, meaning Valley of
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Weeping’, is derived from lachrymo, Noiblan is an anagram of Albion, &c. Slightly
more impenetrable but sinister in an Orwellian way is the phrase, Maginleb Nalsina
Eleveran Yurne Sezived Wal Phazas, which means, ‘remember that the Mediator sees
your thoughts as well as your Actions’. Many real historical figures appear in the novel,
as they are translated to the Moon after their Earthly existence has finished; including
William Shakespeare and Sir Isaac Newton. They are required to go through a process
of naturalisation before being fully accepted into lunar society. Sargent, British and
American Utopian Fiction, p27; Gove, The Imaginary Voyage in Prose Fiction, p176,
excludes Gentleman’s work on the grounds that the ‘vehicle’ for travel, is via dreams.
The dedication in Vol. II is dated December 1764, and written to Tindal Thompson, Esq.
[of Setterington, North Yorkshire], also included in Gentleman’s Characters: an epistle,
inscribed to the Earl of Carlisle, 1766, reinforcing the York connection with the work.
Francis Gentleman, 1728-1784, was a Dublin-born playwright and actor. The ‘Trip’
forms a satire, in the style of Swift and Sterne, on religion and politics.

1765
145.

£3,200

AESTHETIC THEORY
GERARD, Alexander. An Essay on Taste. With three dissertations on the same
subject. By Mr. de Voltaire. Mr. d’Alembert, F.R.S. Mr. de Montesquieu. Printed
for A. Millar in the Strand. [2], iii, [1], 222, [3], 224-253, [2], 258-314pp. 8vo. Full
contemporary sprinkled calf, raised & gilt banded spine, red morocco label; sl. cracking
to joints, spine rather dry & darkened, a little foxing to front pastedown & endpaper.
¶ ESTC T60731, variant with same collation, but a shortened imprint, omitting the
names of the Edinburgh booksellers. The first edition of one of the major works on
aesthetic theory in the 18th century.

1759
146.

£350

IMPORTANT ANGLO-INDIAN NOVEL
(GIBBES, Phebe) Hartly House, Calcutta. Dublin: printed for William Jones, No.
86, Dame-Street. [4], 295, [1]p, half title. 12mo. Some browning, marginal waterstaining not too intrusive, small tear to blank lower margin pp185-186. Contemporary
calf, gilt banded spine, red morocco label; head & tail of spine and corners worn,
lacking front endpaper, stamp of Grimké and Drayton Library, Lancashire on half
title. 19th century armorial bookplate of Drayton Grimké-Drayton, Clifford Manor,
Gloucestershire. Early name of Caroline Drayton at head of first page of text.
¶ ESTC T57441, BL, Cambridge, Oxford; McMaster, New York Society, Illinois, North
Carolina, Yale. Not in Notre-Dame. The author is unattributed in ESTC but identified
in the 2007 OUP reprint edition; she died in 1805. A three volume London edition was
also published in 1789. ‘Written at the time of the Warren Hastings impeachment and
set in the period of Hastings’s Orientalist government of India, Hartly House, Calcutta
(1789) is a dramatic representation of the Anglo-Indian encounter.
This novel represents a key document in the literary representation of India and
the imperial debate, profoundly challenging pre-existent discourses of colonialism.
At the time, it set out to achieve Hastings’s reconciliation between ‘the People
of England’ and ‘the Natives of Hindostan’, in the belief that Hindu civilization
had much to teach the West. Beyond offering a radical feminization of India, it
introduced an open and sentimentalized version of the Indological scholarship,
which facilitated Romantic Orientalism in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries.’ Ref: OUP edition, 2007.

1789
147.

£1,500

RIVER WYE & SOUTH WALES
GILPIN, William. Observations on the River Wye, and several parts of South Wales,
&c. relative chiefly to picturesque beauty; made in the year 1770. The Fifth edition.
Printed by A. Strhan ... for T. Cadell Junior and W. Davies. xvi, 154, [2]pp ads, 17 oval
aquatint plates. 8vo. Sl. browning, occasional foxing, light crease to upper corners.
Full contemporary tree calf, red morocco label; joints cracked but firm, spine rubbed,
corners worn.
¶ The plates were re-engraved for this edition.

1800

£65
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148.

TRANSLATED BY WALTER SCOTT - SCARCE FIRST ISSUE
GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Goetz of Berlichingen, with the Iron Hand: a
tragedy. Translated from the German, ... By William Scott. Printed for J. Bell. Half
title; spotted at end. Disbound. Ownership inscr. of Miss Trefusis on half title.
¶ ESTC N1049; not in BL; four copies only in North America; Todd & Bowden
4Aa, FIRST EDITION, first issue. One of the few copies with Scott’s Christian name
misprinted. Götz von Berlichingen, 1773. In 1796 Scott’s first published translation
was of The Chase and William and Helen by Bürger. Apart from a Goethe ‘goblin story’
published in the Kelso Mail in 1798, this is the second separately published translation.
It appeared two weeks before Rose Aguilar Lawrence’s version. M.G. Lewis supervised
the work through the press; when some of Scott’s manuscript blew out of a window,
Lewis provided his own translation of the missing passages. The second issue correctly
attributes the translation to ‘Walter Scott’.

1799
149.

£1,800

SORROWS OF WERTER: FIRST DUBLIN EDITION
GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. The Sorrows of Werter: a German story. 2 vols.
Dublin: printed for C. Jackson. Half titles. 2 vols in 1 in contemp. full calf, maroon
morocco label; sl. marked, leading hinge sl. splitting. Contemp. signature of Wm.
Cookman on first half title, and of Alice Huson on titlepage. A good sound copy of a
scarce early translation.
¶ ESTC T155711. Die Leiden des jungen Werthers, 1774. First English edition, 1779.
This is the first Dublin edition, published simultaneously with the second London
edition. ESTC records four copies in the UK, one in the National Library of Ireland,
and one in Yale. Translated from a French version (see Preface), it has been attributed
to both Daniel Malthus and Richard Graves.

1780
150.

£1,500

CITIZEN OF THE WORLD
GOLDSMITH, Oliver. The Citizen of the World or Letters from a Chinese
Philosopher residing in London to his friends in the East. Two volumes. Printed for
T. Vernor [and others]. vi, [4], 332pp; [4], 301, [1]p, engraved titlepages with vignette
illustrations. 12mo. Full contemporary tree calf, gilt decorated spines, black title
labels, red morocco volume labels (one missing); joints cracked but firm, head of
spines chipped, some sl. foxing. Later bookplate of J.E. Barton.
¶ ESTC T146040, BL, Nat Lib Ireland, Trinity, and Swansea only in the UK; 10
copies in America. Originally published as a series of Letters in the Public Ledger,
purportedly from a Chinese traveller, Lie Chi, & satirically commenting on London
society & manners.

1792
151.

£85

BINDING IN THE STYLE OF EDWARDS OF HALIFAX
GRAY, Thomas. Poems. A new edition. Printed for John Murray, (No. 32) FleetStreet. [2], xxxix, [4], 44-178pp, additional engraved titlepage dated 1784, 5 (of 6)
engraved plates, dated between 1776 and 1783. 8vo. Lower edge of frontispiece
& preliminary blank waterstained, some marginal foxing to the plates. Bound in
full contemporary vellum in the style of Edwards of Halifax, gilt borders, spine gilt
decorated with star & flower head motif, green morocco label, marbled endpapers;
some mellowing to vellum. Contemporary initials E.R. at head of printed titlepage.
¶ ESTC T132351. In 1776, John Murray published an edition of Gray’s Poems,
without obtaining the permission of William Mason, to whom Gray had bequeathed the
copyright. Mason accused Murray of fraud, and the prefatory ‘advertisement’ to this
1786 edition reprints Murray’s account of the lawsuit. Ref: W. Zachs, The First John
Murray, no. 525.

1786
152.

£650

FRIENDSHIP
GREATED, Timothy. An Essay on Friendship; or, a Moral Discourse on the Nature
and Effects of Mutual Love. The second edition. Printed for the Author, and sold by
J. Newton in Little-Britain. [2], [4], 72pp. 8vo. Rather foxed. Disbound.
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¶ ESTC T104077, BL, Cambridge; Philadelphia only in USA. First published in 1726
(BL only). Greated considers friendship to be ‘that solemn engagement founded on
mutual Love, whereby two particular persons of Sense, Good-nature and Virtue oblige
themselves ... to promote each other’s real advantage’.

1736
153.

£150

LIFE OF MR JOHN VAN
GREEN, George Smith. The Life of Mr John Van, a Clergyman’s Son, of Woody, in
Hampshire. Being a series of many extraordinary events, and surprizing vicissitudes:
in which are shewn, among a great number of singular and merry occurrences, his
entrance into the Army as a trooper; his bravery against the rebels; his marriage
with an heiress of eight hundred pounds a year, at St Ive’s in Huntingdonshire; his
conduct in high life; his favours from fortune, and reduction to poverty. Written
by his friend and acquaintance, G.S. Green. 2 vols. Printed for Francis Noble and
John Noble. viii, 195, [1]pp ad. leaf; vii, (i) ad., 170pp, ad. leaf; 8vo. A near fine copy
bound in contemp. calf, gilt ruled borders, raised & gilt banded spines, orig. red gilt
labels; small expert repairs to heads of spines.
¶ Rare, ESTC T57440 records BL and Southampton in UK, and 5 copies in America
(Beinecke, UCLA, Boston, Oberlin, Pennsylvania). Raven 411 (who dates this as 1757,
though other sources suggest 1745-1750). Very little is known about George Smith
Green, died 1762, who in two of his other works, The Parson’s Parlour [1756], and
The Images of the Antients [1758], describes himself as a ‘tradesman of Oxford’. He
published 3 poems, 2 plays, and this, by far his most substantial, and possibly partially
autobiographical, work. It describes a young tradesman, a cheesemonger, who ‘as he
mightily loved plays ... engaged with a Company of young Gentlemen, that used to
perform once a month for the entertainment of their friends ...’ (and) ‘meeting with the
Books of Ben the Bricklayer (Ben Jonson), he found that Kings and Queens, and some
other Folks, as good as Cheesmongers, had done the same a hundred years before’. It
is a lively romp through life, and with its liberal use of dashes, italics, and false names
(Mrs and Miss Beastly, Mr Bigbelly, Mrs Strong, Counsellor Somebody, Mrs Swallow,
Dr Bentivoglia, a critic of Ale), brings to mind the work of Sterne, whose Tristram
Shandy first started to appear two years later in 1759. In fact he appears to be trying to
set a different style for his writing, and in chapter VI ‘the deviations of authors’ states ‘If
I have not been out of the way already, I beg leave to be so in the next chapter, though
not in the manner of other modern biographies, who pretend to write the history of one
man or one woman; and they give you a pack of stories of twenty different people, that
have nothing to do with the main design ... but I shall stick to my text, and only wander
in my mode, to avoid those disagreeable choruses, said I, and said they, &c &c that take
up a quarter of a story’.

[1757?]
154.

£2,500

GEOMETRY
GREGORY, David. A Treatise of Practical Geometry. In Three Parts. The Third
Edition. Edinburgh: printed by Hamilton, Balfour, and Neill iv, 117, [1]p, 5 engraved
folding plates. The preface is signed Col. McLaurin. Some foxing. Full contemporary
mottled calf, raised spine bands, small gilt devices; lacking label, otherwise v.g.
¶ ESTC N49170, Harvard and Western Ontario only. A nephew of James Gregory,
inventor of the Gregorian telescope, David Gregory, 1659-1708, was a friend of Newton
and one of the earliest proponents of his theories. It was Gregory’s Latin lecture notes,
translated, which formed the basis of McLaurin’s edition of his Treatise of Practical
Geometry, first published in 1745.

1756
155.

£280

WHITTINGHAM’S REPRINTING OF FIDESSA
GRIFFIN, Bartholomew. Fidessa; a Collection of Sonnets. Reprinted from the
edition of 1596. Chiswick: printed from the Press of C. Whittingham. [5], vi-ix, [1],
vi, [1], 10-70, [2]pp, half title, small woodcut cherub on titlepage. 8vo. A very clean
copy in dark red glazed paper boards; some wear to head of spine, paper spine label
chipped, a little rubbing to boards & edges. One hundred copies only printed.
¶ The 1596 edition ESTC S104847, BL, Oxford, Hutington only. ‘Benjamin Griffin
wrote a series of sixty-two charming sonnets entitled Fidessa, more chaste than kinde,
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of which only three copies are at present known, those in the Bodleian, Huth, and
Lamport libraries. The dedication to William Essex of Lamborne, Berkshire is followed
by an epistle to the gentlemen of the Inns of Court, from which it might be inferred that
Griffin himself belonged to an Inn, but no trace of him can be found in the registers. He
was more probably an attorney, as he styles himself ‘gentleman’ only. The third sonnet
in Fidessa, commencing ‘Venus and young Adonis sitting by her’ was reproduced with
much textual alteration in the miscellany brought together in 1599 by W. Jaggard and
entitled The Passionate Pilgrime. By W. Shakespeare. [DNB]. This edition was taken
from the copy in the Bodleian Library one hundred copies printed.

1815 [1596]
156.

GROSE’S OLIO
GROSE, Francis. The Olio: being a Collection of Essays, Dialogues, Letters,
Biographical Sketches, Anecdotes, Pieces of Poetry, Parodies, Bon Mots, Epigrams,
Epitaphs, &c. chiefly original. Printed for M. Hooper. [10], xiii-xxiii, [1], 321, [3]pp
ads, A1 is a blank. 8vo. Full contemporary tree calf, attractive gilt decorated smooth
spine, black morocco label. v.g. Armorial bookplate of John Alliston.
¶ ESTC T83277. First published in 1792, the year after the author’s death.

1793
157.

£65

£85

PROVINCIAL DICTIONARY
GROSE, Francis. A Provincial Glossary; with a collection of local proverbs, and
popular superstitions. The second edition, corrected, and greatly enlarged. Printed
for S. Hooper. viii, [324]; 57, [1], [2]pp ads. 8vo. Sl. browning to endpapers &
titlepage. Full contemporary sprinkled calf, gilt raised bands, small gilt device in
each compartment, red morocco label. v.g. Ownership name ‘Lloyd, 1814’ on inner
front board.
¶ ESTC T6207. First published in 1787 the Provincial Glossary contained a large
number of colloquial words that were excluded from Samuel Johnson’s dictionary.
As a young man, Grose spent time travelling throughout England and Wales on
military service and made notes of the various words and phrases he encountered. The
published volumes provide an insight into the use of dialect words across the country
in the eighteenth century, some of which are still in use today. The second half of this
volume contains further information on local customs throughout England and Wales
in the eighteenth century. There is an extensive section on proverbs, listed county-bycounty and an additional treatise on superstitions in the country covering everything
from ghosts (and how to address one), witchcraft and fairies to omens, luck and general
superstitions that are still commonplace to this day.

1790
158.

£280

A FRENCHMAN IN LONDON
GROSLEY, Pierre Jean. A Tour to London; or, New Observations on England, and its
inhabitants. Translated from the French by Thomas Nugent. Two volumes. Printed
for Lockyer Davis. xii, 371pp; iv, 311, [3], [21]pp index. 8vo. Lacking front endpaper
vol. I, final blank vol. II torn in half. A v.g. clean copy in contemporary calf, gilt ruled
spine, raised bands, green morocco labels; spines a little rubbed, v. sl. insect damage to
surface leather at foot of one board, v. minor worming near joints. Attractive copy, v.g.
Armorial bookplate of John Borthwick, of Crookston, near Glasgow.
¶ ESTC T113412. A truly ‘engrossing’ collection of lively observations on London at
the end of the eighteenth century. The author criss-crosses the capital and voices his
opinions on everything from fine art to the lack of dog mess in the capital.

1772
159.

£0

METHODIST SOLDIER-PREACHER
HAIME, John. A Short Account of God’s Dealings with Mr. John Haime. Printed by
J. Paramore, at the Foundry, Moorfields: and sold at the New Chapel, City-Road; and
at the Rev. Mr. Wesley’s preaching-houses in town and country. 46, [2]pp final blank.
12mo. Disbound.
¶ ESTC N22399. Not in BL; National Library Wales, John Rylands; Duke, Haverford,
Victoria; Melbourne. Baker 379.
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The exact date of John Haime’s birth is unknown, but he grew up – in his words –
‘cursing, swearing, lying and Sabbath-breaking’. Mental torments were part of his
life and, in an effort to escape them, he left his wife and children to join the army. The
thought of going to war against the French in 1739 momentarily turned his thoughts
heavenward, but before long ‘I was in the depths of despair’. It was after some
encounters with the enemy, and what he later believed to be divine deliverance, that
Haime found himself with two Methodist soldiers. ‘We took a room without delay and
met every night to pray and read the Holy Scriptures. Some began to listen under the
window ...’ It was not long before a converted John Haime was preaching to his fellow
soldiers. ‘He talked in such English as a peasant might use, and which peasants would
have understood, of sin and judgement, of Christ and His salvation. The crowd about
him – war-battered soldiers – hung breathlessly on his lips. They numbered some
thousands, the sound of their singing filled the valley. And this scene was repeated in
British camps every day – sometimes twice, sometimes thrice a day. The preacher was
John Haime ...’ (Wesley and His Century, by D.W.H. Fitchett). After the war Haime
returned to England and met John Wesley for the first time, accompanying him on some
of his preaching tours. He died in 1784, and Wesley published his testimony.

1785
160.

£125

COMPLEAT FAMILY COOK
HARRISON, Sarah. The House-Keeper’s Pocket-Book, and Compleat Family Cook:
containing above twelve hundred curious and uncommon receipts in cookery, pastry,
preserving, picking, candying, collaring, &c. with plain and easy instructions for
preparing and dressing every thing suitable for an elegant entertainment, from two
dishes to five or ten, &c and directions for ranging them in their proper order. Also a
copious and useful bill of fare, of all manner of provisions in season, for every month
in the year; so that no person need be at a loss to provide an agreeable variety, at a
moderate expence [sic]. Together with directions for making all sorts of wine, mead,
cyder-shrub, &c. and distilling strong-waters, &c after the most approved methods: for
brewing ale and small-beer in a cleanly, frugal manner: and for managing and breeding
poultry to advantage. Likewise several useful family receipts for taking out stains,
preserving furniture, cleaning plate, taking iron-moulds out of linen, &c. As also easy
tables, of sums ready cast up, from one farthing to one pound, for the use of those not
conversant in arithmetic: and tables shewing the interest of money from 3, 3 1/2, 4,
and 5 per cent. from one day to a year. The whole is so contrived as to contain as much
as any book of double the price; and the excellency of the receipts renders it the most
useful book of the kind. The sixth edition, revised and corrected. To which is now
added several modern receipts, by very good judges of the separate articles, particularly
to dress turtle, &c. Also, Every One their own Physician; a collection of the most
approved receipts for the cure of most disorders incident to human bodies. Carefully
compiled by Mary Morris. Printed for R. Ware. [4], iv, [5]-215, [25], 36, [8]pp index, 20
woodcuts in text of place settings. 12mo. Occasional foxing & minor staining, lacking
rear endpaper. Contemporary sheep; joints cracking but firm, some rubbing.
¶ ESTC T126601, BL and Cambridge only in the UK; 9 copies in America. First
published in 1733, all editions are scarce, with only 12 copies in total of the five earlier
editions recorded in the UK. Sarah Harrison, of Devonshire, provides recipes and
suggested menus (bills of fare) for a year, as well as general housekeeping directions
for removing stains, cleaning dishes, managing animals and livestock, as well as some
instructions for distilling and brewing. For a typical October meal, she recommends a
first course of haunch of doe venison with salted and boiled cabbages, cauliflowers and
roots, neat’s tongue and udders, or stewed carps, or fish to be garnished with spatchcocked eels and sliced lemon and horseradish. The second course, like the first, takes
advantage of the hunt, offering wild ducks to be served with gravy and claret sauce,
larks, or chine of salmon. This meal concludes with seasonal fruits - apples, pears,
nectarines, plums, mulberries, and grapes. This sixth edition is the first to append Mary
Morris’s medical remedies; this does not appear to have been published separately. It
was largely based on John Tennent’s Every Man his Own Doctor (1734), a work popular
with both sexes, but here removed of the gender bias in the title. Ref: Dorothy Mays.
Women in Early America, 2004.

1755

£750
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AGRICULTURE, THAT USEFUL ART
(HARTE, Walter) Essays on Husbandry. Essay I. A General Introduction; shewing
that agriculture is the basis and support of all flourishing communities; - the antient
and present state of that useful art; - agriculture, manufactures, trade, and commerce
justly harmonized; - of the right cultivation of our colonies; - together with the defects,
omissions, and possible improvements in English husbandry. Essay II. An account
of some experiments tending to improve the culture of lucerne by transplantation:
being the first experiments of the kind hitherto made and published in England: from
whence it appears, that lucerne is an article of great importance in English husbandry.
The whole illustrated with copper-plates and representations cut on wood. (Printed
for W. Frederick in Bath), and sold by J. Hinton. xviii, [2] errata, [2] directions to the
book-binder, 213 [1], 232pp, 5 engr. plates, numerous woodcuts in text. 8vo. Small
tear repaired at head of titlepage not affecting text. Full contemp. calf, raised &
double gilt banded spine, red morocco label. v.g.
¶ ESTC T96316. First Edition.

1764
162.

£580

LONDON EDITION OF ‘YOUTH’
HARTSON, Hall. Youth. A Poem. Printed for W. Griffin. [4] 24pp, half title,
engraved titlepage vignette. 4to. A good clean uncut copy. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T3969. This London edition is not recorded by ESTC in any Irish libraries.
Hartson, born c1735, was a Dublin writer and dramatist and gained a scholarship at
Trinity College in 1756. This poem was also published in octavo in Dublin in 1773.
His best-known play was The Countess of Salisbury (1767), based upon Longsword,
Earl of Salisbury, a novel written by his tutor, Dr. Leland.

1773
163.

£150

ST CUTHBERT & DURHAM
HEGGE, Robert. The Legend of St Cuthbert, with the Antiquities of the Church of
Durham. Revised and corrected, with explanatory notes and illustrations. To which
is prefixed a concise account of Robert Hegge, the author, by John Brough Taylor,
F.S.A. Sunderland: printed by George Garbutt. xv, [1],v, [1], 67, [1]p, additional
decorative titlepage reproduced from the original edition. Small 4to. Bound in
later 19th century half calf, marbled boards, raised bands, red morocco label; spine
rubbed, worn at head, sl. wear to corners.
¶ Originally printed in 1663, Taylor’s edition is printed from a manuscript, probably the
author’s autograph, which belonged to Frevile Lambton of Hardwick.

1816
164.

£65

IAGO & CASSIO
(HERVEY, John) Iago Display’d. The contents. Chap. I. How Cassio accused Iago of
corruption. ... Chap. VII. How Roderigo challeng’d Cassio; with the event of their
combat. Printed for A. Moore. 40pp. 8vo. Rather foxed. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T36966. First edition of this satire on Sir Robert Walpole (Iago), and W.
Pulteney, Earl of Bath (Cassio). The two had been undisguised enemies for a long time,
and their private warfare was mimicked in a play by Fielding. With the publication
of Sedition and Defamation Display’d by Walpole’s client Sir William Yonge in 1731,
tension rose and culminated in a near-bloodless duel in Hyde Park between Pulteney
and Walpole’s ally John Hervey. This is one of the various fictionalized or poetic
versions published as a result.

[1731?]
165.

£68

HOPPUS’S TABLES
HOPPUS, Edward. Practical Measuring made easy to the meanest capacity, by a new
set of tables; which shew at sight, the solid or superficial content (and consequently
the Value) of any piece or quantity of squared or round timber, be it standing or felled,
also of stone, board, glass, &c made use of in the erecting or repairing of any building,
&c. Contrived to answer all the occasions of gentlemen and artificers, far beyond
any thing yet extant: the contents being given in feet, inches, and twelfth parts of an
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inch. With a Preface; shewing the excellence of this new method of measuring, and
demonstrating, that whoever ventures to rely upon those obsolete tables and directions
published by Isaac Keay, is liable to be deceived (in common cases) 10s. in the Pound.
The seventh edition. Greatly improved. Printed, by assignment from the Trustees of E.
Wicksteed. lxxvi, 204pp, half title, folding plate. Tall narrow 8vo. A good clean copy
in contemporary calf, gilt ruled borders, expertly rebacked; board edges & corners sl.
rubbed. Ownership name of R. King, 1767 on f.e.p.
¶ ESTC T128241, BL; John Carter Brown, Rutgers, only.

1765
166.

£160

BASKERVILLE HORACE: RICHARD SPRUCE’S COPY
HORACE. Quintus Horatius Flaccus. Birminghamiae; Typis S. Baskerville. [4],
300pp, half title. 18mo. Full contemporary calf, gilt rope-twist borders, gilt spine
decorated with floral & thistle devices, red morocco label; some minor rubbing.
Armorial bookplate of the Earl of Carlisle, inscribed on verso of half title from the Earl
to Richard Spruce ‘as a small mark of his Lordship’s approval of Mr S’s researches in
Botany, Nov 1836’.
¶ ESTC T46244. Richard Spruce, botanist and traveller, was born in 1817 at Ganthorpe
in the Howardian foothills near Castle Howard. His father was a local school master
teaching at Ganthorpe and later at nearby Welburn, local schools partially owned by
George Howard, the sixth Earl of Carlisle. Spruce was never of robust health, being
plagued from a young age with bronchial troubles. Fresh air being, therefore, part
of his early life style, his love of plants and the surrounding area greatly encouraged
the outdoor life in the beautiful Yorkshire countryside. Despite his absorbing love of
botany, he had a natural skill in mathematics; he quickly found a position teaching at
Haxby, later finding a master’s position at York’s prestigious St Peter’s School. With
his work as a part time botanical collector, especially of mosses and liverworts of his
native county, he soon began publishing papers on the subject. In 1848, being ordered
abroad for his health, he went to the Pyrenees, spending a year collecting botanical
specimens. He became one of the great Victorian botanical explorers and spent 15 years
exploring the Amazon from the Andes to its mouth. He was one of the first Europeans
to visit many of the places where he collected specimens. Spruce discovered and named
a number of new plant species, and corresponded with some of the leading botanists of
the nineteenth century.

1777
167.

£280

HUME’S ESSAYS
HUME, David. Essays and Treatises on Several Subjects. In four volumes. A new
edition. Printed for A. Millar, in the Strand; and A. Kincaid and A. Donaldson, at
Edinburgh. [4], 395, [1]p; [4], 379, [1]p; [4], 299, [1]p; [6], 352pp. 12mo. Some offset
browning to end-papers & pastedowns, barely extending to titlepage margins. Full
contemporary sprinkled calf, raised & gilt banded spines, morocco labels; sl. cracking
to several joints, but firm, chips to one tail & heads of spines. Contemporary heraldic
bookplate ‘In Promptu’, with an early manuscript note on endpaper recording the
purchase of this set for 9 shillings in 1767. Comparison with a bookplate recorded at
Princeton identifies the owner as a member of the Trotter family. An earlier version
of the bookplate there was designed for John Trotter (died 1718).
¶ ESTC T33490. First published in 1753-56. Volume I. 26 essays (all 26 as arranged in
1758, Part I); Volume II. 16 essays (14 essays as arranged in 1758 Part II, plus the two
1758 inserted essays); Volume III. New editions of 1748 Enquiry Concerning Human
Understanding, and 1757 Dissertation on the Passions; Volume IV. New editions of
1751 Enquiry on Morals, and 1757 Natural History of Religion. See also item 297.

1760
168.

£750

FINE 18TH CENTURY BINDING
HUNTER, Thomas. Moral Discourses on Providence and other important subjects.
Warrington: printed by William Eyres. 2 vols. 8vo. Handsomely bound in contemp.
full calf, raised bands, compartments ruled in gilt, red morocco labels. A superb copy.
¶ ESTC T98664. Hunter a former Master of Blackburn Grammar School became
blind in later life, when these essays were written. With contemporary stamps of John
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Hindle 1775, one of the subscribers from Blackburn. This copy is from the Library of
Invercauld Castle. The copy of William Farquarson, one of the founders of the Scottish
new town of Ballater and a relative of the Farquarsons of Invercauld.

1774
169.

£620

THE ‘DESPISED’ WILLIAM HUNTINGTON
HUNTINGTON, William. A Divine Poem on the Shunamite. Addressed to a
Friend. Sold by G. Terry [and others]. 42, [2]pp ads, half title. Initial leaf contains
an introductory poem: ‘A Clownish Poem on the Shunamite..’. 8vo. Rather foxed
& dusted, some old waterstaining to upper right hand corners. Recent marbled
paper wrappers.
¶ ESTC T73847, BL, Birmingham, Cambridge, Dr Williams, Oxford; Harvard, William
Jewell College.
‘A popular preacher in this metropolis, who sometimes amuses himself with tagging
rhymes together, has published a composition addressed to a married woman, which he
calls, “A clownish poem on the Shunamite, A sinner called to be the Lord’s delight, By
the despised William Huntington, Both known and trusted now in Paddington”. This is
followed by a literal direction prefixed by the poet. “To Mistress now at number eight,
‘Tis by the new St. Luke’s that’s built of late, In Old-street end, you’ll find the Dame’s
abode, In Winkworth’s-buildings, on the City Road”.’ (The Universal Magazine, 1810).

1787
170.

£50

ADRIANO
(HURDIS, James) Adriano; or, the First of June, a Poem. The second edition.
Printed for J[oseph] Johnson. [2], 105, [3]pp ads. 8vo. A good clean copy. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T86004, Brighton, BL, Cambridge, Oxford; Cornell, Indiana, Stanford, Texas,
Otago. In 1788 Hurdis first appeared before the public, with The Village Curate, which
he followed by Adriano in 1790.

1792
171.

TEARS OF AFFECTION
HURDIS, James. Tears of Affection, a Poem, occasioned by the death of a Sister
tenderly beloved. Printed for J[oseph] Johnson. vi, [3], 8-59, [4], 62-90, [2]pp ads.
Without half title. 8vo. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T17446. First edition. It includes ‘The Bouquet, a collection of scattered
pieces, by the same author’, and was published, as were many of his works, by the
radical publisher Joseph Johnson.

1794
172.

£85

£65

MISPRINTED BY-LAWS, ISLE OF WIGHT
ISLE OF WIGHT. By-Laws for the Regulation and Government of the Poor, in the
House of Industry, in the Isle of Wight. With amendments. Newport: printed by
J. Mallett. 9, [2] blank, p12. WITH: Rules for the Regulation and Government of
the Poor, in the House of Industry, in the Isle of Wight. [1], [2] blank, pp 4-10, [2]pp
blank. 8vo. Stab holes, original stitching no longer present. In v.g. clean condition.
¶ ESTC T187223 records 2 copies of the By-Laws (Cambridge and Senate House), and
describes them as 12pp, thus without the ‘Rules’. Also 2 copies (the same libraries) of a
26, [6]pp Newport printing of 1789.
Both parts have been mis-printed, with pp10-11 of the By-Laws, and pp2-3 of the Rules
carrying no text suggesting this gathering passed incorrectly through the press.

1789
173.

£60

THE PLACID MAN
(JENNER, Charles) The Placid Man: or, Memoirs of Sir Charles Beville. In
Two Volumes. Printed for J. Wilkie. viii, 219, [1]p; viii, 251, [1]p. 12mo. Full
contemporary calf, raised gilt banded spines, red morocco labels; crack to top of
joints vol. I, heads of spines worn. Name clipped from head of preliminary blank
both vols.
¶ ESTC T57338, BL, National Trust, Cambridge; Estonia; 14 copies in America.
In 1770 Charles Jenner, 1736-1774, published anonymously his only novel, The
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Placid Man, or Memoirs of Sir Charles Beville. This attained considerable success,
and was republished with his name in 1773. Besides these he published, in 1767,
a volume of sketches and essays entitled Letters from Altamont to his Friend in the
Country, and two volumes of miscellaneous papers, entitled Letters from Lothario to
Penelope, in 1771.
The work is interesting in its extended comments on contemporary writing and
novelists. For Jenner, all contemporary novelists fall into one of two schools of
influence: Richardson or Fielding. The superior camp is that of ‘the ingenious Mr.
Henry Fielding, whose memory ought to be as dear to every novel-writer, as his
authority ought to be respected’. There is also a clear reference to Laurence Sterne:
‘We find even men of genius stretching their imagination to the very verge of folly,
for something new and uncommon. Where a writer happens to have a natural and
inexhaustible fund of humour, he may very often succeed in his design of making
his readers laugh, by some trick or other, which, in another man, would have been
insupportable: a black page, a white page, or a marble page, has done it’.
A copy is listed in the Godmersham Park library catalogue of books owned by Jane
Austen’s brother Edward Austen Knight. Comparisons have been made between
Jenner’s discussions on the role of novels, and Austen’s in Northanger Abbey.

1770
174.

£750

BY THE OTHER SAM JOHNSON
(JOHNSON, Samuel) Codron and Cara, a Ballad. By the author of the Pastoral
Ballad. Printed and Sold for T. Longman, in Pater-noster-Row. 27, [1]p. 4to. Sl.
foxing to titlepage, otherwise a good clean copy. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T126033, BL, Harvard, Princeton, Yale. Samuel Johnson, 1738-1798, was a
Shrewsbury schoolmaster, and wrote An Essay on Education (1771). This ballad is on
the unhappy lot of poor clergymen.

1775

£280

JOHNSON, Samuel
See also items 73-75.
175.

WORKS
The Works. A new edition, in twelve volumes. With an essay on his life and genius,
by Arthur Murphy, Esq. Printed by Luke Hansard, near Lincoln’s-Inn Fields.
Engraved frontispiece portrait. 8vo. Paper rather browned, some foxing. Full
contemporary tree calf, gilt decorated spines, dark green morocco labels (several
expertly replaced); chipping to some headcaps, a few joints cracked, but firm, spines
rubbed with some loss of gilt, but an attractive set.
¶ An inserted letter notes that the former owner, C.H. Wright, was probably Sir Charles
Hagbert Wright, Secretary and Librarian of the London Library from 1893 until his
death. He managed expansion of the library and compiled a comprehensive catalogue
of its collection. The Times called him ‘the guiding genius’ of the library, the driving
force behind four decades of growth. He welcomed Maxim Gorky, Vladimir Nabokov
& Alexey Tolstoy to London and introduced them to English writers and publishers of
his circle.

1806
176.

£680

R.W. CHAPMAN’S COPY
A Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland. Printed for W. Strahan; and T.
Cadell in the Strand. [2], 384, [2]pp errata leaf. 8vo. Sl. browning, occasional
foxing, leading edges of titlepage & next few leaves browned, pencil notes to
p.299, pencil (and several red pen) strokes or ticks against passages in text. Offset
browning to pastedowns & endpapers. Contemporary calf, neatly rebacked, raised
& gilt banded spine, red morocco label; corners expertly repaired. Armorial
bookplate of Ormathwaite.
¶ ESTC T84319. First edition, with the 12-line errata, leaves D8 and U4 cancels, and
with the corrected page number on p.296 (*U4v). Before printing of the volume was
complete, Johnson made alterations to two passages in the book, which necessitated
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JOHNSON, Samuel continued
the cancellation of leaves D8 and U4. The verso of the latter was misnumbered 226 for
296, and copies are found with this numbering in corrected and uncorrected state. The
titlepage, 12 line errata-leaf, and the two cancel leaves were printed together as a halfsheet, and consequently the book has no half title.
A pencil note on the endpaper, and an inserted sheet states this to be R.W. Chapman’s
copy with his corrections in the text, and used in preparation for his edition of the two
‘Journeys’ published by Oxford University Press in 1930. Ormathwaite Hall, Keswick,
was home of Dr. William Brownrigg, whose family owned the estate from 1677-1800.
Brownrigg was a scientist who hosted Benjamin Franklin in 1772. The most recent
owner bought this copy from the Clarke-Hall bookshop in 1984.

1775
177.

NEW EDITION
A Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland. A new edition. Printed for A. Strahan;
and T. Cadell. [4], 384pp. 8vo. Full contemporary calf, gilt banded spine, dark green
morocco label; some rubbing to spine & corners, sl. worming to foot of upper joint,
otherwise a v.g. attractive copy.
¶ ESTC T83971.

1791
178.

£225

£150

PRAYERS
Prayers and Meditations ... published from his manuscripts, by George Strahan The
fourth edition. Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies. xxxii, 230, [2]pp ads. 8vo. Sl.
foxing to titlepage & pp139-142, otherwise a clean copy. Late 19th century half calf,
marbled boards, gilt spine bands & lettering. Booklabel of ‘Earl Vane, from the
Library of The Rev. John Vane’.
¶ John Vane was rector of Wrington & Burrington, Somerset; the patron of both
parishes was William Harry Vane, later first Duke of Cumberland. George Vane,
later 5th Marquess of Londonderry, may well be the Earl Vane, also mentioned in
John’s will.

1807
179.

180.

181.

£85

THE RAMBLER
The Rambler. In Four Volumes. The fourteenth edition. Printed by A. Strahan.
[4], 322pp; [4], 304pp; [4], 319, [1]p; [4], 264, [32]pp ads, engraved frontispiece to
each volume. 12mo. Sl. foxing. Full contemporary sprinkled sheep, gilt banded
spines, red morocco labels; some rubbing, minor wear to one head-cap. Ownership
names of various members of the Leigh family between 1810 and 1898 on the front
endpapers. Some members originated from Rockfield House, Letterfrack, Co.
Mayo, Ireland.
1801
£125
RASSELAS
Rasselas; a Tale. With the Life of the Author. Edinburgh: printed by George
Ramsay and Company. xliv, 155, [1]p, half title. 12mo. Sl. browning, occasional old
waterstaining to lower corner. Full contemporary tree calf, black morocco label.
1809
£45
ON THE LIFE & GENIUS
MURPHY, Arthur. An Essay on the Life and Genius of Samuel Johnson, LL.D.
Printed for T. Longman [et al]. [4], 187, [1]p, half title. 8vo. Some foxing & occasional
browning. Contemporary half red morocco, marbled boards, gilt banded spine, black
label; head & tail of spine worn, rather rubbed, joints sound.
¶ ESTC T4523. Arthur Murphy’s Essay first appeared in the 1792 edition of Johnson’s
Works. It was reprinted separately by Longman that same year, and again in 1793.

1793
__________

£180
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182.

ADVENTURES OF A GUINEA
(JOHNSTONE, Charles) Chrysal: or, the Adventures of a Guinea. Wherein are
exhibited views of several striking scenes; with interesting anecdotes, of the most
noted persons in every rank of life, through whose hands it has passed. By an adept.
In three volumes. Cooke’s Edition. Embellished with superb engravings. Printed for
C. Cooke. x, [1], 12-252pp; 252pp; 255, [1]p, 11 engraved plates. 12mo. Early 19th
century half calf, gilt ruled spines, small gilt floral motifs, red morocco labels; some
rubbing to marbled boards, but an attractive copy.
¶ ESTC T166226.

[1797?]
183.

£48

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY AT OXFORD
KEILL, John. An Introduction to Natural Philosophy: or, philosophical lectures
read in the University of Oxford, Anno Dom 1700. To which are added, the
demonstrations of Monsieur Huygens’s theorems, concerning the centrifugal force
and circular motion. Translated from the last edition of the Latin. The third edition.
Printed for John Senex. xii, 306, [2]pp ads, numerous diagrams in the text. 8vo. A
very good copy in full contemporary sprinkled calf, raised & gilt spine bands, red
morocco label. Early ownership name of Charles Kinnaird on preliminary blank, with
his armorial bookplate.
¶ ESTC T26558. First published in English in 1720. ‘The mathematician and natural
philosopher John Keill (1671-1721) played an important role in the dissemination of
Newtonian ideas in the first two decades of the eighteenth century. In 1700, in his role as
deputy to the Sedleian Professor of Natural Philosophy at Oxford, Keill gave an important
and innovative series of lectures, which expounded Newtonian natural philosophy with
the aid of practical demonstrations and experiments.’ Ref: King’s College London.

1733
184.

MEMOIRS OF A MAGDALEN
KELLY, Hugh. Memoirs of a Magdalen, or the History of Louisa Mildmay. Two
volumes in one. Cooke’s edition. Printed for C. Cooke. iv, [1], 6-88pp; 90pp,
engraved general titlepage, two engraved plates. 12mo. Some dusting & sl. browning.
Full straight grained red morocco, black & gilt decorated spine; a little rubbed.
¶ ESTC T66934. First published in 1767. See also item 120.

[1795]
185.

¶ ESTC T133422.

187.

£55

ORIGIN OF EVIL
KING, William. An Essay on the Origin of Evil. Translated from the Latin, with
large notes. To which are added, Two Sermons by the same author, the former
concerning Divine Prescience, the latter on the Fall of Man. The fourth edition
corrected. By Edmund Law, D.D. Master of St Peter’s College, Cambridge.
Cambridge: printed for W. Thurlbourn & J. Woodyer. lx, 224, 221-555, [17]p index.
8vo. A good clean copy. Full contemporary calf, gilt ruled borders raised & gilt
banded spine, red morocco label; some rubbing & light wear to joints & board edges.
1758

186.

£450

£180

KING, William. Political and Literary Anecdotes of his own Times. Second edition.
John Murray. [5], viii-xvi, 252pp. Lacking half title. 8vo. Contemporary dark blue
polished calf, gilt borders, gilt decorated spine. Armorial crest of the Marquess of
Headfort on red morocco label at head of spine, and his bookplate. A nice copy.
1819
£65
TREASURE OF DESIGNS
LANGLEY, Batty. The City and Country Builder’s, and Workman’s Treasury of
Designs: or, the Art of Drawing, and Working the Ornamental Parts of Architecture.
Illustrated, by upwards of Four Hundred Grand Designs ... finely engraved on 186
large quarto plates ... with sure rules, for working, all the varieties of raking members
in pediments, modilions, &c. The like, for the immediate use of workmen never
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published before, in any language. Printed by J. Ilive, for Thomas Langley. iv,
24pp, 186 engraved plates (the final plate misnumbered 184). 4to. A v.g. clean copy;
light occasional browning. Contemporary blind stamped calf, expertly rebacked in
matching style, raised bands, blind spine rules, red morocco label.
¶ ESTC T11861. The first edition. Langley, 1696-1751, started in his father’s trade
as gardener, progressed to landscape gardening and the, on moving from Twickenham
to London, architecture. George Washington relied on two plates from this book for
window designs at Mount Vernon.

1740
188.

£1,250

APHORISMS
LAVATER, John Caspar. Aphorisms on Man. Translated from the original
manuscript. Third edition. Dublin, printed by W. Sleater, Dame-Street. vi, 222pp,
engraved frontispiece by Maguire after Fuseli. 8vo. Worming affecting last five
& first dozen leaves, clear of text at front, just affecting a few letters at rear. Full
contemporary calf, ruled spine bands, red morocco label; label sl. chipped. 19th
century bookplate of Jarrard Edward Strickland, mid-twentieth century ownership
name on front endpaper.
¶ ESTC T137192. Dedicated to Henry Fuseli, ‘I give you liberty not only to make
improvements, but to omit what you think false or unimportant’. Fuseli replied with
his own Aphorisms in 1788. The engraved frontispiece was designed by Fuseli and
engraved by William Blake in the first edition; it has been re-engraved for this Dublin
edition. Recorded by Bentley, but he incorrectly states that it does not contain the
frontispiece plate. See Blake Books 480.

1790
189.

£225

ABRIDGED BY WESLEY
(LAW, William) The Nature and Design of Christianity. Extracted from a late
Author. The Eleventh Edition. Printed by G. Paramore, North-Green, WorshipStreet. 16pp. 12mo. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T195273 / T170661. There are two records for the same book (both Baker 17).
Oxford, Rylands; Perkins School of Theology, only. First published in 1740, and abridged
by John Wesley from A Practical Treatise upon Christian Perfection by William Law.

1793
190.

£40

CITY OF LONDON DISPUTE - UNRECORDED BROADSIDE
LONDON, Ward of Portsoken. An open letter, from ‘An Inhabitant’ relating to the
malicious circulating of hand-bills ‘tending to depreciate the conduct of your Deputy’.
‘I shall first endeavour to shew the absurdity and impropriety of the conduct of the
Gentlemen who sent to demand the Cloak ... [and that the] charge of refusing to join
Mr Holgate in the List, is intirely false and groundless ...’ Folio broadside. Several
minor edge tears without loss, light fold marks. 33 x 20cm.
¶ Unrecorded by ESTC or Copac. The ward of Portsoken in the City of London was
governed by an Alderman and five common councilmen, including the Alderman’s
deputy. At this time the Alderman was the Rt. Hon. Thomas Harley; the Ward
employed 22 inquest me, five constables, five scavengers and a beadle.

[1771?]
191.

£220

LYDAL’S TABLES
LYDAL, Thomas. A New Interest Pocket-Book: containing tables of simple interest,
at the Rates of 3, 4 1/2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 l. per Cent. per Annum, from one Thousand
Pounds to one Shilling for one Day, &c. Exactly Computed to the Thousandth Part
of a penny. Also tables of compound interest, at The Rates of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 l. per
Cent. per Ann. for 32 Years. Resolving the Cases of Interest and Annuities. Printed
for A. Bell at the Cross-Keys and Bible in Cornhill. [144]pp tall 12mo. A v.g. clean
copy in full contemporary calf, blind ruled borders, blind spine rules; some sl. wear
to board edges. Contemporary ownership inscription of Rich. Goldisbough dated
1726 on front endpaper, a few calculations on inner rear board & endpaper.
¶ ESTC T39875, BL, Folger only. ESTC record 4 titles by Lydal, all with a very
low survival rate. The author was one of the Accomptants to the Honourable
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Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Revenue of Excise. He was satirized under the
name Tom Careless in Mrs Crackenthorpe’s Female Tatler, and his works were also
advertised in the periodical which suggests a possible female market for his arithmetical
publications. If an urban or genteel woman was unable to take classes in arithmetic, she
could educate herself with this and other handbooks that were published in increasing
numbers during the early eighteenth century.

1710
192.

£125

EDINBURGH SCHOOL FOR COOKERY
MACIVER, Susanna. Cookery and Pastry. As taught and practised by Mrs MacIver,
Teacher of those Arts in Edinburgh. A new edition to which are added, for the first
time, figures of dinner and supper courses, from five to fifteen dishes. Also, a correct
list of everything in season for every month in the year. Edinburgh: printed for C.
Elliot, Edinburgh. xii, [1], 14-264pp. 12mo. Some light foxing & browning, small tear
to fore-edge of contents leaf A5. Full contemporary calf; upper joint cracked, foot of
spine worn with small vertical crack.
¶ ESTC T119350, 7 locations but no copies outside of the UK. The fifth of eight 18th
century printings, all scarce. 1774 (4 copies), 1777 (4 copies), 1782 (8 copies), 1784
(3 copies), 1789 (10 copies). Mrs Susanna Maciver and her colleague Mrs Frazer ran
one of the few schools of cookery for ladies in Edinburgh. After Mrs Maciver’s death
(c.1790), the school was continued by Mrs Frazer alone. She writes with authority on
the food of upper class Edinburgh during one of the city’s most interesting periods. The
detailed recipes represent regional Scottish cooking for the upper-middle classes (with
all its international influences). Recipes for very early modern trifle, orange marmalade,
Scots Haggis and Rum Shrub (an early Rum cocktail mix) are a sample of what a wellheeled Scottish lady was expected to know how to prepare in the late 18th century.
The haggis recipe is of particular interest, and is one of the earliest to appear, and Mrs
MacIver’s ‘Haggie’ is often referred to as the archetype of all modern Scottish haggis.

1787
193.

MAN OF FEELING
MACKENZIE, Henry. The Man of Feeling A new edition. Printed for T. Cadell &
W. Davies. 114pp, engraved titlepage, four engraved plates by Stothard. 12mo. Full
contemporary tree calf, gilt borders, gilt decorated spine, black label. v.g.
¶ First published with the Stothard engravings in 1800.

1810
194.

£780

£45

WITH HOGARTH’S PORTRAIT, NOT NOTED BY ESTC
MALCOM, Sarah. A True Copy of the Paper, delivered the night before her
Execution, by Sarah Malcom, to the Rev. Mr. Piddington, Lecturer of St. Bartholomew
the Great, March 6th, 1732-3. Printed for J. Wilford. 13, [3]pp including final ad. leaf,
etched & engraved frontispiece by Hogarth, printed in grey-blue. 4to. Disbound;
stitching loose. Minor foxing to fore-edges. ‘Price Four Pence’ almost completely
removed from beneath imprint on titlepage, price also erased from frontispiece.
¶ ESTC T100705, but not noting the frontispiece. Bishopsgate, BL, Charterhouse,
Edinburgh, Guildhall, Oxford, Senate House, St Andrews; McMaster, Library of
Congress, UCLA, Florida, Kansas, Yale.
‘Hogarth visited Sarah Malcolm in Newgate a few days before her execution. Her crime
attracted attention because of her youth and good looks, her brutality and recklessness.’
He produced a full- length portrait and an engraving which was immediately pirated. Ref:
Paulson p.152 Hogarth’s Graphic Works. Engravings and copies made from the Hogarth
portrait variously show Sarah Malcolm in her cell with a knife, or a rosary, or writing a
letter, on the table beside her, or in the company of a cleric holding a ring in his hand,
with the motto ‘No recompense but love’. In this version there is a bloody knife on the
table. The image is printed in reverse and has lettering below, ‘Sarah Malcolm Executed
in Fleet street, March ye. 7th: 1733 for Robbing ye Chambers of Mrs. Lydia Duncomb in
ye Temple, and Murdering Her, Eliz. Harrison & Ann Price’. There is a later copy of this
engraving, printed in sepia, in the Royal Academy (17/3758), which like this one has the
price erased in the lower right-hand corner.

1732 [i.e. 1733]

£480
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MANUSCRIPT
See also at Ephemera, items 129-138, & 309.
195.

GREED BAD, CHARITY GOOD
A Wish, by E.E. 28-line verse written as a panel set alongside a series of exchange rate
tables. Old fold lines, but in very good clean condition. 38.5 x 22.5cm.
¶ The verse, written against greed and wealth, advocates a simple, and charitable life,
with plain elegance, taxes paid, and five hundred pounds a year. ‘Let millions swell
the greedy misers store / Nor even leave one sordid wish for more / Close to his selfish
heart then hug the prize / Brood o’er the bags and feast his jaundiced eyes ... good will
to all mankind I bear / Nor, to my neighbours failings be severe / Spar’d be my own for who from faults is free / I’ll cover all I can - with Charity.’

[c.1810?]
196.

£125 †

ACCOUNT BOOK. ROWSON, Henry. The Man of Pleasure’s Pocket-Book. Personal
accounts entered in by Henry Rowson, with sporadic entries for dates in 1782 and
covering the period November 1784 - December 1789. He has written the entries in
his copy of ‘The Man of Pleasure’s Pocket Book: or, the Bon Vivant’s Vade Mecum, for
the Year 1781’, (and amended the date to 1782 on the titlepage). By a member of the
Club of Savoir-Vivres. Printed for S. Bladon. [2], 168pp, of which 28 contain entries,
with engraved frontispiece ‘A View of the Royal Exhibition at Somerset House’. D1
(Feb 12th-18th) is missing, although there is no evidence of its removal, old burn mark
to gutter margin of last few leaves, repaired on rear board, lacking rear endpaper.
Original sheep; neat repairs to spine, covers rubbed, corners worn, small ink splash to
upper edge of book block very slightly intruding on several leaves.
¶ The Man of Pleasure’s Pocket-Book is unrecorded in ESTC, although there is an
edition for 1779 at the BL. It contains an interesting Dictionary for the Bon Ton, or
the Savoir Vivre Vocabulary, as well as lively essays on dress, public diversions, an
‘account of the public places of entertainment, &c at Bath’, entertainments at Almack’s
in King-street, St James’s Square where ‘a romping scene usually ensues amongst the
frolicksome part of the ladies’. There is a section on ‘the choice of friends ...’, and
with war approaching and ‘an universal and laudable taste for a military life prevails’
it includes details on performing ‘the manual exercise’. It concludes with the rejoinder
that ‘the watering places will probably be very empty this year on account of the war;
therefore we advise every Macaroni, who may think himself a Man of Pleasure, not
(paradoxically) to increase the vacuum by his presence’.

1782-1789
197.

198.

£380

STAFFORDSHIRE OBLIGATION BOND
ADAMS, John. Manuscript obligation bond from John Adams of Thorsbrooke,
Staffordshire to Francis Fernyhough and William Gibbons for the sum of 108 pounds.
Signed, with wax seal, docket title on reverse. An attractive document. 33 x 21cm.
1751, 23rd July
£75 †
BAWDY HOUSE RUN BY A BLACK INSTRUMENT MAKER
BOSTON, Suffolk, Massachusetts. A warrant for the arrest of Daniel Halsey,
a Mathematical Instrument Maker of Boston, who is accused of keeping ‘a very
disorderly house & entertained & suffered to resort to his said house many persons
of bad fame & immoral behaviour, selling liquor to those persons without licence
...’. It is also issued for John McClary a labourer of the same town, for the assault
and robbery of Esther Lake. It is signed by Ezek. Price, Clerk, and witnesses. Some
browning, chipping to edges, some small holes along central fold without loss to text.
Docket title on reverse. 30.5 x 19cm. 16th January 1777.
¶ Daniel Halsey, a black ‘mathematical instrument maker, rented a house on Fore Street in
the North End and occasionally took in white lodgers. Like a handful of others who plied
his trade in Boston, Halsey would have made, sold, and mended hourglasses, compasses,
Hadley’s quadrants, and surveyors’ tools ... Halsey may have been formerly enslaved to
the Halsey family that included several mathematical instrument makers’. Ref: Cornelia
Dayton. Robert Love’s Warnings: searching for strangers in colonial Boston. 2014.
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Halsey’s name also appears in the Massachusetts archive of anti-slavery and antisegregation petitions for 1779, at Harvard University. Ezekiel Price, 1728-1802, was an
attorney and Clerk of the Court of the Common Pleas and Sessions in Suffolk County,
Massachusetts. He donated many manuscripts, dealing with local and political affairs in
Boston during the Revolutionary War, to the Massachusetts Historical Society.

1777
199.

£1,500 †

CALCUTTA SECURITY BOND
CALCUTTA. John Wilson assigns a Bill of Sale for one Biggah and 18 Cottahs of
land (belonging to his wife) as security for good conduct on his appointment as an
extra officer for the town. Manuscript, on folded folio sheet continuing on to second
page, with docket title on reverse. Sl. browning, several minor edge tears but in good
condition. 33 x 21cm.
¶ The agreement dated 21st December 1816 was made between him and Edmond Charles
MacNaughtan, Sheriff, and witnessed by Rajchunda Mozendan. Very likely the appointment
did not last as the wife signed (with an X) to receive back the documents in 1817.

1816
200.

£125 †

LEGAL OPINION ON CHARITABLE DONATIONS
CHARITIES. Barrister’s Opinion about the Charitable Donation Act, 1786. Folded
folio sheet, written on two full sides & just extending to a third page. Docket title on
reverse. A few corrections or deletions. Old fold marks, sl. edge tears along folds,
without loss.
¶ The opinions relate to a will dated 1721 with estate situated in a number of parishes. By
the end of the eighteenth century the position of charitable trusts had become a cause of
growing concern. Many trusts had fallen into the hands of inefficient or corrupt trustees
and were fettered by archaic provisions. An effort to assess the extent of the problem by
the Returns of Charitable Donations Act 1786 failed to yield positive results. It required
that returns of trusts for the benefit of the poor be made upon pain of penalty to the clerk
of Parliament by the church wardens of the parish where the trust was to operate. Some
returns were made, but compliance was poor. The situation was not properly ordered until
the establishment of a permanent Charity Commissioner in 1853.

[c.1786]

201.

£150

WITH VOLTAIRE IN PARIS
& AN EYEWITNESS TO THE BATTLE OF CASTELDELFINO
DOUGLAS, Henry, Earl of Drumlanrig. Five ALsS to Lord Cornbury. From Dijon,
Sep. 17, 1743, 14 lines on first side of folded 4to leaf, integral address leaf; from Dijon,
Nov. 11, 1743, 79 lines on all sides of folded 4to sheet; from Paris, Dec. 6th, 1743, 34
lines on two sides of folded 4to sheet; from Paris, Feby. 19, 1844, 65 lines on two sides
of a folded 4to sheet; from De L’Eglise de N.D. de Bessey, July 27, 1744, 115 lines on
seven sides of two folded 4to sheets; old folds. WITH: a draft letter of advice from
Lord Cornbury to Douglas & two ALsS to Lord Cornbury, in French, from Monsieur
Delaporte, Douglas’s tutor and companion.
¶ A charming collection of letters from Henry Douglas, 1722-1754, to his uncle Henry
Hyde, Viscount Cornbury, 1710-1753. Henry was the eldest son of Charles Douglas,
3rd Earl of Queensberry, married to Lady Catherine Hyde, daughter of the Earl of
Clarendon and brother of Henry. Douglas signs his letters Drumlanrig as both he and
his younger brother Charles, held the title Earl of Drumlanrig. Drumlanrig Castle, in
Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland, is part of the Queensberry estate.
The letters are from a young man setting out in the world seeking, and evidently
gaining, advice from his uncle. ‘What your lordship says about settling in the world
is extremely just, your advice shall be followed in every particular. I comprehend
perfectly well the delicacy of my situation as a son, as a man & as an Englishman
... I shall not think of settling in the world in any shape ‘till the world and I are more
settled’. Henry is evidently reliant on his uncle for his expenses and writes to ask for
more after his arrival in Paris. ‘I am afraid if you don’t assist me to get my allowance
increased (only for the time I shall stay here) I shall stop short.. The necessary expenses
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of Paris run very high, especially of one who would wish to keep good company & has
so numerous a family as I have’. In Paris, Douglas is introduced to high society by
Madame Dupin at her literary salon. ‘At Me. Dupins ... I am as it were ‘L’Enfant de
Famille. You know it to be a very agreeable house. A great deal of music, play, and
great variety of company’. The company included Voltaire, to whom he was introduced.
‘I wish I could tell you of any thing newly published. Every body is in expectation
of an history of Louis 14 by Mr Duclos the author of Acajou that you must have seen
by this time, and they say Voltaire is finishing L’Histoire du Siecle de Louis Quatorse.
In the meanwhile he enjoys a most universal applause from a Tragedy he wrote last
year & now brought upon the stage again entitled Merope. At the two or three first
representations there was a unanimous cry for the author and when he appeared I
thought the house would have been brought down by their clapping of hands ...’
Douglas’ final letter is an extraordinary eyewitness account of the Battle of Casteldelfino
which resulted in a decisive victory for the French against the kingdom of Sardinia
during the War of Austrian Succession. Douglas procured a job in the service of the
King of Sardinia and, despite being ‘refused leave to go to the action’, he accompanies
the king to observe the proceedings at Mont Cavallo.
‘ ... The enemy then struck one of the boldest strokes imaginable which was to make a
path for them to come down the precipice man by man & in the face of our detachment
which opposed that enterprise with great vigour ... what we relyd upon as our best
defence proved our destruction for there rose so thick a fog that entirely hid the enemys
they took the advantage, advanced briskly & were on the glacis before our people
perceived them and forced their way into the redoute thro the embrasures. Upon the
very first attack they made themselves masters of our canon & planted their colours by
them ... the combat lasted three hours after the French had forced their way, both sides
behaved with great bravery & all the old officers say they never saw so hot a fire in their
lives. We saw the enemy turnd over and over several times but always return to the
charge with the same vigour. Seeing this before my eyes did but enerve my impatience
to be amongst ‘em … The king of Sardinia lost several officers of distinction and about
one thousand men. The enemy has paid much too dear the advantage they gained the
day for they own to have lost three thousand men & one hundred & fifty officers ...
Provenance: Earl of Clarendon, Holywell House, Hampshire.

1743-44
202.

£950 †

LAY OF THE LABOURER
(HOOD, Thomas) The Lay of the Labourer. By the Author of [Song of the Shirt].
Verse, written in double columns, and laid down on later paper. Old central fold line.
36.5 x 23cm.
¶ The year after Thomas Hood published Song of the Shirt, he wrote two more poems
protesting against the poverty of the working class, The Workhouse Clock: An Allegory
(1844) and The Lay of the Labourer (1844).

[c.1845]
203.

204.

£65 †

A NEW CLOTH-CUTTER
INDENTURE. Three-page document, signed by all four parties, with original wax
seals. Made between James Brown of Pately Bridge (clock and watchmaker), Thomas
Wilkinson of Manchester (merchant), Peter Leicester of Liverpool (merchant), and
John Gouthwaite of Liverpool (merchant). It records that James Brown had invented
and brought to perfection a machine for cutting all kinds of fustian, cotton, silk, or
woollen mixture, and was to be granted Royal Letters Patent for the sole use, benefit
and advantage of his invention. Dated 1st December 1792. In good clean condition;
blank outer page a little dusty, small central hole without loss where folds meet, clean
tear without loss to one inch of horizontal fold. 48 x 34.5cm.
1792
£125 †
THE CASE OF ELLEN KIRKHAM, ‘BORN A BASTARD’
POOR LAW. A case relating to Ellen Kirkham, a single woman aged 21, born a
bastard at Crowdecote, Derbyshire, who at the age of 10 years was placed as a Parish
Apprentice by the Overseer of the Poor to John Green of the Parish of Sheen, yeoman;
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but now a pauper, removed from Fairfield Head to the Parish of Hartington. One
page, addressed to John Green giving him notice to produce at the Trial to be held at
Stafford, the Indenture of Apprenticeship for Ellen, said to be dated 13th November
1776. Signed Goodwin, Solicitor for Hartington Middle Quarter. Two pages setting
out the Case, together with the opinion of William Beard of Newcastle, dated October
4th 1788. Folded folio sheet. A copy of the entry in the Church Register kept at
Earl Sterndale stating that Ellen, the daughter of Lydia Kirkham of Crowdicote was
baptized June 21st 1767. Two page examination of Ellen respecting her place of
settlement, taken before a Justice of the Peace of the County of Stafford, dated 24th
March 1789, with the mark of Ellen Kirkham and sworn before J[ohn] Sneyd on the
18th June, and signed by him. Docket title on the reverse. Folio.
¶ Clearly this debate between the Overseers of Sheen, Middlesex and those of
Hartington, Derbyshire, became a dispute about Ellen Kirkham’s apprenticeship which
ended up in court.

1767 / 1776 / 1788 / 1789
205.

£180

APPOINTING COMMISSIONERS
PRINGLE, John. Two-page document signed by John Pringle of Haining, now of
Clifton nominating John Waldie and Richard Pringle as commissioners of his estate.
This follows his undertaking of a full survey and measurement of the lands, and
preparation of a plan indicating the farms and tenants. Bearing a nine-pence revenue
stamp. Docket title on reverse. 33.5 x 21cm.
¶ John Pringle was the second son of John Pringle, Lord Haining, of Clifton. On the
death of his elder brother in 1776 he took over the Haining estate, and two years later
he succeeded his cousin Robert Pringle to the Clifton estate in Roxburghshire. He
followed his father as MP for Selkirkshire from 1765 to 1786.

1778

206.

£95 †

EXPENSES ON A COACH JOURNEY
FROM HUDDERSFIELD TO NORWICH
RECEIPT. Receipt. An itemised receipt for expenses incurred on a return journey
by coach from Huddersfield to Leeds, Newark, and Norwich, 8th - 21st July. 1833. It
lists twenty heads of expenditure on coach fares, inn accommodation, expenses on the
road, tips to coachmen and guards, hire of a horse gig, &c., totalling £12.11.5. Three
inns are mentioned by name, ‘White Swan’ at Leeds, ‘Robin Hood’ at Newark, and
‘Castle & Falcon’ at Newark. It is paid by the executors of the late John Goward, to
Thomas Ramsden (a solicitor?). Some sl. browning, old fold lines. Docket title on
reverse. 25 x 20cm.
¶ John Goward was post-master at Huddersfield, and it is possible he was travelling
to Norwich to visit his sister Ann Robinson. We have traced a letter from her to her
brother dated 1833, in which she recounts her many problems:
‘Neatishead Sep the 25 1829 - Dr Brother, I Take this opportunity of These Fue Lines To
you and to inform you that I soud Have Wrote to you Before And sent you som Money
But we have had so Menny setBacks, I whas Ill Most of Last yeare And Whas Forste
to have Nuse For 7 weeks,and Doctor And this yer the children have all been ill and th
Larst years crops ware very Bad and we Lorst a Fine Sow And Fat pig.’

1833
207.

£75 †

TOWN BOOK OF SMALLBURGH: 1777-1837
SMALLBURGH, Norfolk. The Town Book of Smallburgh. 345pp ms. in various,
occasionally difficult hands, on 174 lined folio leaves with Britannia watermark; text a
little faded at times, occasional small marginal tears, light worming to lower margins
and upper margin of final 20 leaves, paper a little fragile but largely internally good &
clean. Contemp. vellum, orig. ms. title on front board faded almost entirely, modern
ms. title at upper margin; expertly and almost imperceptibly rebacked.
¶ An invaluable primary source recording the poor rate collections, disbursements and
expenses for the village of Smallburgh in the County of Norfolk over a period of 60
years. The first page of accounts begin: ‘The disbursements of me Isaac Saul Overseer
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from Michaelmas 1777 to Lastern 1778 as follows weekly collection for 27 weeks’.
Recipients include Bretts boy, widow Roll, Window Swanton, and John Cubitt whose
family appear regularly throughout the ledger with one relative, George Cubitt, noted
as being an Overseer. The disbursements also include expenses incurred by the town:
‘Mr Cook’s bill for cloathing for the poor’, ‘paid Robt. Pratt for making a coat & jacket
for the girl Emma’, ‘spent on the town meeting’, ‘writing the town’s accounts’, ‘letter
from Norwich about Nickelson’s death’, and other payments to those ‘in want’: ‘John
Chapman temporary relief having met with an accident from a till’. The record of
disbursements is followed by ‘a rate made for & towards the relief of the poor of the
Parish of Smallburgh’, listing all those contributing to the village poor relief fund. In
1777/1778 Francis Read contributed £50, Robert Archer £38, Thomas Archer £25 and
William Postle £22. The majority of the 38 contributors pay a rate of £5 or under,
mostly only £1 or £2. The books are almost always balanced. In 1778/79 £77.16.10 was
disbursed and £77.14.11 collected. In 1783/84 £137.4.7 was disbursed and £138.12.0
collected. By 1826/27 £315.8.9 was disbursed and only £280.9.11 collected; the ‘book’
was ‘in debt’ by £34.18.9.
In 1801 Smallburgh, 14 miles North East of Norwich, was a village of 63 houses, 85
families and 699 people. A workhouse or ‘house of industry’ was built in 1725 and
extended in 1836. In 1821 it contained 131 males and 107 females; an entry in this
volume notes a payment for ‘carrying the poor to the house of industry’. Covering
a period of 60 years, this ledger provides an exceptionally detailed account of all the
payments and collections made on behalf of the villagers, who contributed funds
and who received them, either as a person ‘in want’ or those contributing to the
administration of the village.

1777-1837

208.

£3,200

18TH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT
WRITTEN WITH CHEEK, SHOULDER AND TOES
SMITH, Sarah. A 13-Stanza manuscript poem and two short paragraphs written
by Sarah Smith, born without arms. 78 lines on two sides of large folded sheet, 31
x 37cm; some small tears along folds & the odd spot. Mounted, framed and glazed
front & back.
¶ A remarkable document demonstrating the writing skills of Sarah Smith, who was
born without arms. The first example, written in beautiful cursive, is a 13 stanza poem
entitled Report Traced Till it Vanished beneath which is written: ‘Sarah Smith born with
out arms wrote this with her shoulders and cheek, July 7th 1778’. The poem appears to
have been first published anonymously in the The London Magazine; or, Gentleman’s
Monthly Intelligencer, 1772 and reprinted in The Quebec Gazette on November 2nd
1775. The second example of writing, in a similar neat style, is an 8-line epigram. The
final example, in a far less legible cursive, is a short 7-line paragraph ending: ‘Sarah
Smith wrote this with her toes, 1778’. In eighteenth century England, women like Sarah
Smith were often paraded in front of audiences at human freak shows. Richard Altick,
in The Shows of London, records two such examples from the same period; a German
woman without hands or feet ‘who could sew, thread needles and fire pistols’; and ‘an
armless man who combed his hair and shaved with his feet’.

1778
__________
209.

£650 †

ENGLAND, WALES & NORTH TO EDINBURGH
MAP. Bowles’s New Travelling Map of England and Wales, exhibiting all the direct
and principal cross roads: with the distances in measured miles. Printed for the
Proprietor Carington Bowles, No. 69 in St Pauls Church Yard. 2nd June 1789. Folding
engraved, outline hand-coloured map, dissected into 16 sections mounted on original
linen, decorative cartouche incorporating a coach and horses. Sl. dusting to paper on
rear fold lines. In original marbled card slipcase, engraved label on front, rather rubbed
advertisement notice for Patterson’s British Itinerary on rear cover; a little rubbed at
corners & edges but a scarce survival in original case. Contemporary ownership name
dated July 6th 1797 at head of one section written in a blank area of sea.
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¶ The map is on a scale of 69 miles to 1 degree (approx 20 miles to 1 inch), 61 x
53.5cm, folded to 12.5 x 15cm. The map also extends through the Borders of Lowland
Scotland as far as Edinburgh and the northern bank of the Firth of Forth.

1789
210.

£150

THE VIRTUOUS ORPHAN
MARIVAUX, Pierre Carlet de Chamblain. The Virtuous Orphan; or, the Life of
Marianne, Countess of *****. Printed for Harrison and Co. No. 18, Paternoster Row.
Four volumes in one, with continuous pagination. v, [2], 8-313, [1]p, double-column
text, 10 engraved plates dated 1784. 8vo. Margin of last three leaves sl. damp worn,
pencil scribbles on one endpaper. Contemporary half calf, marbled boards, raised gilt
banded spine, red morocco label; some rubbing to boards & edges.
¶ ESTC T91559, BL, Oxford, Senate House; 7 copies in North America, 2 in Australia.
A literal translation was first published in 1742-43, entitled The Life of Marianne; or, the
Adventures of the Countess of *. A much altered version appeared shortly afterwards,
translated by Mary Mitchell Collyer, a London skinner’s daughter who had received a
literary education Its amended title, The Virtuous Orphan, ‘assimilated the French text
to current trends in the English novel, notably the moralistic sentimentalism exemplified
by Richardson’s Pamela: or Virtue Rewarded, (1740)’. This is a later reprint, and it
was also issued as part of the Novelist’s Magazine (1780-88). Ref: Venuti, L. The
Translator’s Invisibility: A History of Translation. 2012.

1784
211.

£85

GARDENING
MEAGER, Leonard. The New Art of Gardening, with the Gardener’s Almanack. The
second edition corrected. Printed for R. Ware, at the Sun and Bible in Amen-Corner.
[8], 159, [1]p ad. 12mo. Paper rather browned & dusted, old water-staining to first
four leaves, some wear to titlepage gutter margin. Full contemporary calf; wear to
head & tail of spine & corners, without endpapers. Early ownership inscription of
Joseph Allison, Catherstone.
¶ ESTC T98315, BL; Hunt Institute and Illinois only, and noting this edition not
recorded by Henrey. The edition statement is spurious, as the work was first published
in 1697, and again in 1699, 1707, 1713, 1718, and 1720.
Leonard Meager, c1624-c1704, was trained in a private estate garden in
Northamptonshire and later worked at the famous Brompton Park nursery. This book
covers the orchard, the kitchen-garden, the flower-garden and the conservatory or
greenhouse. This is the final18th century printing.

1732
212.

£380

COOKERY, PASTRY, CONFECTIONERY
(MENON, Louis Francoise Henri de) The Professed Cook: or the modern art of
cookery, pastry, and confectionary, made plain and easy. Consisting of the most
approved methods in the French as well as English cookery. In which the French
Names of all the different dishes are given and explained, whereby every Bill of Fare
becomes intelligible and familiar. Containing I. Of soups, gravy, cullis and broths.
II. Of sauces. III. The different ways of dressing beef, veal, mutton, pork, lamb, &c.
IV. Of first course dishes. V. Of dressing poultry. VI. Of venison. VII. Of game of all
sorts. VIII. Of ragouts, collops and fries. IX. Of dressing all kinds of fish. X. Of pastry
of different kinds. XI. Of entremets, or last course dishes. XII. Of omelets. XIII.
Pastes of different sorts. XIV. Dried conserves. XV. Cakes, wafers and biscuits. XVI.
Of almonds and pistachias made in different ways. XVII. Marmalades. XVIII. Jellies.
XIX. Liquid and dried sweetmeats. XX. Syrups and brandy fruits. XXI. Ices, ice
creams and ice fruits. XXII. Ratafias, and other cordials, &c. &c. Translated from Les
Soupers de la Cour; with the Addition of the best receipts which have ever appear’d
in the French Language. And adapted to the London markets by the editor, who has
been many years Clerk of the Kitchen in some of the first Families in this Kingdom.
The second edition. Two volumes in one. Printed for R. Davis. xvi, [48] contents,
286, [2] blank, [2] half title to second volume, 289-588pp. 8vo. A v.g. clean copy;
several sl. stains to leading edge of a few leaves. Full contemporary sheep, gilt ruled
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borders, raised bands; expert repairs to joints, head & tail of spine and corners. Early
name of M. Findlater on front endpaper.
¶ ESTC T90913, BL and Harvard only. Menon’s Les Soupers de la Cour was first
published in 1755, and initially translated into English in 1767 by Bernard Clermont
under the title The Art of Modern Cookery Displayed (BL only in the UK). This
second English edition of 1769 has the same contents as the first, but with the title now
amended to The Professed Cook. ‘Menon’s book covers menus, hors d’oeuvres, entrees,
and some desserts. An entire chapter is devoted to sherbets or ices and ice cream. Like
Marin that other great contemporary of Menon’s, both placed emphasis on their sauces.
Menon’s recipes were surprisingly varied, coming not only from France but Italy,
Germany, Ceylon, and Flanders and used in everything from hors d’oeuvres to desserts.’
(ref: Harrison, Une Affaire du Gout 1983.)

1769
213.

£1,650

GUIDE TO PRE-REVOLUTIONARY PARIS
(MERCIER, Louis-Sébastien) Paris in Miniature: taken from the French picture at
full length, entituled Tableau de Paris. Interspersed with remarks and anecdotes.
Together with a preface and a postface. By the English Limner. Dublin: printed by
J. and W. Porter. [6], 250pp. 12mo. Name trimmed from head of titlepage, repaired
with old paper, first few leaves rather dusty & creased and with some old brown
marks, otherwise a generally clean copy with sl. fox marks & tiny ink splash affecting
leading edge of two leaves. Early 19th century half calf, marbled boards, rebacked
retaining original gilt label; corners repaired, new endpapers, front pastedown rather
browned. Contemporary bookplates of Robt. Pick on titlepage verso, and John Bell on
inner front board. The style of the bookplates is similar and the Cambridge Library
provenance index notes that they are often found together.
¶ ESTC T118776, BL, Cambridge, Dublin; Philadelphia, Princeton; Monash. A
translation by J. P. Macmahon of the French text by Louis Sébastien Mercier, 17401814. The first, and only full appearance in England, was in French in 1781 under
the title, Tableau de Paris, of which ESTC records just two copies, Cambridge and
Library of Congress. The full text of the Tableau was never translated; this 1782
edition (printed in Dublin and London), includes only 55 of the original articles, the
translator noting that ‘I have taken some liberties with my author’. A more extensive
and accurately translated selection of 223 of Mercier’s chapters was published in 1817
as a guide for English tourists. It omitted articles about ‘buildings which have been
destroyed or customs which have been abolished since the revolution’.
Mercier’s depiction of pre-Revolutionary Paris is full of vivid, journalistic, vignettes.
It was issued unillustrated for he considered painting an inferior art that froze the everchanging movement of life into a fixed form, whereas prose could suggest the constant
succession of impressions that was the essence of the urban experience. ‘There is no
better writer to consult if one wants to get some idea of how Paris looked, sounded,
smelled, and felt on the eve of the Revolution.’ [Robert Darnton, The Forbidden bestsellers of Pre-Revolutionary France. New York, 1996.]

1782
214.

£380

LONDON PRINTING OF METASTASIO
METASTASIO, Pietro. Opere Scelte dell’ Abate Metastasio. Rivedute de Leonardo
Nardini, ad uso degli studiosi della lingua Italiana. Seconda Edizione. Two volumes.
Londra: presso B. Dulau & Co. [4], 284pp; [4], 282, [2]pp, half titles. 12mo. Worming to
lower blank margin of last few leaves vol. I, & rear pastedown. Contemporary tree calf,
gilt decorated spines, black morocco labels; spines rubbed, wear to heads, tails & corners.
¶ Pietro Antonio Domenico Trapassi, 1698-1782, better known by his pseudonym of
Pietro Metastasio, was an Italian poet and librettist, considered the most important
writer of opera seria libretti.

1806
215.

£60

DUBLIN PARADISE LOST
MILTON, John. Paradise Lost. A Poem in Twelve Books. Compared with the
authentic editions, and revised by John Hawkey, editor of the Latin Classics. Dublin:
printed by S. Powell, for the Editor [4], [2], 3-394, [6]pp ‘The most remarkable various
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readings and emendations’, decorative headpieces. 4to. Wide-margined copy bound
in full contemporary diced calf, gilt-ruled borders, raised & gilt banded spine, small
gilt ornament in three compartments, lettering in others; some wear to middle of
spine with loss to part of gilt decoration in lower compartment. a.e.g. Gilt leather
bookplate of Mark Masterman Sykes, armorial bookplate of Elizabeth Sulivan, and
booklabel of Mary Sulivan.
¶ ESTC T134636. John Hawkey followed this publication, with his edition of Paradise
Regained, Dublin 1752. He was born in Ireland, about 1700, was a graduate of the
University of Dublin, and a noted classical scholar, translating Xenophon, Virgilius,
Terentius, Juvenal and Persius. In his preface, Hawkey notes the editions of Paradise
Lost he has consulted, pays ‘little regard to the bold corrections of Dr Bentley’, and
comments on other editors including those of the Glasgow edition of 1743; ‘after a
pompous advertisement, giving assurance of the editors having consulted the authentic
editions, and promising the utmost correctness, it appears to be the most incorrect of all
the editions extant’. See also item 238.

1747
216.

£180

THE TRAVELS OF MONFAUCON
MONTFAUCON, Bernard De. The Travels of the learned Father Montfaucon from
Paris thro’ Italy. Containing I. An Account of many antiquities at Vienne, Arles,
Nismes, and Marseilles in France. II. The delights of Italy, viz. libraries, statues,
paintings, churches, monuments, tombs, inscriptions, epitaphs, temples, monasteries,
palaces, and other curious structures. III. Collections of rarities, wonderful
subterraneous passages and burial-places, old roads, gates, &c. with the description
of a noble monument found under ground at Rome Anno 1702. Made English from
the Paris edition. Adorn’d with cuts. Printed by D.L. for E. Curll [and others]. vii,
[1], xv, [1], 463, [15]pp, 5 engraved plates (4 folding), numerous engraved illustrations
in text, some full-page. 8vo. Contemporary panelled calf, red morocco label; joints
cracked but firm, spine rubbed, worn at head. Circular sepia engraved bookplate
(version 2) of Montagu George Knight, of Chawton, 1844-1914, the son of Jane
Austen’s nephew, Edward Knight.
¶ ESTC T110070. One of two issues of the second English edition. Here the imprint
date on the titlepage is in Roman, rather than Arabic, numerals. Montfaucon’s diary
of his Italian tour in 1698-1700, undertaken while researching his magnum opus
L’antiquité Expliquée, 1719-24, was first published in Latin as Diarium Italicum, Paris,
1702. This anonymous translation printed in 1711 with the title Diarium Italicum:
or, a Journey through Italy, in the years 1698, and 1699 (ESTC n65273 recording a
single copy only at Cambridge, and noting the Latin original as untraced), was also
published in the following year with a cancel title reading The Travels of the learned
Father Montfaucon from Paris thro’ Italy (two variants, ESTC n21633 and t110070).
Provenance: ‘Edward Austen Knight inherited three estates from his adoptive family
the Thomas Knights: Godmersham Park in Kent, and Chawton House and Steventon in
Hampshire. Godmersham and Chawton had extensive libraries typical of the gentry of
the time. Edward had a catalogue of the Godmersham Library compiled in 1818, listing
about 1250 titles. These books were later combined with the Chawton House Library
when Godmersham was sold in 1874, with many of the volumes sold or otherwise
distributed over the years. [Montagu George Knight, grandson of Edward Knight,
placed his bookplates in most of the books of this combined library, as well as in the
books he added to it. The remaining library (called the ‘Knight Collection’ and still in
the family) is now housed at Chawton House Library.’

1712
217.

£650

FRENCH REVOLUTION
MOORE, John. A View of the Causes and Progress of the French Revolution. In Two
Volumes Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson. xi, [1], 2-449, [1]p errata; viii, 505, [1]p
errata. 8vo. Some dusting, small mark to leading edge vol. II, old glue stain to front
inner joint vol. I. Full contemporary tree calf; spine heads worn, joints cracked but
firm. Modern booklabel to inner board vol. I.
¶ ESTC T89488. John Moore’s political views had always been liberal. In the memoirs
of his Italian journey he had stated ‘Let the princes be distinguished by splendour and
magnificence; let the great and the rich have their luxuries; but in the name of humanity,
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let the poor, who are willing to labour, have food in abundance to satisfy the cravings of
nature, and raiment to defend them from the inclemencies of the weather!’. He became
a fierce supporter of the early phases of the French Revolution. His enthusiasm is all
the more remarkable since he was an established figure in his early 60s, not a young
revolutionary. This partiality led to his association with the Earl of Lauderdale, the radical
young aristocrat who founded the Society of the Friends of the People in 1792 ... and he
took up the role of companion-physician, travelling with the Earl through France in 1792.
John Moore left for France as an enthusiast for the Revolution but returned much
chastened. He witnessed the attack on the Tuileries on 10 August, the hearings of the
Legislative Assembly attended by the King, and the terrible carnage of the September
massacres. He felt increasing sympathy for the Royal Family as he witnessed the
replacement of one tyranny by another and believed the King to be not vicious but
a victim of circumstances. When his A Journal of a Residence in France from the
beginning of August to the middle of December 1792 appeared in 1793, it was by no
means the paean to revolution that many had expected. Critics were surprised at his
change of heart, stating ‘Many have been afraid to take up the present publication, lest
they meet in it those opinions which are now become obnoxious’, and ‘Some reflections
and sentiments occur in this volume, which appear to be inconsistent with ideas that
have formerly been entertained by Dr Moore’. He now regarded the French people as
fickle and bloodthirsty and became a reluctant supporter of Britain’s war against the
Directory in later years. Moore published one more major book, his ambitious View of
the Causes and Progress of the French Revolution in 1795, based on his own reading
and interviews with French royalists living in England. Ref: Andrew Steptoe. John
Moore: eighteenth century physician, bearleader and social observer. JRSM, 1998.

1795

£150

MORE, Hannah
218.

CORK EDITION
The Works ... in Prose and Verse. Cork: printed by Thomas White, opposite the
Exchange. [6], 415, [1]p. Page 131 misnumbered 311. 12mo. Possibly lacking half
title, faint water-staining to a few leaves. Full contemporary calf, raised bands, red
morocco label; spine rubbed, upper joint cracked, head & tail of spine worn. Lines of
verse in a contemporary hand are written on front & rear endpapers.
¶ ESTC T52774. A second Cork edition was published in 1789. More’s early plays,
poetry & essays.

1778
219.

£180

CHEAP REPOSITORY TRACTS: COLLECTED EDITION
Cheap Repository Tracts; entertaining, moral, and religious [and Cheap Repository
Shorter Tracts]. A new edition. Two volumes. Printed by Bye and Law. viii, 432pp;
xi, [1], 480pp, woodcut headpieces. 12mo. Piece cut from preliminary blank in second
volume, pages a little dusty, light browning in places. Full contemporary calf; joints
cracked & rather loose, spines worn with loss to labels. Ownership name of William
Smith, 1833 in both vols.
¶ ‘These Tracts were first published and sold in monthly numbers, under the patronage
of a large and very respectable body of subscribers, and they are now collected into
volumes. The present volume contains the longer Tales, and some Poetry, and is well
suited to the use of Boarding Schools, as well as private families. There is another
volume containing the shorter Stories and Ballads.’

1803
220.

£180

WORKING MEN’S LIBRARY COPY
Christian Morals. The fifth edition. In Two Volumes. Printed for T. Cadell and W.
Davies. Contemporary tree calf, black morocco labels; spines rubbed, old paper
labels at head of each, corners sl. worn. Bookplate of the Literary Institute and Mutual
Improvement Society for the Use of the Working Men of Muker in Swaledale, Yorkshire,
recording that this volume was presented on October 25th 1864 by Richard Fawcett.
1813
£85
__________
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221.

SCOTLAND
(MORER, Thomas) A Short Account of Scotland. Being a description of the nature
of that Kingdom, and what the constitution of it is in church and state. Wherein also
some notice is taken of their Chief Cities and Royal Boroughs. With an appendix,
I. About their King’s supremacy. II. The difference of the Scotch and English
liturgy. III. The revenue and expence on the Civil and Military List, according to
a late establishment. Printed for Tho. Newborough, at the Golden Ball in St Paul’s
Church-Yard. [4], 156pp. 8vo. Some occasional foxing, mainly to upper margins.
Contemporary panelled calf, neatly rebacked retaining most of original backstrip,
new morocco label, new endpapers & pastedowns.
¶ ESTC T83143 Thomas Morer, 1651-1715, chaplain to an army regiment, describes
a visit to the University of Edinburgh and gives a detailed eight page description of the
University Library: ‘well furnish’d with books, and those put in very good order, and
cloister’d with doors made of wire which none can open but the Keeper, and which
is thought a better way than our multitudes of chains incumbering a Library ...’. The
Principal informs him that it ‘wants only peace and quietness to perfect the design’.

1702
222.

£220

MORGAN, Thomas. Physico-Theology: or, a Philosophico-Moral Disquisition
concerning human nature, free agency, moral government, and divine providence.
Printed for T. Cox at the Lamb under the Royal-Exchange. vii, [1], 353, [15]
pp index. 8vo. Sl. foxing to leading edge.. Full contemporary sprinkled calf,
double gilt ruled borders, raised & gilt banded unlettered spine. FINE. Armorial
bookplate of the Riggs of Downfield (Fife) & early family signature of J.A. Rigg on
front endpaper.
¶ ESTC T99580. First edition. Thomas Morgan (died 1743) was educated by a
dissenting minister. Originally ordained a Presbyterian minister in 1716 he was
dismissed from his ministry after 1720 for his freethinking. He studied medicine and
appears to have practiced as a provincial physician while, as a ‘Christian Deist’, he
wrote controversial theological and physiological works.

1741
223.

£280

ECCLESTIASTICAL HISTORY
MOSHEIM, Johann, Lorenz. An Ecclesiastical History, Antient and Modern,
from the birth of Christ, to the beginning of the present century: in which the rise,
progress, and variations of church power are considered in their connexion with
the state of learning and philosophy, and the political history of Europe during that
period. Translated from the original, and accompanied with notes and chronological
tables, by Archibald Maclaine, M.A. Minister of the English church at the Hague.
To the whole is added an accurate index. In two volumes. Printed for A. Millar.
xxix, [3], 1-807, [1]p ad.; [4], ii, 3-681, [1]p. BOUND WITH: A Supplement to the
Quarto Edition of Dr. Mosheims Ecclesiastical History. 1768. [4], 111, [1]p. 4to. A
clean copy, worming to lower gutter margin vol. II, to p.102, re-appearing at lower
leading edge p.453 to end. Full contemporary calf, double gilt ruled borders, raised
gilt banded spines, red morocco labels; joints sl. cracked but firm. Ownership
inscriptions of T. Moore 1780.
¶ ESTC T136145. Following his studies at Glasgow, Maclaine became assistant to
his father-in-law, Robert Milling, at the Scots Church in The Hague. He became
an internationally renowned scholar in his own right, best known for his annotated
translation of Mosheim’s Ecclesiastical History (1765). His annotations included
citations from Hume that served to correct or expand Mosheim’s accounts, and he also
added the Supplement.

1765 & 1768 (Supplement)
224.

£280

FORTUNATE COUNTRY MAID
MOUHY, Charles de Fieux, Chevalier de. The Fortunate Country Maid; or,
Memoirs of the Marchioness of L- V-. Printed for Harrison and Co, No. 18,
Paternoster-Row. Two volumes in one. 290pp, double-column text, 6 engraved plates
dated 1781. 8vo. Titlepage dusted & a little foxed. Contemporary half calf, marbled
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boards, raised gilt banded spine, red morocco label; some rubbing to marbled boards
& edges, head of spine sl. worn. Early name of Anne Barker on leading endpaper.,
‘my dear Lady’ written on rear endpaper.
¶ ESTC T91052, BL, Oxford; Cornell, Harvard, Alberta, Chicago, Miami; Queensland.
La Paysanne Parvenue was first translated into English in 1740, and bore a striking
resemblance to Richardson’s Pamela. It also appeared the following year, translated by
Eliza Haywood as The Virtuous Villager, or Virgin’s Victory, and who asserted that she
would rescue the characters from their treatment in the rival translation. (Ref: Keymer,
Thomas. ‘Pamela’ in the Marketplace: Literary Controversy and Print Culture in
Eighteenth-Century Britain and Ireland, 2005.) This later edition was also issued as
part of: The Novelist’s Magazine vol.7, London, 1780-88.

1782
225.

£65

ESTEEMED SCOTTISH SONGS
MUSIC. The Caledonian Musical Repository; a selection of esteemed Scottish Songs,
adapted for the voice, violin, & German flute. Edinburgh: published by Oliver &
Co. [2] engraved titlepage by C. Campbell, [iii]-iv, 286pp, with musical notation in
the text, 2 engraved plates. 12mo. Sl. browning & foxing but a clean copy. Early 19th
century half calf, marbled boards, gilt decorated spine; joints cracked but very firm,
spine rubbed & slightly worn at head.
¶ ESTC N43821, Cambridge; UC Davis, Illinois, and Univ. of Victoria only. The 1800
dating by ESTC appears to be incorrect as the paper is watermarked 1805. FirstSearch
repeats the 1800 dating, and records the Edinburgh, Oliver & Boyd edition of 1811,
similarly paginated, as well as the London edition titled Crosby’s Caledonian Musical
Repository which added a frontispiece and a variant engraved titlepage. In the later
editions the plates are not present, and the text is ornamented with woodcut tail-pieces
in the style of Bewick.

[c.1805?]
226.

£125

ST. ALBAN’S ABBEY
NEWCOME, Peter. The History of the Ancient and Royal foundation, called the
Abbey of St. Alban, in the county of Hertford, from the founding thereof, in 793, to its
dissolution, in 1539. Exhibiting the life of each Abbot, and the principal events relating
to the monastery, during his rule and government. Extracted from the most faithful
authorities and records, both printed and manuscript. With plates; and a new map
of the county. Printed, for the Author, by J. Nichols. [2], xiii, [1], 547, [3]pp, engraved
frontispiece, large folding hand-coloured map (A new map of the County of Hertford,
by M. Hooper dated 1794), folding plate of the ‘ground plot of the monastery’, folding
‘ground plan of the Abbey Church’. 4to. Some sl. foxing, generally very clean. Bound
in mid-19th century full calf, gilt ruled & blind stamped borders, gilt panelled spine, red
labels; some wear to head & tail of spine, gilt a little rubbed, minor abrasions to boards.
Early signature of Mary Bagot at head of titlepage.
¶ ESTC T53399. A reissue of the sheets of the 1793-95 edition, which was the first
separately published work on this cathedral city.

1795

£200

NEWSPAPERS
227.

THE GUARDIAN 1713
The Guardian. No. I (March 12, 1713) - no. LXXX (June 12, 1713). 80 issues. 4 vols.
Folio. Printed for J. Tonson & sold by A. Baldwin. 30.5 x 19cm. (12 x 7½ inches.)
Single sheet. 2 pages. Daily. Price twopence. Halfpenny stamp. Nos XL, LII & LXL
trimmed & folded to fit in volume; issues trimmed close, browned & marked but
mostly good & clean. Later half calf, numerous blank leaves; rubbed & worn, lower
board vol. I detached, hinges a little loose.
¶ Nos 1-175, March 1713 - Oct. 1713. ESTC P1756. Edited and written by Richard
Steele, with contributions from Alexander Pope and his long-term associate Joseph
Addison, the Guardian emulated its predecessor, The Spectator, as an essay or leading
article newspaper. As Bourne notes, the Guardian intended ‘merely to moralise and to
influence public opinion by gentle satire and sly humour, not to criticise the events
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of the day or the action of the party leaders and partisans’. Within this period of
only nominal relaxation of press control, the essay paper played an important role in
massaging liberal ideas into the public consciousness, avoiding outright journalistic
attacks on an unforgiving state.

1713
228.

£600

LONDON GAZETTE 1745-46
The London Gazette. No. 8491 (Dec. 7-10, 1745) - no. 8529 (April 19-20, 1746). 34
issues. Folio. Printed by Edward Owen, Published by Authority. 28 x 19cm. (11
x 7½ inches.) 4-8 pages (occasionally up to 14 pages). Bi-weekly. Price twopence.
Halfpenny stamp. With additional Extraordinary editions on Dec. 19 & 26 1745, Jan.
2, 9 & 30, and Feb. 6, 13 & 20, 1746. Also with a supplement on Jan. 14. Lacking nos
4892-93, 8501, 8505 & 8516, sm. internal tear to no. 8524, affecting 5 words on recto & 3
on verso, first 2 issues with sm. tear to head of page not affecting text, small puncture
hole to head of some issues affecting one word of text in nos 8498 & 8529. A little
creased with corners sl. folded up to no. 8497; some occasional dusting but issues
mostly good & clean. Disbound.
¶ Nov. 1665 - still in progress. ESTC P1830. Initially printed as the Oxford Gazette
when the King decamped there to avoid the plague, the first London Gazette was
issued on Feb. 5, 1666 after the plague had abated and the Royal Court had returned
to London. Published by Henry Muddiman, the official newswriter, the Gazette is
generally regarded as the first English newspaper. The official voice of government, it
referred to the King as ‘his sacred Majesty’ and reported on little but official foreign &
government news. 1745-46 witnessed Charles Edward Stuart (the ‘Young Pretender’ or
Bonny Prince Charlie) attempt a second Jacobite rebellion landing in the Outer Hebrides
in August 1745. These issues of the London Gazette, and especially the extraordinary
and supplementary issues, give the official account of the progress of government troops
who finally defeated the rebellion at the Battle of Culloden on April 16, 1746.

1745-46
229.

£850

THE REHEARSAL 1704-09
The Rehearsal. A View of the Times, their Principles and Practices. By Philalethes.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Aug. 2 - 5, 1704) - Vol. 4, no. 48 (March 26, 1709). 398 issues. 4 vols in
1. Single sheet folio. Printed and sold by the Booksellers of London & Westminster.
34 x 20cm. 2 pp per issue. Weekly, changing to bi-weekly. Vol. 1, index & postscript; Vol. 2, index & preface; Vols 3 & 4, titlepage, preface & index. Vol. 1, no.
65 defective. Trimmed close to top edge, 37 issues trimmed & folded to fit within
volume, occasional issues heavily browned, some sl. browned; issues mostly good
or v.g. & clean. Bound at the end is a pamphlet entitled ‘A Letter from A Gentleman
in the City to his Friend in the Country, Concerning the Prosecution of the Rehearsal,
put into the News-Papers’, 4pp. Full panelled calf, neatly rebacked; sl. abrasion to
surface of lower board. Bookplate of Pinchinthorpe House, Guisborough.
¶ Aug. 1704 - March 1709. ESTC P1781, P1782 & P483469. ESTC records the BL,
Cambridge & Oxford only. No. 1 is entitled the Observator, nos 2-4, 7, 10, 12, 13,
& 51-250, The Rehearsal, and nos 5, 6, 8, 9, 11 &15-50 The Rehearsal of Observator
&c. No. 14 is entitled Observator’s Tryal and Defence this Good Day’. A precursor
to the essay-based papers like the Tatler (1709) and Spectator (1711), Charles
Leslie’s Rehearsal (with John Tutchin’s Whig Observator and Defoe’s outspoken
Review) was published in dialogue form. Leslie, a High Church Tory, wrote against
Defoe and Tutchin’s Scandalous Club whose publications would, he said, instil in
the people ‘the principles of rebellion’. Despite the lapsing of the Licensing Act in
1695 which, theoretically at least, opened the market to non-government approved
publications, journalism remained a risky profession. Both Leslie and George Ridpath,
Tutchin’s successor at the Observator, were forced to flee the country by the threat
of imprisonment for libel. Tutchin himself was beaten to death on the say-so of his
political opponents & Defoe, faced with an indefinite spell in Newgate, accepted a
handsome Tory salary to turn against the Whig cause.

1704-09
__________

£1,250
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230.

THE BRITISH ARMY IN INDIA
(ORME, Robert) A History of the Military Transactions of the British Nation in
Indostan, from the year MDCCXLV. To which is prefixed a dissertation on the
establishment made by Mahomedan conquerors in Indostan. The second edition,
corrected, with alterations, additions, and an index. By the author. Two volumes in
three. Printed for John Nourse. Vol. I, second edition, [4], 436pp, [2] errata, xcvii, [1],
[2]pp directions to binder; vol. II, Sect I, first edition, [2], 365pp; vol. II, Sect. II, [3],
368-739pp, [1], [4]pp errata and directions to binder, 36 maps and plans (29 folding).
4to. Some occasional foxing, generally a v.g. clean copy, sl. tear to fold of one map
(without loss), small offset brown mark to first titlepage margin. Handsomely
rebound in sprinkled half calf, marbled boards. Gilt banded & decorated spines,red
morocco labels.
¶ ‘In 1763 Orme published the first volume of his History of the Military Transactions
of the British Nation in Indostan. A work of military history, it narrated the battle for
supremacy in southern India which had been waged from 1750 to 1754 between the
English, the French, and their Indian allies. It was received with great critical acclaim:
Orme was applauded on all sides for his style and accuracy, was hailed as a historian
in the true classical tradition and achieved renown and recognition. In 1769 he was
created the first official historiographer of the East India Company, at a salary of £400 a
year. In 1770 he was elected a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries.
A cultured and very learned man, with a wide range of interests, Orme was well
known and respected in the intellectual and social circles of the day. Described by
Boswell as ‘that able and elegant historian of Indostan’ (Boswell, Life, 3.284), he
was highly esteemed by his peers, who included the historian Dr William Robertson
and the orientalist Sir William Jones. In 1778, after an interval of fifteen years, Orme
finally published the second volume of the History of the Military Transactions. This
recounted the third and final phase of the Anglo-French struggle in India, from 1756 to
1761.’ Ref: Robert Orme, by S. Tammita-Delgoda.

1775 & 1778
231.

£1,250

REPLACING RUDDERS, RESTORING MASTS
PAKENHAM, Edward Michael. Captain Pakenham’s Invention of a Substitute for
a lost Rudder, and to prevent its being lost. Also a method of restoring the masts of
ships, when wounded, or otherwise injured. Printed by T. Spilsbury and Son, SnowHill. 59, [1]p, half title, 2 engraved plates. 8vo. Some foxing & faint water-staining
not intrusive. Recent sugar paper wrappers. Early ownership name of Capt. James
Jackson, Carnatic, to half title, a few pencil marks to text. Blind stamp of the Royal
United Services Institution at head of titlepage, faint printed number, partially erased,
to lower right-hand edge. Lacking the first engraved plate depicting the ‘substitute
for a rudder’.
¶ ESTC N28155. Oxford; Huntingdon, NY Historical Society, and Philadelphia
only. Copac adds the British Library, and there is also a presentation copy of his
work, together with his papers, in Greenwich Museum. Captain James Jackson was
commander of the Carnatic in 1793, a vessel belonging to the East India Company and
built primarily for the China trade.

1793
232.

£45

MOST EMINENT SPANISH ARTISTS
PALOMINO DE CASTRO Y VELASCO, Antonio. An Account of the Lives and
Works of the most eminent Spanish Painters, Sculptors and Architects; and where
their several performances are to be seen. Translated from the Musæum Pictorium
of Palomino Velasco. Printed for Sam. Harding. viii, 175, [3]pp. With the final errata
leaf. 8vo. Some sl. browning, but a good clean copy. Later half red morocco, marbled
boards, gilt lettered spine. Armorial bookplate with motto ‘Sub Robore Virtus’
circling lion, over Maltese Cross. This belongs to Frederick William Cosens, a famous
book-collector of the 19th century whose library was sold at Sothebys in 1890 over
twelve days.
¶ ESTC T137303. First English edition. This was originally published in Spanish in
1724, entitled El parnaso español pintoresco y laureado and appeared as the third and
last volume of Palomino’s El museo pictorico y escala optica, which featured also
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biographies of Italian artists who worked in Spain (Pietro Torrigiano, Tiziano, Sofonisba
Anguissola, Federico Zuccari, Luca Giordano and many others) as well as Flemish
artists (Antonio Moro, Pieter Paul Rubens). The book includes the first biographies ever
published of many Spanish artists, Diego Velázquez among others.

1739
233.

£350

LIFE’S PAINTER, INCLUDING LOW LIFE SLANG
PARKER, George. Life’s Painter of Variegated Characters in Public and Private
Life, with political strokes on the ticklish times; containing a novel display of the
styles of men of genius in the learned world. The second edition, printed for the
author. [Dublin? s.n.] xii, [36] subscribers, 237, [3]pp, final errata leaf. Contemporary
signature of Wm. Peters on preliminary blank, possibly the Rev. William Peters, listed
amongst subscribers. Full contemporary goatskin, gilt borders, gilt decorated spine;
a little rubbing, small ink mark to fore-edge several leaves. a.e.g.
¶ ESTC T140320, BL only in the UK, 3 copies in Ireland, and 6 in America. ‘The work
of George Parker (1732-1800) was published in the 1780s, long after the genre had
seemingly disappeared, but its content makes it the last of the beggar books. Parker is
an elusive figure and his self-description, ‘Librarian to the College of Wit, Mirth and
Humour’ hardly helps. It is known, from a biographical section in his earlier View of
Society in High and Low Life (1781), that he enjoyed a brief career in the navy, served
as a soldier for seven years, and then tried, and failed, as an innkeeper. He turned
actor but that was a patchy career and in 1772 he began touring the country giving
lectures on elocution (in 1780 he was involved in the School of Eloquence in the
Strand) and readings from popular authors. Parker was an eccentric figure, a friend of
such celebrities as Johnson, Reynolds and Goldsmith, who tried to get him an acting
job with George Colman who turned him down for being too fat. Life’s Painter [was
published] with its aim of exposing ‘those invaders of our property, our safety, and our
lives, who have a language quite unintelligible to any but themselves, and an established
code of laws productive of their common safety at the same time, and live in splendour
without the exertion of industry, labour or care.’ In its fifteenth chapter Parker lays out
a list of some 125 terms ... ‘the fair reader will pass over the following pages; for the
man who could be capable of instilling poison into the chaste recesses of the female
breast, deserves not the name of man, nor the happiness a virtuous and fond female can
bestow.’ Ref: J. Green. The Vulgar Tongue, Oxford, 2015.

[1790?]
234.

£580

DANIEL EATON PUBLISHED
(PARKINSON, James) The Budget of the People, collected by Old Hubert. Part I.
Printed for D.I. Eaton, 81, Bishopsgate without. 8pp. 8vo. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T29762, but noting a second part not present here, with separate pagination
but continuous registration. BL, Cambridge, Manchester; Boston, Pennsylvania, Yale.
Three issues were published c1792-1793 by the radical publisher Daniel Isaac Eaton.
He was a key player in metropolitan radical politics in the early 1790’s and his activities
came under close surveillance by government spies. He was tried for publishing a libel
in the second part of Thomas Paine’s the Rights of Man, and also published a number of
radical journals. After further convictions he fled to America for four years, and on his
return was imprisoned, his stock seized, and he was declared bankrupt. His life until his
death in 1814 formed a pattern of publishing and imprisonment.

[1793?]
235.

£150

COMPENDIUM OF CHEMISTRY
PARKINSON, James. The Chemical Pocket-Book; or Memoranda Chemica:
arranged in a compendium of chemistry: with tables of attractions, &c. Calculated
as well for the occasional reference of the student, as to supply others with a general
knowledge of chemistry. Second edition, with the latest discoveries. Printed by
C. Whittingham ... for H.D. Symonds. xii, 250, [2]pp ads, engraved frontispiece
depicting ‘The Economical Laboratory of Guyton’. 8vo. Some browning to endpapers
& pastedowns. Contemporary half calf, neatly rebacked, gilt bands retaining original
red morocco label, marbled boards.
¶ At the end of the 18th century there were several good textbooks of chemistry
available to English readers, though most of them were translations of French works
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by A.L. Lavoisier, 1743–1794, A.F. Fourcroy, 1755–1809, J.A. Chaptal, 1765–1832,
and William Nicholson, 1796. However, these were all substantial works and
Parkinson, believing there was a need for a short introduction to the subject, published
The Chemical Pocket Book in 1800. As well as a chemist, James Parkinson also
studied fossils, and between 1804-1811 he published Organic Remains of a Former
World. The ad. leaf at the end of this present volume notes him as ‘being engaged in
researches respecting extraneous fossils ... [and] earnestly solicits assistance by such
communications, and by such specimens or accurate drawings, as may serve to give
value to his work’.

1801
236.

£280

A VIRGINIAN PRESBYTERIAN
PATTILLO, Henry. Sermons, &c. I. On the divisions among Christians. II. On the
necessity of regeneration to future happiness. III. The scripture doctrine of election.
IV. Extract of a letter from Mr. Whitefield to Mr. Wesley. V. An address to the Deists.
Wilmington, printed by James Adams, for the Author. xii, 13-295, [1]p. 12mo. Repair
to foot of titlepage & first leaf of text, small hole to C1, some browning & waterstaining to text. Page corners & recent marbled paper wrappers are rounded.
¶ ESTC W23200, noting no copy of this, or any of his other published works, in the U.K.
Henry Pattillo, 1726-1810, pioneer Presbyterian minister, educator, and Patriot in North
Carolina, was born in Balermic, Scotland. He arrived in Virginia with his brother about
1740. He first worked in a mercantile establishment until he became dissatisfied with
that occupation, then became a schoolteacher. While thus engaged, he constantly felt
the call to become a Christian minister and, in 1750, began planning to obtain the higher
education he considered necessary for that purpose. He was ordained into the ministry of
the Presbyterian church in September 1758. In 1787 he published a treatise on Christian
conduct entitled The Plain Planter’s Family Assistant, followed the next year by his
Sermons. He also published A Geographical Catechism (1796), a textbook on geography
written in question-and-answer style, the first publication of its kind in North Carolina.

1788
237.

£65

BY AN ‘EXPERT’ ON THE AMERICAS
PAUW, Cornelius de. Selections from N. Pauw, with Additions by Daniel Webb,
Esq. Bath, printed by R. Cruttwell. viii, 235, [1]p, half title. 8vo. Preliminaries bound
out of sequence but complete. A v.g. copy expertly rebound in quarter sprinkled calf,
marbled boards, vellum tips, gilt banded spine, red morocco label.
¶ ESTC T146741. First published in France in 1768, a privately printed edition in
French was printed by Cruttwell in 1789, and this is the first English edition with Webb’s
additions. De Pauw, 1739-1799, was a Dutch philosopher and geographer and during
his lifetime was considered the leading expert on the Americas, despite never having
visited that continent. The first 130 pages deal with the Americas, ‘white negroes’, ‘eaters
of human flesh’, ‘California’, ‘hospitality of savages’, and he then writes at length on
the origins of ancient peoples, rejecting the popular idea of the time that China would
have originally been a colony of Ancient Egypt. He was vehemently anti-American,
considering the discovery of the continent as a calamitous event, and the more liberal
minded editor, Daniel Webb, attempts to mitigate his strident views. ‘Had the author ...
known anything of the real condition of a savage, had he been so fortunate as to have met
with the work before us, he would never have hazarded such crude ideas.’

1795
238.

£480

ON BENTLEY’S EMENDATIONS OF PARADISE LOST
(PEARCE, Zachary) A Review of the text of the Twelve Books of Milton’s Paradise
Lost: in which the chief of Dr. Bentley’s emendations are consider’d; and several
other emendations and observations are offer’d to the public. Printed for John
Shuckburgh. vii, [1] errata, 400pp. 8vo. Full contemporary calf, double gilt ruled
borders, raised & gilt banded spine, red morocco label; some rubbing to joints &
board edges, sl. wear to corners & head of spine.
¶ ESTC T139859, with the variant pagination in which the individual titlepages to each
part and the original preface have been cancelled and replaced by the collective titlepage
and new preface.

230

233

238
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Zachary Pearce, 1690-1774, Bishop of Bangor and Bishop of Rochester, was a
controversialist and a notable early critical writer defending John Milton. Here he
attempts to counter Richard Bentley’s 1732 ‘corrected’ edition of Paradise Lost.
Working on the premise that errors crept into Milton’s text because of his reliance on
amanuenses, Bentley suggested over 800 emendations to the 1674 edition.

1733
239.

£225

KING ALFRED
(PENN, John) The Battle of Eddington; or, British Liberty. Printed for Elmsly. [2],
104, [2]pp notes. 8vo. Sl. browning, without half title. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T94003. First published anonymously in 1792, part of the late 18th century
cult of King Alfred, and influenced by his experiences in America. The battle took place
in AD 878, but his dramatization proclaims its contemporary political agenda in its
dedication to the Prime Minister, William Pitt, and includes discussions between Alfred
and Ceolwulf about different political systems.

1796
240.

£75

ON THE DRAMA
(PENN, John) Letters on the Drama. Printed for Elmsly, Strand. 80pp. 8vo.
Disbound, rear gathering loose.
¶ ESTC T38531. This was reissued as part of vol. I of Penn’s Critical, Poetical and
Dramatic Works in 1798. The twelve letters include ‘on the difference between a minute
and delicate taste’; ‘of poetical probability’; ‘of the material of imitation’; and ends with
a discussion of the author’s own play, The Battle of Eddington. See previous item

1796
241.

242.

£50

PERCY’S RELIQUES
(PERCY, Thomas) Reliques of Ancient English Poetry. Consisting of old heroic
ballads, songs, and other pieces of our earlier poets, together with some few of a later
date. The fifth edition. Three volumes. Printed for F.C. and J. Rivington. cxiv, [2],
385, [1]p; vii, [1], 439, [1]p; vii, [1], 428pp, half titles. 8vo. Very good clean set bound
in slightly later 19th century half red morocco, gilt decorated spines; sl. rubbing to
spines & corners. t.e.g.
1812
£180
PLUTARCH’S LIVES: A FINE SET
PLUTARCH. Plutarch’s Lives, translated from the original Greek; with notes critical
and historical, and a new life of Plutarch. In six volumes. By John Langhorne, M.D.
and William Langhorne, M.A. A new edition, carefully corrected, and the index
much amended and accurately revised throughout. Six volumes. Printed for Sharpe
and Son. 8vo. A most attractive set in elegant full contemporary blind & gilt stamped
polished calf, ornate gilt decorated spines, black stained bands, marbled edges.
1819
£850
POPE, Alexander

243.

1729 PIRACY
The Dunciad. [Printed for A. Dob]. xxxvii, [3], 80, xxx Appendix, [6]pp index. 8vo.
Bound without the engraved titlepage. A v.g. clean copy in contemporary calf backed
marbled boards, raised bands, morocco label; some wear to corners & edges.
¶ This appears to be ESTC T5546, noting it to be a piracy, published by James Watson,
printer, Thomas Astley, John Clarke, and John Stagg, booksellers. Foxon P774.

[1729]
244.

£220

ESSAY ON CRITICISM
An Essay on Criticism. The second edition. Printed for W. Lewis. [4], 36pp, half title.
8vo. Disbound with outer leaves rather dusty.
¶ ESTC T5572. The publication date of 1712 is suggested by Foxon p810, as the work
was advertised in The Spectator on November 22nd 1712.

1713 [1712]

£65
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POPE, Alexander continued
245.

An Essay on Criticism. The seventh edition. Printed for Bernard Lintot. 48pp,
engraved frontispiece. 8vo. Disbound. Ownership name of William Thomson,
Linlithgowshire, 1786, on recto of frontispiece & on titlepage.
¶ ESTC T5578. The publication date is give by Foxon p817.

1722 [1721]
246.

£50

POEMS & TRANSLATIONS
Miscellaneous Poems and Translations. By several hands. Printed for Bernard
Lintott. [4], [5], 6-320, [3], 356-376, [8]pp ads, half title, engraved frontispiece.
Complete despite gap in pagination. 8vo. Some light browning, lower corner of
titlepage creased, traces of old tape marks to inner margin of front board & e.p.
Contemporary panelled calf, expertly rebacked in matching style, raised bands.
Contemporary signature of George Trentham Talbot (of Yorkshire, died 1752), on
titlepage.
¶ ESTC T5777. The first edition of this celebrated miscellany, believed to have been
edited by Pope, and which includes the first anonymous printing of the initial two cantos
of The Rape of the Lock, together with five other of his poems, epitaphs by Dryden, and
contributions by Prior, Broome, Fenton. Griffith, 6.

1712
247.

£2,200

FINE 18TH CENTURY BINDING
HOMER. The Iliad of Homer. Translated by Alexander Pope. 5 vols. Printed for
J. Whiston, &c. Vol. I with engr. portraits, 2 plates, & 2 folding maps; vol. IV with
folding plate. WITH: The Odyssey of Homer. Translated by Alexander Pope. 4
vols. 9 vols in all. Uniformly bound in sl. later full spinkled calf, spines gilt in
compartments, maroon & green morocco labels. Armorial bookplates in all vols of
Elizabeth Bell. A v.g. attractive set.
¶ ESTC: The Iliad: T90241; The Odyssey: T90240. ESTC notes these two works
were ‘sometimes issued together’, and that the notes were written in part by William
Broome, and the ‘Essay on the Life, Writings, and Learning of Homer’ by T. Parnell.
At the end of vol. IV of The Odyssey, Homer’s Battle of the Frogs and Mice, ‘by Mr.
Archdeacon Parnel [sic]. Corrected by Mr. Pope’, 22pp separately paginated. The
first part of Pope’s translation of The Iliad appeared in 1715, subsequent instalments
appearing over the next five years. It was generally well received, prompting Pope to
attempt The Odyssey, which was first presented to the public in 1726.

1771/1771
__________
248.

£3,200

OMIAH IN LONDON
(PRESTON, William) Seventeen Hundred and Seventy-Seven; or, a Picture of the
Manners and Character of the Age. In a Poetical Epistle from a Lady of Quality.
Printed for T. Evans. [2], 25, [1]p ad. 4to. Uncut. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T9199. First London edition, published anonymously and possibly preceded
by the Dublin printing of this same year. The second edition provides evidence that this
was the work of the Dublin poet and satirist William Preston, 1753-1807.
The poem takes the form of a letter from a British lady to Omiah, a Tahitian who was
brought back to England by Captain Cook on the Endeavour. It begins with an account
of Omiah’s grand tour of London whorehouses guided by the Earl of Sandwich, and
the ‘lady’ requests Omiah to send more Tahitian men to London to pleasure English
women. In his early twenties, Omiah became the darling of the London scene. He was
introduced to the King and Queen, wined and dined in high society circles, and painted
by the great artists of the time before being returned to his native home in 1776. A
play based on his life, Omai; or a Trip Around the World, was performed at the Theatre
Royal, Covent Garden, in 1785.

1777

£350
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249.

RICHARD WATSON’S COPY
PRIESTLEY, Joseph. Miscellaneous Observations relating to Education. More
especially, as it respects the conduct of the mind. To which is added, An essay on a
course of liberal education for civil and active life. Bath: printed by R. Cruttwell for J.
Johnson. xxv, [1] errata, [2] ads, 334, [2]pp ads, half title. 8vo. Contemp. Occasional
sl. damp marking, some long & shorthand contemp. annotations. 8vo. Attractively
rebound in quarter calf, raised bands, red morocco label, vellum tips. Ownership
signature of Rich’d Watson on title. Later inscription on verso of half title: ‘Francis
Osborne. Presented to me by Dr. Williams’ Library London because I gave them
some tracts dealing with non-conformists in Devon’.
¶ ESTC T39424. First Edition. Advocating the early introduction of science to
students. Richard Watson, 1737-1816, was a friend of Priestley; like Priestley, Watson
was both a scientist - he was made professor of chemistry at Cambridge University in
1764 - and theologian - he became Bishop of Llandaff in 1782. Dr. Williams’ Library is
situated at 14 Gordon Square, London. It is considered the pre-eminent research library
of English Protestant non-conformity. See items 305 306

1778
250.

£500

FRENCH PSALMS, DUBLIN PRINTED
PSALMS. Les Pseaumes de David mis en vers Francois, ace la Liturgie, le
Catechisme, & la Confession de Foi des Eglises Reformees. Nouvelle edition
corrige sue les Precedentes. Dublin, chez S. Powell. [8], 543, [1], 128pp, engraved
frontispiece, music set within text. 8vo. A v.g. clean copy in contemporary sprinkled
calf, raised bands, red morocco label. ‘A Leglise 1783’ written on inner board, with
later bookplate of Bertrand & Mabel Rambaut, Baythorne Park.
¶ ESTC T126173, Aberdeen, BL, Cambridge, Dublin, Glasgow, Nat Lib Ireland, Trinity
College; Emory only in America. This French edition of the Psalms of David with
music was printed in Dublin for the use of the Huguenot congregation of the city. It
includes musical notations for those singing the psalms and also the reformed liturgy
and confession of faith, and a series of daily prayers for the use of the master of the
house and his household. This edition includes a frontispiece of King David playing
his harp. The Huguenots, a group of Protestant dissenters who originally fled from
religious repression in France, had begun to settle in Ireland in the mid-seventeenth
century.

1731
251.

£280

RABELAIS’ WORKS
RABELAIS, François. The Works ... translated from the French, and illustrated
with explanatory notes, by M. L’E Du Chat, and others. In Four Volumes. Printed
for T. Evans in the Strand. [8], cxx, 121-347, [1]p; [6], vi, [1], 9-360pp; [8], 359, [1]
p; [8], 340pp, four engraved frontispieces, engraved portrait vignette on titlepage
vol. I, decorative calligraphic monograph of T. Evans vols II-IV. 12mo. Sm. stain to
leading edge of first few leaves vol. IV. Full contemporary calf, raised gilt banded
spines, red morocco labels; sl crack to upper joint vol. I, bindings a bit rubbed.
Contemporary ownership name on inner board final volume, shelf marks Dd9-12 on
inner pastedowns.
¶ ESTC T13267. The variant with ‘others’ correctly spelled on the titlepage of vol.
I. This is the same edition that was owned, and extensively annotated by Coleridge.
“I could write a treatise in praise of the morality and the moral Elevation of Rabelais’
Works, which would make the Church stare, and the Conventicle groan — and yet
should be the truth, & nothing but the truth.”

1784
252.

£280

DUBLIN UDOLPHO
RADCLIFFE, Ann. The Mysteries of Udolpho, a Romance; interspersed with some
pieces of poetry. In three volumes. Dublin: printed by Thomas Burnside [vol. I], for
Pat. Wogan [vol. II], by Pat Wogan [vol. III]. [2], 310pp; [2], 348 (misumbered 245);
[2], 356pp, half title to vol. III. 12mo. Sl. browning, occasional mark, some erasure
wear to pastedown vol. I. Contemporary calf, spines neatly repaired, lacking labels,
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(one loosely inserted in volume), rather rubbed. Elegant tinted booklabel of Anna
Hancock, Lisburn to front endpaper vol. I, her name on one titlepage & at head of first
text leaf in the other two, ownership names of James Steele Nicholson, and Isabella
Nicholson (Ballow House, July 31st 1832).
¶ ESTC T62062, BL and NLI; Virginia only in America, and also Melboune and
W. Australia.
Anna Hancock, 1791-1820, daughter of Jacob Hancock and Elizabeth Phelps, was
the sister of Isabella, 1786-1872, who married William Nicholson Steele, and was the
mother of James Steele Nicholson, 1819-1899. The Hancocks were a prominent Quaker
family from Lisburn, Northern Ireland. John Hancock, Junr was a prosperous linen
merchant, and a philanthropist who founded a school for the poor.

1800
253.

£650

SCHOOL OF RAPHAEL
RALPH, Benjamin. The School of Raphael; or, The student’s guide to expression
in historical painting. Illustrated by examples engraved by Duchange, and others,
under the inspection of Sir Nicholas Dorigny, from his own drawings, after the most
celebrated heads in the Cartons at the Queen’s Palace. To which are now added, the
outlines of each head, and also several plates of the most celebrated antique statues,
skeletons ... (Second edition.) Folio. Printed for John Boydell. 8, [i], 6-21, [i]. 102
plates, numbered I-XII, 1-45 with an additional 45 unnumbered plates made up of the
‘celebrated heads’ in outline only; largely inoffensive damp mark to lower margin
of most plates, affecting the image of plates II, VI, & VII. 19th century half dark blue
calf; sl. rubbing.
¶ ESTC N36284, which records Sir John Soane’s Museum only in British Isles and
four copies only in North America, does not mention the 45 unnumbered plates in its
collation. Copac records additional copies at Oxford, the Courtauld and Edinburgh, the
last two including an additional engraved titlepage in English and French. Soane’s copy
is as recorded by ESTC with no engraved titlepage. It appears that this title was issued
in different formats, with and without the additional unnumbered plates. A separate
publication in landscape format, with an engraved titlepage in French and English and
including the additional unnumbered 45 plates was also issued by Boydell, probably in
1782. This publication, entitled Recueil de XC têtes tirées des sept cartons des actes des
apôtres peints par Ralph was first published in 1722.

1782
254.

£2,250

OF GARDENS, FIRST EDITION
RAPIN, Rene. Rapin of Gardens. A Latin Poem. In Four Books. English’d by Mr
Gardiner. Printed by W. Bowyer for Bernard Lintott. [38], 195, [5]pp ads, engraved
frontispiece, 4 folding engraved plates, one with early repair to lower edge. 8vo. A
clean copy bound in full contemporary panelled, raised bands; one corner worn.
Armorial bookplate of J.H. Hidgetts Foley.
¶ ESTC T139107. First edition of this translation. ‘In 1706 appeared James Gardiner’s
translation Rapin of Gardens. Rapin’s Latin poem, first translated into English during
the seventeenth century by John Evelyn the younger, long remained popular, and
quotations from it are to be found in many seventeenth and eighteenth century English
books on gardening.’ [Henrey, II, p. 411].

[1706]
255.

£225

OF GARDENS, SECOND EDITION
RAPIN, Rene. Rapin of Gardens. A Latin Poem. In Four Books. English’d by
Mr Gardiner. The second edition, revised and finish’d. Printed by W. Bowyer for
Bernard Lintot. [56], 200, [8]pp index, engraved portrait frontispiece of the translator
after Vertue, 4 engraved plates. 8vo. Some sl. worming to foot of some inner
margins, light browning, sl. scuff to blank area of titlepage. Full contemporary calf;
rather rubbed, joints cracked but firm, wear to head & tail of spine.
¶ ESTC T139111.

[1718]

£200

253
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256.

DUBLIN GRANDISON
RICHARDSON, Samuel. The History of Sir Charles Grandison. In a series of letters.
In seven volumes. The sixth edition. Dublin: printed for Thomas Walker. vi, [2],
330pp; [2], 372pp; [2], 396pp; [2], 316pp; [2], 294pp; [2], 372pp; [2], 324pp. 12mo.
Old wax marks to corners of each inner board, staining to leading edge p353 to end
vol. III, some occasional marks & dusting. Full contemporary calf, gilt banded spines,
red & dark green morocco labels; sl. rubbing, two endpapers torn with loss.
¶ ESTC T58975, Dublin City Library, and Londonderry, recorded as the only sets in
Ireland. Also, BL, Cambridge, Oxford; Ohio, UCLA, Chicago, Minnesota, Yale. The
only Dublin editions to pre-date this is are pirated editions of 1753, and 1765.

1780
257.

£180

EARLY POETS
(RITSON, Joseph) Bibliographica Poetica: a catalogue of Engleish poets, of the
twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth, centurys, with a short
account of their works. Printed by C. Roworth. [2], ii, 46, *45-*46, 47-407, [2], 400*402*. 8vo. Some foxing & light browning, ink splash to lower margin p.383. Later
19th century half calf, marbled boards, gilt banded spine, dark red morocco label; a
little dulled & rubbed.
¶ Joseph Ritson’s bibliographical dictionary contains articles for hundreds of early
poets, arranged by centuries; he supplements and corrects the information gathered
in Thomas Warton’s History of English Poetry and contributes not a few errors and
omissions of his own. The Bibliographia Poetica (published anonymously) was quickly
superseded by the publications of William Beloe and Samuel Egerton Brydges, but it
was a milestone of bibliographical scholarship.

1802
258.

£125

ELOISA
ROUSSEAU, Jean-Jacques. Eloisa: or, a Series of Original Letters. Translated from
the French. In Four Volumes. The second edition. Printed for R. Griffiths, at the
Dunciad. xiv, [4], 291, [1]p; [2], 285, [1]p; [2], 295, [1]p; [2], 252, [4]pp. 12mo. Some
browning & occasional foxing, old repair to lower gutter margin first titlepage, tear
with loss to blank inner margin final preface leaf. Externally a very good copy; some
sl. rubbing, bound in full contemporary calf, gilt bands, red & green morocco labels;
two joints a little cracked but firm. Armorial bookplate of The Right Honourable Sir
John Trollope. Handsome set.
¶ ESTC T132304, BL, Cambridge; Cornell, Emory, McGill, Vermont, Virginia. A
Dialogue between a Man of Letters and Mr. J.J. Rousseau, on the subject of romances
... , published separately in 1761, is here reissued after the preface to vol.1, and is
complete with its titlepage.

1761
259.

£200

SCARBROUGH & ITS BATHING MACHINES
(SCHOFIELD, James) An Historical and Descriptive Guide to Scarbrough and its
Environs. York: printed by W. Blanchard, for James Schofield, in Scarborough. viii,
192pp. 8vo. Some occasional light browning but a very good clean copy. Nineteenth
century half red morocco, raised gilt bands, marbled boards and edges. Sl. rubbing.
Armorial bookplate of the Duke of Sutherland.
¶ ESTC T112208, BL, Cambridge, Oxford, John Rylands, York Minster; Huntington,
McMaster, Newberry, Princeton, Rutgers, Stanford, Texas. The first guide to
Scarborough, also including trips out to the picturesque scenery at Hackness and
Raincliff Woods. ‘There are about twenty-six large, roomy, and commodious bathing
machines, drawn out every morning on the sands ... two women attend each lady who
bathes, as guides; and one man, every gentleman who requires it: a lad attends with
a horse to draw the machine to, and from, the water; which is carried to any depth
the bather pleases.’ Tipping is recommended ‘as a recompense for the uncomfortable,
fatiguing, amphibious life they lead’. p.20.

[1787?]

£220
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260.

FIRST COLLECTED EDITION
SEDLEY, Charles. The Miscellaneous Works of the Honourable Sir Charles Sedley,
Bart containing Satyrs, Epigrams, Court-Characters, Translations, Essays, and
Speeches in Parliament. Collected into one volume. To which is added, the death
of Marc Antony: a tragedy never before printed. Published from the original
manuscripts, by Capt. Ayloffe. Printed, and sold by J. Nutt, near Stationers Hall.
[16], 213, [3], 24, 64pp, half title. 8vo. A v.g. clean copy in full contemporary panelled
calf, raised bands, red morocco label. Anonymous armorial bookplate (“Data fata
sequutus”) of Streatfeild, and modern bookplate of Robert J. Hayhurst.
¶ ESTC T60073. The first collected edition, of the works of the Restoration poet and
dramatist, 1639-1701, principally remembered for his wit and profligacy. He was a
notorious rake and libertine, part of the ‘Merry Gang’ of courtiers which included the
Earl of Rochester and Lord Buckhurst. In 1663 an indecent frolic in Bow Street, for
which he was fined 2000 marks, made Sedley notorious. From the balcony of Oxford
Kate’s Tavern, he, Lord Buckhurst and Sir Thomas Ogle shocked and delighted a crowd
of onlookers with their blasphemous and obscene antics. According to Samuel Pepys,
Sedley ‘showed his nakedness - and abusing of scripture and as it were from thence
preaching a mountebank sermon from the pulpit, saying that there he had to sell such
a pouder as should make all the cunts in town run after him, 1000 people standing
underneath to see and hear him, and that being done he took a glass of wine and washed
his prick in it and then drank it off, and then took another and drank the King’s health’.
This behaviour provoked a riot amongst the onlookers and condemnation in the courts,
where the Lord Chief Justice gave his opinion that it was because of wretches like him
‘that God’s anger and judgement hang over us’.

1702
261.

£280

ONE HUNDRED & TWELVE SERMONS
SHARP, John. The Works of the Most Reverend Dr. John Sharp, Late Lord
Archbishop of York. In seven volumes. Containing one hundred and twelve
sermons and discourses on several occasions. With some papers wrote in the popish
controversy. Printed for J. and P. Knapton in Ludgate-Street. A v.g. set in full
contemporary calf, raised & gilt banded spines, red morocco labels.
¶ ESTC T149930. From the Invercauld Library. The collective titlepage, not bound
into this set, appeared in vol.1 only; subsequent volumes have individual titlepages and
edition statements but bear the relevant volume numbers.

[1749]
262.

£380

JERSEY DISCONTENT
(SHEBBEARE, John) An Authentic Narrative of the Oppressions of the Islanders of
Jersey. To which is prefixed a succinct history of the military actions, constitution,
laws, customs, and commerce of that Island. Two volumes. Printed for S. Hooper.
[6], iii-xv, [2], 10- 322, 1f blank, 47, [1]p; xv, [1], 428, 47, [1]p. 8vo. A good clean copy.
Expertly bound in recent quarter sprinkled calf, marbled boards, vellum tips, raised &
gilt banded spines, red morocco labels.
¶ ESTC T93902, BL, NLS, Oxford, Senate House, St Deinol’s; 17 copies in America.
In Jersey during the 18th century, government was in the hands of the rich few. The
Bailiff was Lord Granville, who lived in England, never visited the Island and took little
interest in its affairs. In 1750 he appointed Charles Lempriere his Lieut-Bailiff.
In the previous century the Lemprieres had been the leading democratic family in Jersey
politics, but Charles turned away from this and ruled the Island as a dictator, packing
the bench of Jurats and other offices with his relations. His brother Philippe, Receiver
and later Attorney General, was especially unpopular and was said to be the harshest
collector of the King’s revenues the Island had known. But the 18th century was too
late for autocracy of this kind. Already there had been riots 20 years earlier when the
States had tried to reform the monetary system: now popular feeling began to rise
again and in 1769 it exploded into open revolt. Several hundred men from the northern
parishes marched on the town, where some of the boldest forced their way into the
Royal Court and threatened the Jurats with physical violence until they agreed to a list
of demands. The Lempriere brothers crossed to England to appeal for help to the Privy
Council, which sent a detachment of soldiers under the command of Colonel Bentinck
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to restore order. The shrewd Dutch officer quickly saw, and reported, that there was
another side to the story, and the next year he was back in the Island as Lieut-Governor
with a brief to implement necessary reforms. Meanwhile, however, the anti-Lempriere
party had found a new and devastating means of attacking Charles and Philippe through
the pens of pamphleteers, principally the notorious John Shebbeare, whose daughter
was married to one of the Lemprieres’ opponents. This was too much for Philippe, who
left the Island to live in Devon.

1771
263.

£850

HISTORY OF NOURJAHAD
(SHERIDAN, Frances Chamberlain) The History of Nourjahad. By the Editor of
Sidney Bidulph. Printed for J. Dodsley in Pall-Mall. [4], 240pp, half title. 12mo.
Small paper-flaw hole to blank lower margin C5, sl. water-staining to lower gutter
margin. Contemporary calf, gilt ruled border, neatly rebacked, raised & gilt banded
spine, red & green gilt labels; sl. wear to corners. Armorial bookplate of Henry
Knight Esq., 1738-1772, Tythegston, Glamorganshire.
¶ ESTC T129359. The first edition of Sheridan’s final work published the year
following the author’s death. It can be placed amongst the other English ‘oriental’
fictions of this period; Johnson’s Rasselas (1759), and Hawkeworth’s Almoran and
Hamet (1761).
Nourjahad, the friend and favourite of Schemzeddin, Sultan of Persia, is destined to be
his Prime Vizier on the retirement of Cosro whose daughter, Mandane, is united with
Nourjahad. The latter is, however, restless and ambitious; he desires immortality,
and the prospective delights of Paradise, as promised by Mahomet to the faithful. In a
conversation with the Sultan, Nourjahad avows his impious thoughts, and the former
determines to avert this infidelity by making use of a stratagem whereby the fancies of
Nourjahad are apparently realised.
Henry Knight, 1738-1772, Tythegston, Glamorganshire, was Vice Lieutenant of that
county, and a Colonel of its Militia. His wife left him in 1769, and the following year
he was painted with his children by Zoffany.

1767
264.

£650

SMART’S STUDENT & (UNRECORDED) INSPECTOR
(SMART, Christopher) The Student, or the Oxford Monthly Miscellany. Oxford:
printed for J. Newbery in St Paul’s Church-Yard, London. Two volumes in one. v,
6-400, [8]pp index, 2, 7-400, [8] index, 2 engraved collective titlepages. 9vo. Lacking
frontispieces, & pages 3-6 vol. II. WITH: The Inspector: containing a concise and
impartial collection of news, &c., [Nos I-III]. 24pp. 8vo. Contemporary calf-backed
marbled boards; worn with loss of marbled paper, spine dry & rubbed but sound.
¶ ESTC T147616. First edition, comprising the original nineteen parts. Designation
changes after No. 9; instead of numbering, each issue is named for one of the nine
muses, the final issue is called Apollo, which constitutes issue no. 19. After No 6 ‘and
Cambridge’ was added to the title, which is also when Christopher Smart is thought to
have taken over the editorship.
G.J. Gray; A Bibliography of the Writings of Christopher Smart, identifies 22
contributions by Smart, thirteen of which were later published in his Poems on Several
Occasions, 1752. Samuel Johnson contributed The Life of Dr. Francis Cheynel, which
appears in vol. II, parts VII-IX.
The Inspector, bound at the end, was published ‘by the Proprietors of the Student ...
[and] in compliance with the request of many, but especially their country readers,
subjoined an additional half-sheet; containing, a compleat summary of whatever is
comprehended under the denomination of news. This they intend to give away gratis
every month; and as it in no way interferes with the rest of their work, it will be printed
on a different letter, and paged separately; with an intent that (when the number is
sufficient) they may be collected and bound together in a volume by themselves’. It is
unrecorded in ESTC or OCLC but appears to be modelled on John Hill’s The Inspector,
1751-1753, which provided a similar presentation of selected articles for the readers of
The London Daily Advertiser and Literary Gazette.

1750-51

£1,250

264
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SMITH, Adam
265.

PHILOSOPHICAL SUBJECTS
Essays on Philosophical Subjects. A new edition. Printed for J. Richardson and Co.
[2], 201, [1]p ad. 8vo. Later 19th century half calf, marbled boards, indistinct paper
labels to spine. Early signature of Geo. Hill, Leith at head of titlepage.
¶ Copac records copies at Aberdeen, Edinburgh, NLS, and Senate House. Astronomy,
Physics, Imitative Arts, External Senses, &c.

1822
266.

¶ ESTC T95380.

1793
267.

£1,500

An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. In three volumes.
The ninth edition. Printed for A. Strahan; and T. Cadell jun. and W. Davies in the
Strand. xii, 499, [1]pp; vi, 518, [6]pp; vii, [i], 465, [1], [50]pp index. 8vo. Later ink note
to the margin of p.260 vol I. Sl. worming to inner rear board & endpaper vol. III, and
non-intrusive splash mark to fore-edge. Full contemporary sprinkled calf, circular gilt
devices, double ruled spine bands, morocco labels. A handsome copy.
¶ ESTC T95382.

1799
__________
268.

£200

WEALTH OF NATIONS
An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. In Three Volumes.
The Seventh Edition. Printed for A. Strahan; and T. Cadell, in the Strand. x, 499,
[1]p; vi, 518, [5] Appendix, [1]p; vi, 465 [1], [49] index, [1] ad. 8vo. Some foxing &
browning, old waterstaining mainly to upper edges. Expertly rebound in quarter
sprinkled calf, marbled boards, gilt banded spines, red morocco labels, gilt volume
numbers within a wreath.

£1,500

CITY OF CORK
SMITH, Charles. The Antient and Present State of the County and City of Cork, in
four books. I. Containing, the antient names of the territories and inhabitants, with
the civil and ecclesiastical division thereof. II. The topography of the County and
City of Cork. III. The civil history of the County. IV. The natural history of the same.
The whole illustrated by remarks on the baronies, parishes, towns, villages, seats,
mountains, rivers, medicinal waters, fossils, animals and vegetables; together with
a new hydrographical description of the sea coasts. To which are added, curious
notes and observations, relating to the erecting and improvement of several arts and
manufactures, either neglected or ill prosecuted in this County. Embellished with
new and correct maps of the County and City; perspective views of the chief towns,
and other copper-plates. Published with the approbation of the Physico-Historical
Society. 2 vols. Dublin: printed by A. Reilly for the Author. vi, [8] subscribers,
[3], x-xxi, [2], 24-434pp; v, [4], 10-429, [7]pp index, 2 large folding maps, 8 plates (7
folding), 3 double folding engraved prospects, as required by the ‘directions to the
binder’; sl. browning. Handsomely bound in full contemporary calf, raised bands,
gilt lattice pattern decoration in each compartment, red morocco labels.
¶ ESTC T97653. First edition. In 1750, Willes, a touring English gentlemen described
the streets of Cork as being narrow, dirty and badly lit. Coaches were impractical,
leaving sedan cars the only suitable mode of transport. In this same year Dr Charles
Smith also published his detailed and long-awaited account of the history of Cork
City and County, with descriptions of their contemporary state. Like Willes he also
concerned himself with the unhealthy and unsightly state of the city, and noted a report
by a Dr. Rogers who outlined that great quantities of filth and animal entrails were
spread over the streets. This had caused the outbreak of epidemics in the city, such as
small pox. In contrast to these descriptions of misery, Smith also details the expansion
of the city in previous decades, in particular the building of the many quays, and the
improvements for the wealthier classes. For example, a large bowling green with trees
planted on its margin, which was located in the newly developed western marshes and,
next to it, the Assembly House (long since disappeared) where the upper classes met
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twice a week to discuss the news and politics of the day. He also describes the daily
life of those who live in the mansions on the outskirts of the town, what are now Cork’s
principal suburbs, and compares the banks of the River Lee to the Seine in Paris and the
Thames in London, albeit on a smaller scale. On the northside of the city, Smith notes
there was a nice hamlet with several houses and pleasant gardens known as Sunday’s
Well, and also mentions large plantations of chilli and hautboy strawberries, now
reflected in the placename, Strawberry Hill.

1750
269.

£1,500

CELESTINA
SMITH, Charlotte. Celestina. A novel. In four volumes. FIRST EDITION. 12mo.
Printed for T. Cadell, in the Strand. Half titles, final ad. leaf vol. IV. Contemp. full
sprinkled calf, spines ruled in gilt, red & dark blue morocco labels. Early labels of
Althorp, library of the Earls Spencer. A v.g. exceptionally well-preserved copy.
¶ ESTC T73501. Summers p.271. Smith’s third novel, Celestina, was noticeably less
‘gothic’ than the two that preceded it, sitting more readily in the genre of ‘courtship
novel’. It follows the fortune of the titular character, an orphaned girl of minor
aristocratic background, and her entrance into society. Much of the action takes place in
continental Europe, the Pyrennean scenes providing ample opportunity for the author to
showcase her exceptional talent for descriptive writing. The novel proved popular when
first published, but Smith’s star waned as the century closed, and it was not reprinted
until late in the 20th century.

1791
270.

£1,250

SMITH, Charlotte. Ethelinde; or, The Recluse of the Lake. FIRST EDITION. In five
volumes. Printed for T. Cadell, in the Strand. Half titles; one gathering sl. proud
in vol. II. Contemp. half calf, spines ruled & lettered in gilt, marbled boards; a little
rubbed. Armorial labels of the Somerhill Library.
¶ ESTC T138541, BL, John Rylands, Oxford, Chawton House Library, Longleat House
only in British Isles. While Charlotte Smith, 1749-1806, was one of the most popular
authors of the late eighteenth century, she had a fraught home-life with an abusive and
profligate husband whom her father forced her to marry when she was 15 years old. She
first started writing poetry in the early 1780s in order to pay her husband’s debts and
release the family from debtor’s prison. Ethelinde is her second novel and is influenced
by Goldsmith and, particularly, Cowper’s The Task (1785). The novel begins & ends at
Grosmere ‘an early-romantic Eden far from London’s debased social world’ (Fletcher).
One contemporary reviewer wrote that if one does not compare it too much to her
first novel Emmeline, ‘we shall find the story in general interesting, various passages
pleasing and affecting; the characters delicately shaded, supported with judgement and
skill.’ (Critical Review, Volume 3, 1791, p.57).

1789
271.

SCARCE EDITION OF PEREGRINE PICKLE
SMOLLETT, Tobias. The Adventures of Peregrine Pickle: in which are included
Memoirs of a Lady of Quality. In two volumes. Published by J. Walker & Co. [4],
463, [1]p; [4], 475, [1]p, half-titles, engraved frontispieces & titlepages. 12mo. Full
contemporary diced calf, ruled gilt border, gilt spines, black stained bands; sl.
rubbing to joints & spines, a little light browning. An attractive copy.
¶ Copac records Oxford and BL only of this printing. See also item 56.

1815
272.

£1,250

£65

RODERICK RANDOM: SECOND EDITION
(SMOLLETT, Tobias) The Adventures of Roderick Random. In Two Volumes. The
Second Edition. Printed for J. Osborn in Pater-noster-Row. xxiii, [1], 264, 241-264
(repeated), 265-324pp; xii, 156, 169-372pp, engraved frontispieces after F. Hayman.
In vol. 2, numbers 157-168 not used in pagination, but text is continuous. 12mo. Sl.
browning, occasional marks, old staining to pp.93-95 vol. I. Contemporary calf, raised
& gilt banded spines, new red morocco labels; rather rubbed but a good sound copy.
¶ ESTC T55367. There are three settings of the second edition. They are setting ‘a’
(T55367), setting ‘?’ (N3818), and an unmentioned setting (N42539). This copy is
setting ‘a’; in vol. 1, p.2 line 2: an highland seer,; p.2, line 20: fortold. The second
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edition of Smollett’s debut novel was printed shortly after the first which was published
on the 21st January. It appeared around the 7th April in an edition of 3,000 copies.
Smollett added frontispieces as well as making some stylistic corrections to the text.

1748

£200

STANHOPE, Philip Dormer, Earl of Chesterfield
273.

CHARACTERS
Characters of Eminent Personages of his own Time. The second edition. Printed for
William Flexney, Holborn. [2], 54pp. 12mo. BOUND WITH: (DAVIES, Thomas)
The Characters of George the First, Queen Caroline, Sir Robert Walpole, Mr Pulteney,
Lord Hardwicke, Mr Fox, and Mr Pitt, reviewed. With Royal and Noble Anecdotes:
and a sketch of Lord Chesterfield’s Character. Printed for T. Davies ... and T. Cadell.
iv, 91, [1]p ad. 12mo. Two volumes in one bound in full contemporary calf, raised &
gilt banded spine, red morocco label; sl. rubbing, old ink splash to f.e.p.
¶ ESTC T30443 & ESTC T30444.

1777
274.

CHESTERFIELD’S LETTERS: TREE CALF
Letters Written by the late Right Honourable Philip Dormer Stanhope, Earl of
Chesterfield, to his Son, Philip Stanhope, Esq; late Envoy Extraordinary at the Court
of Dresden: together with several other pieces on various subjects. Published by
Mrs Eugenia Stanhope, from the originals now in her possession. In two volumes.
Printed for J. Dodsley. [2], vii, [1], 568pp; [2], 606pp, 1f errata, half titles, engraved
portrait frontispiece. 4to. Ink smudge to p101 vol. I, otherwise a fine clean copy.
Bound in full contemporary tree calf, spines decorated with small sunburst devices,
gilt bands, red & green morocco labels with oval red morocco vol. number onlays.
Bookplate of John Whiting Friel.
¶ ESTC T136181. First edition.

1774
275.

£150

£1,250

DUBLIN EDITION
Letters Written by the late Right Honourable Philip Dormer Stanhope, Earl of
Chesterfield, to his Son ... In Two Volumes. Dublin: printed for E. Lynch; W.
Whitestone [and 10 others]. viii, [1], 10-520pp; [2], 575, [1]p, engraved portrait
frontispiece after a painting by William Hoare. 8vo. Some browning & foxing.
Contemporary marbled calf, neatly rebacked in matching style but lighter calf, raised
bands, red morocco labels; corners repaired, some wear to board edges.
¶ ESTC T133655, the variant with vol. 2 dated 1774, and sig. B under ‘y’ of ‘history’.
Gullick, 11. A pirated edition first printed in 1774, which occasioned the hasty
publication of G. Faulkner’s first authorised Dublin edition that same year.

1774-75
__________
276.

£180

HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY
STANLEY, Thomas. The History of Philosophy: containing the lives, opinions, actions
and discourses of the philosophers of every sect. Illustrated with the effigies of divers
of them. The third edition. To which is added the Life of the Author, never before
published. Printed for W. Battersby. [36], 658, [12]pp; [4], 63, [1]p ad., engraved
portrait frontispiece by Faithorne, 26 engravings of philosophers set within text,
numerous errors in pagination. Folio. Text rather foxed & browned throughout, heavy
on Eee2-3, tear to leading edge F4 & R4. Full contemporary panelled calf, raised bands,
gilt spine, red morocco label; spine rubbed with some loss of gilt, neatly repaired at
head & tail. Bookplate partially & rather roughly removed from front pastedown.
¶ ESTC T102824. The History of the Chaldaick Philosophy (pts. 14-19) has separate
dated titlepage, with imprint ‘printed for A. and J. Churchill’, and separate pagination.
A variant has ‘The History of the Chalaick [sic] philosophy’.
First published in four parts in 1655-1662, followed by the second edition of 1687 which
printed all four parts together in one volume. This third edition follows the format of the
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second, with the addition of the ‘Life of the Author’. Thomas Stanley, 1625-1678, was one
of the leading classical scholars of his day, and this work presents the progress of thought in
Ancient Greece in the form of a series of critical biographies of the philosophers.

1701

£950

STERNE, Laurence
277.

STERNE’S WORKS
The Works of Laur. Sterne, A.M. Prebendary of York &c. In Seven Volumes. Dublin.
xxiv, 288pp; 74, 85-277, [1]p; 204pp; 272, [2]pp ad.; 263, [1]p; [3], vi-254pp; [5],
8-264pp, attractive engraved titlepage to each volume, engraved frontispiece vols I-VI,
vol. VI a portrait of the author. With the ‘marbled’ & ‘black’ pages. 12mo. Small tear
without loss head of first titlepage, sl. browning & occasional foxing. Contemporary
calf; neatly rebacked, corners repaired, replacement endpapers & pastedowns.
¶ Unrecorded by ESTC. The elegant engraved titlepages suggest this may be based
on the 1774 or 1779 edition published by Thomas Armitage in Dublin. Other sets of
the Armitage edition have been traced with various number of plates, most commonly
a portrait and two frontispieces. This set may be lacking the final frontispiece, but
offsetting from the titlepage on to the preliminary blank shows it has never been present.

1780
278.

£225

STERNE’S LETTERS
Letters of the late Rev. Mr. Laurence Sterne, to his most intimate friends. With a
fragment in the manner of Rabelais. To which are prefix’d Memoirs of his Life and
Family, written by himself. And published by his daughter, Mrs Medalle. A new
edition. In three volumes. Printed for T, Becket, the Corner of the Adelphi, in the
Strand. xvi, 175, [1] ad.; [2], 192pp; [2], 179, [1]p errata, (p.96 misnumbered), engraved
frontispiece. 12mo. Early 19th century half calf, marbled boards; rather dulled &
rubbed, lacking one gilt label. Early name of Wallinger at head of each titlepage,
bookplate of Henry W. Gordon, father of General Charles Gordon of Khartoum.
¶ First published in 1775, this is the second edition. Comprises 117 letters, including
two from correspondents of Sterne. Letter 58 maybe a forgery.

1776
279.

£85

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY
A Sentimental Journey through France and Italy, by Mr. Yorick; and the History of
a good warm Watch-Coat, &c. A political romance. Paris, chez Theophile Barrois le
Jeune. xx, 205, [1]p, half title. 12mo. A v.g. clean copy in full contemporary sprinkled
calf, double gilt spine bands, red morocco label.
¶ ESTC T14788, BL, Cambridge; Polish Academy only. The first edition of this
revision. ESTC notes that this is probably printed by J.G.A. Stoupe, but this might
refer to the 2nd revised edition of this version which was published the same year. The
imprint address in this copy is printed on a pasted-on slip.

1783
__________
280.

£220

ANCIENT ENGLAND - CUSTOMS OF THE PEOPLE
STRUTT, Joseph. Angleterre Ancienne, ou, tableau des mœurs, usages, armes,
habillemens, &c. des anciens Habitans de l’Angleterre; c’est-à-dire, des anciens
Bretons, des Anglo-Saxons, des Danoius & des Normands. Ouvrage traduit de
l’Anglois de M. Joseph Strutt, par M. B***, & pouvant servir de suite aux Recueils de
Montfaucon & de Caylus. Paris: Chez Maradan, Libraire, Hôtel de Château-vieux,
rue Saint-André-des-Arcs. 2 vols in 1. viii, 324; 23pp. Folding map + 68 plates, many
folding. 4to. Contemp. tree calf, spine dec. in gilt, red morocco label; expert repairs
to hinges. A nice copy.
¶ FIRST EDITION. The English edition of Strutt’s Manners, Customs, Arms, Habits
etc. of the People of England was published in three volumes between 1774-1776.
Strutt, 1749-1802, was an engraver, writer, and antiquary, who is still considered one of
the earliest and most important scholars of the history of dress and costume in Britain.

1789

£420
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281.

SOCIETY IN EUROPE
STUART, Gilbert. A View of Society in Europe, in its progress from rudeness to
refinement: or Inquiries concerning the history of law, government, and manners.
The second edition. Printed for J. Murray, No 32, Fleet Street. xx, 433, [1] blank, 1f
corrections leaf. 4to. Sl. wear to top outer corner of A1, light browning to margin of
two leaves, bound without half title. Half calf, excellently rebacked, spine with gilt
twist bands, red gilt morocco label.
¶ ESTC T96541. First published in 1778, Stuart’s thesis is that the feudal system,
developed after the fall of the Roman Empire, allowed a certain amount of liberty to
citizens, subsequently lost. The work ‘forms a history of chivalry in Europe’ examining
the role of the sexes, and the place of religion in society, and the importance of manners.
Stuart’s extensive notes challenge Hume, Robertson & other contemporary philosophers.

1783

£320

SWIFT, Jonathan
282.

HANDSOME SET OF SWIFT’S WORKS
The Works of the Reverend Dr. Jonathan Swift, Dean of St. Patrick’s Dublin.
Containing miscellanies in prose. 20 vols. Dublin: George Faulkner. Fronts &
plates in vols III (Gulliver) & XX (Tale of a Tub); a couple of pages with sl. marginal
worm damage not affecting text, sl. damp marking to end of vols I & XVI, otherwise
internally v.g. Uniformly bound in full contemp. calf, gilt bands, red & green
morocco labels; sl. surface worm marking to vol. XIII, some expert repairs to head
of spines, boards a little marked. Armorial bookplate of John Haitigan McKnight on
leading pastedowns. Overall a very handsome set in an attractive contemp. binding.
¶ Teerink 48 with the note ‘all these twenty volumes are earlier ones, provided with
new titles’.

1772
283.

£2,000

LETTERS
Letters written by the late Jonathan Swift, D.D. Dean of St. Patrick’s, Dublin, and
several of his friends. From the year 1703 to 1740. Published from the originals;
with notes explanatory and historical, by John Hawkesworth, L.L.D. Three
volumes. Printed for R. Davis. xvi, 520pp; viii, 388pp; vii, [1], 371, [1]p. 8vo. Full
contemporary mottled calf, black morocco labels; gilt decorated spines very rubbed,
labels in good condition, upper joints cracked but firm. Armorial bookplate of Henry
Sherbrook, Esq., later ownership name ‘Michael Gibson, 1961’ on preliminary blanks.
¶ ESTC T140270. The first series (vols I-III) was also published in quarto in 1766, and
a second series of three further volumes (IV-VI) appeared in 1768.

1766
284.

£160

MISCELLANIES
Miscellanies in Prose and Verse. Printed for John Morphew. [14], 91, [1], 95-416pp.
8vo. Some browning. Contemporary panelled calf, git spine; spine worn at head &
tail, lacking label. Signature of Danl. Walter Junr, 1753 on front endpaper.
¶ ESTC N44669. The first collection of Swift’s early work. Teerink’s second state,
Teerink-Scouten, 2 (1b).

1711
285.

£280

GULLIVER: FIRST FRENCH EDITION
Voyages du Capitaine Lemuel Gulliver, en Divers Pays Eloignez. Two volumes. A La
Haye, chez P. Gosse & J. Neaulme. [8], 212pp; [8], 220pp, each vol. in two parts but
with continuous pagination, with separate titlepage printed in red & black, engraved
portrait frontispiece in vol. I, 5 engraved plates, 5 engraved maps. 12mo. Top corner
of four leaves vol. II neatly repaired, sl. browning, but a v.g. copy. Bound in early
19th century half calf, gilt ruled spines, red & black gilt labels, marbled boards. Later
bookplate of Docteur R. Rickaert.
¶ The first edition in French of Gulliver’s Travels, published anonymously. This
translation never enjoyed popularity in France, simply because the title Voyages du
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SWIFT, Jonathan continued
Capitaine Lemuel Gulliver en divers pays éloignez suggested that a certain Gulliver was
the author, and people did not draw the connection between this figure and the author
of Le Conte du Tonneau (A Tale of a Tub), a work which had made Swift popular in
France. However, the French were not slow in producing another translation of their
own, announced in literary journals as early as April 1727. The advertisement drew
attention to Swift’s authorship: C’est ... la Traduction d’un Livre Anglois tout nouveau,
qui a eû un succès prodigieux à Londres, et dont l’Auteur est l’illustre M. Swift, qui a
déjà donné au Public plusieurs Ouvrages très estimez, et surtout le Conte du Tonneau,
Livre assez connu en France.
The translation, undertaken by the Abbé Pierre-François Guyot Desfontaines, was
an instant success. The first edition sold out immediately, and a second had to be
prepared. A review in the Mercure de France of May 1727 praised the translation as
an extraordinary achievement, remarkable for its clarity of style. Ref: Just, M.M. The
Reception of Gulliver’s Travels in Britain and Ireland, France, and Germany. There
was also a Paris edition of the same date, but Teerink 371 gives priority to this Hague
edition, stating it was published in January 1727.

1727
__________
286.

FARRIER
TAPLIN, William. The Gentleman’s Stable Directory: or, Modern system
of Farriery. Comprehending the present entire improved mode of practice:
likewise, all the most valuable prescriptions and approved remedies, accurately
proportioned and properly adapted to every known disease to which the horse is
incident. Interspersed with occasional remarks upon the dangerous and almost
obsolete practice of Gibson, Bracken, Bartlet, Osmer, and others. Also directions
for feeding, bleeding, purging, getting into condition for the chase. To which are
now added, useful instructions for buying and selling; with an appendix, containing
experimental observations upon the management of draft horses, their blemishes
and defects. Inscribed to Sir John Lade, Bart. The eighth edition, considerably
enlarged and carefully corrected. Printed for G. Kearsley. xxiii, [1], 448pp, half title,
engraved portrait frontispiece. 8vo. Final page dusted, several leaves sl. creased at
corners. Full contemporary tree calf, gilt banded spine, black morocco label. Early
ownership name of Henry Rickaby on titlepage.
¶ ESTC N65759, Louisiana State University only.

1789
287.

£1,500

£320

ANATOMICAL WAX FIGURES
THOMSON, George. Syllabus. Pointing out every Part of the Human System.
Likewise the different Positions of the child in the womb, &c. As they are exactly
and accurately shewn in the Anatomical Wax-Figures, of the late Monsieur Denoue.
To which is added, A Compendium of Anatomy, describing the figure, situation,
connexion, and uses of all the parts of the human body. Printed by J. Hughs. [4],
xxxvi, [4], 136pp. 8vo. Full contemporary panelled calf, raised bands; small splash
mark to leading edge of ppxxix-xxxii, some rubbing to joints & board edges, spine
label darkened. 19th century bookplate of Fredk. Stapleton-Bretherton. Repair to
head of front endpaper.
¶ ESTC T57375, sole edition. Guillaume Desnoues had been employed as Professor of
Anatomy and Surgery in Genoa and his method of preparing visual aids for anatomical
demonstrations was a new invention. He entered into an agreement with Gaetano
Giulio Zumbo; he dissected bodies from which Zumbo executed models in wax. A
bitter conflict ensued with both parties claiming credit for the invention. In the late
1720’s or early 1730’s Desnoues despatched his entire collection of waxwork figures
to London under the charge of two of his nephews. But shortly afterwards he died, and
they immediately sold the collection to Dr George Thomson, who in 1739 opened an
exhibition of them ‘up One Pair of Stairs, at the Grocer’s Shop, the corner of DurhamYard in the Strand. His ‘Syllabus’ forms in effect a catalogue of this exhibition, the
side-notes indicating which of the twenty-four display cases the text refers to.

[1739]

£360
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288.

WITH ‘BRITANNIA’
THOMSON, James. The Seasons. Printed in the Year. [12], 252pp, 5 engraved plates
by William Kent. 4to. 1730. WITH: Britannia. A Poem. The second edition corrected.
Printed for John Millan. 16pp. 4to. 1730. Two works in one as published; browning,
persistent old waterstaining, some mould stains to second work. Contemporary calf,
unsympathetically rebacked; inner joints reinforced, corners worn.
¶ ESTC T141596, noting this as a reissue of the 1730 edition, with the addition of
‘Britannia’, 2nd. ed. corrected, 1730, with separate titlepage, pagination & register.

1730
289.

£65

MEMOIRS & TRAVELS
(TONG, William) Some Memoirs of the life and death of the Reverend Mr. John
Shower, Late Minister of the Gospel in London. Wherein is inserted. An Account of
his Travels through France, Italy, Germany and Holland, by a Learned Gentleman
that was his Companion beyond Sea, and his intimate Friend ever since. Together
with his funeral-sermon Preach’d at old-jury, July 10. 1715. Printed for John Clark.
viii, 80, [2], 49, [1]p ad., engraved portrait frontispiece. 8vo. Some light browning
& foxing, very minor traces of worming to inner board & front endpaper. Full
contemporary panelled calf, raised bands, unlettered spine; joints & board edges a
little rubbed. A nice copy.
¶ ESTC T49299. Sharp was assistant to Vincent Alsop in Tothill Street, Westminster,
and held this post till 1683, when Sir Samuel Barnardiston sent him abroad with two
other young ministers as companions of his nephew. They made the Grand Tour, visiting
France, Switzerland, Italy, and the Rhine. At Amsterdam, in July 1684, they parted.

1716
290.

£280

FIRST ILLUSTRATED EDITION
TOWNSHEND, Thomas. Poems. Printed by T. Bensley, for E. and S. Harding. vii,
[1], 112pp, one engraved plate, 14 engraved headpieces and 14 tailpieces, all after
Thomas Stothard. 8vo Full contemporary mottled calf, gilt panels, ornate gilt
decorated spine in compartments, black morocco label; sl. wear to hinges. a.e.g.
¶ ESTC T88554, not recording a copy of this edition in Irish libraries.. Thomas
Townshend, c1768-1856, a native of County Cork, was attending Trinity College Dublin
where his Poems were first published in 1791, and no other edition appeared until this
first illustrated edition was elegantly printed by Bensley, with a new introduction. In
1794 he moved to London, and was at Gray’s Inn, the address announced on the present
titlepage. He corresponded with Edmund Burke in 1796, and published pamphlets on
Ireland, where he was a member of the Irish parliament. In his new introduction he
dedicates the Poems to the Hon. Lowry Corry, a fellow Irish politician.
Booksellers’ catalogue entries invariably mis-attribute these poems to Thomas
Townshend, 1st Viscount Sydney, 1733-1800.

1796
291.

£185

PEACE. A POEM
(TRAPP, Joseph) Peace. A Poem: inscribed to the Right Honorable the Lord
Viscount Bolinbroke. The second edition. Printed for J. Barber. 39, [1]p, half title.
8vo. Disbound.
¶ ESTC N20014. In January 1711 Sir Constantine Phipps, the Lord Chancellor of
Ireland, took on Trapp as his chaplain, and Trapp wrote partisan political pieces,
incurring scorn from Swift. That year he was chaplain to Henry St John, 1st Viscount
Bolingbroke, a place Swift claimed he had arranged. On 1 April 1713 Swift would not
dine with Bolingbroke because he was expected to ‘look over a dull poem’ of Trapp’s;
afterwards he both read and corrected the poem, ‘but it was good for nothing’. It was
first printed anonymously at Dublin and later set to music by William Croft.

1713
292.

£50

MRS TRIMMER’S LIFE
TRIMMER, Sarah. Some Account of the Life and Writings ... with Original
Letters, and Meditations and Prayers, selected from her Journal. In Two volumes.
Printed for F.C. and J. Rivington. xi, [1], 359, [1]p; [4], 348, [4]pp ads, half title vol.

285

293
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II, engraved portrait frontispiece. 8vo. Some foxing, offsetting from frontispiece
to titlepage. Contemporary marbled calf, smooth gilt banded spines, red morocco
labels; sl. rubbing. Inscribed on preliminary blank, ‘Mary Lambard, 1816, given her
by her father’.
1814
£185

293.

MRS COCKBURN’S WORKS,
PHILOSOPHICAL & POETICAL
TROTTER, Catharine. The Works of Mrs Catharine Cockburn, Theological, Moral,
Dramatic, and Poetical. Several of them now first printed. Revised and published,
with an account of the life of the author, by Thomas Birch. In two volumes. Printed
for J. and P. Knapton. [20], 455, [1]p; [4], 576pp, engraved portrait frontispiece. 8vo.
A very good clean copy. The first volume has a leaf removed at end of preliminaries
- catch-word indicates this was to have been the Contents leaf, which is in fact bound
after the titlepage, suggesting this excision (of a page supplied in duplicate) was
contemporary to the book, pp.339 & 340 reversed in vol. II presumably from incorrect
imposition. Bound in attractive full contemporary sprinkled calf, gilt panelled spines,
morocco labels. Front endpapers bear small contemporary number ‘40’ and ‘41’,
presumably from a private library.
¶ ESTC T139309. First edition, with a list of subscribers which includes the
‘bluestockings’ Elizabeth Carter, and Catherine Talbot. Elizabeth wrote to Catharine on
receiving her copy, August 20th 1751, ‘I have read but little yet, but she seems to have
had a most remarkable clear understanding and an excellent heart’.
Catharine Trotter Cockburn was born in London in 1679. As a child, she taught herself
to write, became proficient in French, and studied Latin grammar and logic. In addition
to her studies, she devoted time to writing plays. In 1695, Cockburn’s first play Agnes
de Castro was staged, and was published the following year. In 1698, her second play,
Fatal Friendship, was staged and printed. Both plays were very well received, and she
enjoyed some celebrity in theatrical circles. Cockburn wrote three more plays over the
next three years.
While she was establishing her reputation as a playwright, she was also studying Locke’s
work, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding. Trotter was so deeply impressed
with his ideas that she felt obliged to take up her pen in defence of Locke against one
critic in particular. This critic was the posthumously-identified Thomas Burnet, who,
beginning in 1697, wrote three pamphlets in criticism of Locke’s Essay. Cockburn’s first
philosophical work was a response to Burnet. Entitled The Defence of Mr. Locke’s Essay
of Human Understanding, Cockburn’s work was published in 1702. Locke himself was
so impressed with the work, he presented Cockburn with a substantial gift of money
and books in appreciation. In a time when Locke was viewed as a dangerous innovator,
Cockburn’s Defence was remarkable not only for the fact that it was written by a young
woman of 22, but also for its confidence, clarity, and precision.
Thomas Birch, 1705-1766, was her official biographer and the editor of this collection
of her posthumous Works (1751). She aided in the editing of the work but died before it
was published. It includes the first publication of her work, A Vindication of Mr. Locke’s
Christian Principles, from the Injurious Imputations of Dr. Holdsworth. Ref: Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy.

1751
294.

£1,650

COLLECTED PLAYS
VANBRUGH, John. Plays, written by Sir John Vanbrugh. In two volumes ...
Containing, The Relapse; Or, Virtue in Danger. The Provok’d Wife, with a new
Scene. Aesop, in two Parts. The False Friend. Printed for J. Rivington [and others].
[12], [3], iv-v, [4], 10-372pp; [5], 8-340, [4], iv pp, engraved portrait frontispiece. 12mo.
Preliminary leaves in vol. II bound out of order. A very good clean copy bound
in 19thC full calf, gilt panelled spines, red morocco labels; spines a little rubbed.
Elegant bookplate of Georgia Wordsworth, a descendant of William, designed by
Reynolds Stone.
¶ ESTC T106356.

1776

£85
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LES GEORGIQUES
VIRGIL. Les Georgiques de Virgile, traduction nouvelle en vers Francois, enrichie
de notes; par Mr Delille, Professeur en l’Universite de Paris, au College de la Marche.
Troisieme edition. A Liege, chez C. Plomteux. [2], 357, [1]p, half title. 12mo. Tear
without loss to p5 & P6, slight waterstain to leading edges just intruding on to a few
leaves. Contemporary calf, spine gilt decorated in compartments, red morocco label;
joints cracked but firm, head & tail of spine & corners worn. Armorial bookplate of Sir
George Shuckburgh, Bart.
¶ Delille, 1738-1813, was regarded by Voltaire as ‘the French Virgil’. This translation
of the Georgiques was very well received and won him a seat in the French Academy.

1770
296.

£75

OPIUM FOR LOW FEVERS
WALL, Martin. Clinical Observations on the Use of Opium in Low Fevers, and in the
Synochus; illustrated by cases. With some previous remarks on the epidemic fever,
which prevailed in 1785 at Oxford, and in the neighbouring counties: in a letter to
John Badeley, M.D. Oxford: at the Clarendon Press. [2], viii, 73, [1]p. 8vo. Some
foxing & light browning. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T30853. First Edition. Dr Martin Wall, 1744-1824, enjoyed an extensive
practice in Oxford. This is one of the two major works he published, the other being
entitled ‘Dissertations on Select Subjects in Chemistry and Medicine’ (1783). He also
wrote an essay on the properties of the Malvern waters (1806).

1786
297.

£225

POPULATION
(WALLACE, Robert) A Dissertation on the Numbers of Mankind in antient and
modern Times: in which the superior populousness of antiquity is maintained.
With an appendix, containing additional observations on the same subject, and
some remarks on Mr Hume’s Political Discourse, Of the Populousness of Antient
Nations. Edinburgh: printed for G. Hamilton and J. Balfour. iv, 331, [1]p, 2 tables in
text. 8vo. Early signature of Muncaster on titlepage, a few pencil notes in margins.
Contemporary quarter calf, marbled boards, vellum tips; rather dry & rubbed, but
sound. Earl of Crawford copy with the Bibliotheca Lindesiana bookplate.
¶ ESTC T145322. First edition. Robert Wallace is principally remembered for
his dissertation on population, originally read before the Philosophical Society of
Edinburgh c.1746 but published only in 1753. Wallace proposed the hypothesis that
population was correlated with availability of food, and consequently that nations
which focused on agriculture tended to be more populous. Wallace proposed an
explicit natural rate of population growth - calculating that population naturally doubled
every 33½ years. As that rate was not seen empirically at the time, Wallace surveyed
the various current socio-economic conditions (and policies) which kept population
growth in check. Echoing Berkeley, Wallace points to increasing taste for luxury and
neglect of agriculture for keeping population growth less than what it might otherwise
be. He compares the condition of 18th century Europe unfavourably with the Ancient
world. Wallace’s contention that population had declined since the Ancient era was
famously contested by David Hume’s 1752 discourse, prompting Wallace to append an
extensive rejoinder in the 1753 published edition. Wallace’s insights and research on
demographics was highly influential on Robert Malthus’s theory of population. Ref: G.
Fonseca. The History of Economic Thought.

1753
298.

£1,650

DR VEGETABLE & LADY LOFTY
(WARNER, Richard) Bath Characters: or Sketches from Life. By Peter Paul Pallet.
Second edition, with many additions, amongst which are a Poetical Pump-Room
Conversation; a new preface; and an appendix, containing a defence of the work, and
a castigation of its persecutors. Printed for G. Wilkie and J. Robinson. xxiv, 132pp, half
title. 8vo. Sl. toning to paper, pencil notes to rear pastedown. Contemporary half calf,
marbled boards, gilt banded spine, red morocco label; joints cracked but firm, wear
to head & tail of spine & corners. Contemporary inscription on leading endpaper, ‘S.
Elizabeth Hodgson, the gift of her Uncle’, another name erased.
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¶ On the half title recto is a satirical printers’ statement noting ‘a few copies will be
worked off on Ass’s Skin, for the use of the Interlocutors’. The titlepage verso notes that
‘The plate of the frontispiece having been accidentally spoiled, and the publication being
immediately called for, the author has deemed it right to publish with that omission rather
than withhold the book from public curiosity ’till the print could be re-engraven’.
‘Bath Characters: or, Sketches from Life is a series of satirical dialogues mocking Bath
and the people who stayed there. In the Proemium (preface), Peter Paul Pallet describes
Bath as full of vanity, hypocrisy and vice. He suggests that ridiculing the people who
stay in Bath will make them confront their foolishness – and, he hopes, reform their
behaviour. Bath Characters consists of five dialogues. [In the] second dialogue, the
main character ... is a clergyman called Dr Vegetable. Dr Vegetable has no real religious
feeling and cares only for status. He has built a chapel as fashionable destination rather
like a ballroom or theatre, and he intends to make people pay to attend. He promises
that ‘no tradesman, liver-servants, or poor people’ will be allowed to worship there.
He flatters the vanity of the snobbish, pleasure-seeking Lady Lofty, and assures her
that there is no harm in the ‘cards and routes; plays and balls; and all the innocent
amusements of the gay world’ that go on in Bath. The author says that Lady Lofty
‘represents a species, rather than an individual’’. This is a defence against accusations
that he is satirising any noble woman in particular, but it also implies that Bath is full of
such women.’ Ref: British Library.

1808
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£125

LORD GEORGE GORDON
WATSON, Robert. The Life of Lord George Gordon: with a philosophical review
of his political conduct. Printed for H.D. Symonds. [2], 137, [1]p. 8vo. Without half
title, some light browning. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T40960. First edition of this account by Lord George’s secretary. Watson
wrote the Life while in prison for fomenting riots against the Militia Act in 1794. He
was characterised in Dickens’s Barnaby Rudge as the manipulative Gashford.

1795
300.

£150

IMPROVEMENT OF THE MIND
WATTS, Isaac. The Improvement of the Mind; or, a Supplement to the Art of Logic:
containing a variety of remarks and rules for the attainment and communication
of useful knowledge in religion, in the sciences, and in common life. Printed for T.
Purday and Son. xvi, 271, [1]p, half title. 12mo. Recent full calf, raised bands, blind
stamped device in each compartment, maroon label.
¶ Unrecorded by Copac, which notes five other printings by T. Purday and Son, all
dated 1809.

1809
301.

£85

THE DEATH OF JOHN FLETCHER
WESLEY, John. A Sermon Preached on Occasion of the Death of the Rev. Mr. John
Fletcher, Vicar of Madeley, Shropshire. Printed by John Paramore, at the Foundery,
Upper-Moorfields. 31, [1]p. 12mo. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T47923; Baker 382.C. One of three variants printed this same year and
distinguished by the imprint wording. John Fletcher, 1729-1785. Born in Switzerland,
he visited England in 1752, and fell under the influence of Methodism and determined
immediately to become a pastor. Five years later he was ordained. After assisting John
Wesley and preaching to French-speaking Swiss expatriates, he devoted himself into
assisting the vicar of Madeley. Madeley was a hard town but Fletcher literally chased
down sinners to share the gospel with them. No matter what the excuse they gave for
not attending church, he tried to rob them of it, even walking through the streets ringing
a bell loudly at five in the morning to deny them the pretence that they could not waken
themselves on Sunday morning. He was a warm supporter of Sunday schools and set up
one himself at Madeley. No weather could keep him indoors; wherever and whenever
he was needed, there he was found. To help the poor he gave himself so greatly that
his health broke, a condition aggravated by his constant exposure to the elements. John
Wesley was dismayed to learn of Fletcher’s death, and he agreed to conduct the funeral,
using as the text for his address: ‘Mark the perfect man, and behold the upright’.
(Psalm 37:37) See also items 68, 159, 189 & 236.

1785

£65
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THE SHE-GOATS’ BEARDS
(WHITEHEAD, William) The Goat’s Beard. A Fable. Printed for J. Dodsley, in PallMall. [5], 6-40pp. 4to. Titlepage dusty, clipped along upper edge, first leaf of text
torn & defective but neatly repaired the missing text supplied in pencil. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T40857. First edition. The title alludes to a fable by Phaedrus, in which the hegoats complain to Jupiter that the she-goats have been allowed to grow beards.

1777
303.

£68

SLAVERY: ABOLITION DEBATE OF 1792
(WILBERFORCE, William) The Debate of a Motion for the Abolition of the SlaveTrade, in the House of Commons, on Monday the Second of April, 1792, reported
in detail. Printed by W. Woofall. 178 (i.e. 186)pp, pp145-186 misnumbered 137-178.
8vo. Titlepage neatly repaired at head. Recent sugar-paper wrappers.
¶ ESTC T32168. ‘Having taken up the anti-slavery cause in 1787, Wilberforce had first
moved for abolition on 12 May 1789. The ensuing scrutiny of evidence by the House
kept him [very busy] and, after being delayed until 18 Apr. 1791, he then reviewed the
evidence in a motion to prevent the further importation of slaves into the West Indies,
defeated by 163 votes to 88. His next abolition motion of 2 Apr. 1792, accompanied
by a three-hour speech and Pitt’s eloquent support, was granted a hearing by 234 votes
to 87, but Henry Dundas’s amendment for gradual abolition was carried; and although
Wilberforce joined with Fox in opposing it, it was approved with a terminus ad quem of
1 Jan. 1796, only to be blocked in the Lords.’ Ref: The History of Parliament Trust.

1792
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£200

NORTH BRITON
(WILKES, John) The North Briton, from No. I to No. XLVI, inclusive. With several
useful and explanatory notes, not printed in any former edition. To which is added, a
copious index to every name and article, corrected and revised by a friend to civil and
religious liberty. Printed for W. Bingley, at No. XXXI, in Newgate-Street. [4], 20, 25-163,
[5]; vi, lxiv, lxi-cxii pp, folio. Small stain to top outer corner of titlepage. Contemporary
half calf, marbled boards, raised bands, red morocco label; joints cracked, head & tail of
spine & corners worn, boards rubbed. Signature of William Oakes Hunt (1795-1874) on
inner front board, town clerk of Stratford on Avon, and a Shakespearean.
¶ ESTC T177671. This comprises a reprint, by William Bingley of nos. 1-46 of John
Wilkes’s North Briton, with an index and ‘An appendix to the first forty-six numbers
of the North Briton’, with a separate titlepage and roman pagination, along with other
additional material. Bingley’s continuation extended the run from no. 47 to no. 218,
collected with added titlepages ‘The North Briton continued by several hands’.
First issued in weekly parts, the North Briton appeared anonymously, but was principally
written by John Wilkes, with editorial assistance and contributions from Charles Churchill.
The publication originally ended with no. 45; an added no. 46 appeared on 12 Nov.
1763, printed by J. Williams but attributed to Wilkes. The popularity of this paper led to
immediate continuations published by E. Sumpter and attributed to J.W. Brooke (28 May
1763-6 Dec. 1766), and another published by W. Bingley (10 May 1768-11 May 1769).
Wilkes had nothing to do with these later publications, although he apparently edited and
corrected a London folio edition of 1763.

1769
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£280

DR. WILLIAMS’S DIARY
(WILLIAMS, Daniel) Memoirs of the Life and Eminent Conduct of that Learned and
Reverend Divine, Daniel Williams, D.D. With some account of his scheme for the
vigorous propagation of religion, as well in England as in Scotland and several other
Parts of the World. Address’d to Mr. Peirce. Printed for E. Curll. [2], 85, [1]p. 8vo.
Rather foxed. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T56932, noting the erratic pagination, and that the work was at one time
attributed to Daniel Defoe, but now appears in the list of Defoe de-attributions.
Williams, 1643-1716, a leading Presbyterian, who left his books and a legacy to
establish the Library named after him in Bloomsbury which remains a centre for
research on English Dissenters. See following item.

1718

£200
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ESTABLISHMENT OF DR. WILLIAMS’S LIBRARY
WILLIAMS, Daniel. A True Copy of the Last Will and Testament. Printed for R.
Burleigh in Amen-Corner. 45, [3]pp ads. 8vo. Rather foxed. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T51851. When Williams was assembling his celebrated library, Defoe hoped it
might become ‘the compleatest library in Britain’. ‘The Library of Protestant Dissent’
in Bloomsbury since 1890.

1717
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£125

KNOLE HOUSE & ITS PICTURE COLLECTION
(WILLIS, Henry Norton) Biographical Sketches of Eminent Persons, with portraits
from part of the Duke of Dorset’s collection at Knole. With a brief description of the
place. Embellished with a front and east view of Knole. Printed for John Stockdale.
xxiii, [1], 164, [4]pp ads, half title, 2 engraved plates after Bridgman. 8vo. A v.g. clean
copy in full contemporary tree calf, gilt borders, ornate gilt decorated spine, green
morocco label; sl. rubbing, otherwise a v.g., attractive copy.
¶ ESTC T85701. First edition. The preface provides a brief description of the park
and house and is followed by thirty-nine biographical sketches of personages whose
portraits appear in the picture collection at Knole.

1795
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£280

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD
WOOD, Anthony. Athenae Oxonienses. An Exact History of all the Writers and
Bishops who have had their education in the most antient and famous University of
Oxford, from the fifteenth year of King Henry the Seventh, A.D. 1500, to the author’s
death in November 1695. The second edition, very much corrected and enlarged;
with the addition of above 500 new lives from the author’s original manuscript. Two
volumes. Printed for R. Knaplock, D. Midwinter, and J. Tonson. [12], 371 (paginated
1-742 in double columns), [1] blank, 143 (paginated 1-286 in double columns), [1]
blank, [8]pp index; [6], 593 (paginated 1-1186 in double columns), [1] blank, 119
(paginated 1-238 in double columns), [1] blank, [8]pp index. Titlepages printed in
red & black. Folio. Some occasional foxing. Contemporary calf, expertly rebacked,
not recently, neat repairs to corners, raised & gilt banded spines, red morocco labels;
some abrasions to the boards, sl. crack to upper joint to Vol II. Armorial bookplate of
Sir John Throckmorton.
¶ ESTC T59423. First printed in Latin in 1674 and in English in 1691, the Athenae
Oxoniensis was the first serious attempt at an English biographical dictionary. Wood
was a quarrelsome man, and the work is peppered with spiteful criticisms of his
contemporaries. He accused the 1st Earl of Clarendon of corruption, which led to his
conviction for libel and expulsion from the University. This second edition includes
defences of Wood by his nephew, Dr. Thomas Wood.

1721
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£380

PATRONAGE, POLITICS, PRIZE MONEY & PROMOTION A NAVAL FATHER & SON IN THE AGE OF JANE AUSTEN
WOOD, John, Captain & WOOD, John, Lieutenant. A Collection of Over Three
Hundred Manuscript Documents from the Papers of Captain John Wood RN,
1766–1820, and Lieutenant John Wood RN, 1792–1873, notably relating to their
service together in the East Indies and China in the frigates HMS Concorde and HMS
Phaeton (1802–07), including records of their claim against the Chinese government
for failing to prevent the plunder of a prize cargo (1805), and the younger Wood’s
subsequent service in HMS Salsette, witnessing Byron’s swim across the Hellespont
(1810), and HMS Icarus escorting Napoleon to exile in St Helena (1815).
¶ The wars with France from the 1790s until 1815 are seen as the heroic age of the Royal
Navy, with Nelson’s celebrated victory at Trafalgar (1805) dominating public memory
of a naval supremacy that would endure for another century. Yet the great line-of-battle
ships and dramatic fleet actions were not typical, and the Navy’s prosaic work – hard,
relentless and demanding – consisted of frigates engaged in blockading, cruising, and the
protection of trade from the West Indies to China, punctuated by small-scale but violent
clashes with enemy warships and the taking of enemy merchant vessels as prizes. Both
at sea and at home, networks of patronage and friends had to be engaged, for it was only
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through such connections that recognition, fast promotion and return to duty on full pay
could be obtained. The Captain of a frigate might have a fearsome weapon of war at his
disposal and considerable operational independence in distant waters, but powerful friends
higher in the regional chain of command and at home were essential and the prospect of
unemployment was a nagging worry, especially in times of peace. There were family and
local affairs to deal with, but return to duty at sea, and with it full pay and the prospect of
prize money, constantly beckoned and, for some, brought riches and promotion. This was
the naval world of Captain John Wood, 1766–1820, and his son Lieutenant John Wood,
1792–1873, from an old Kentish family, living at Brambling House, Wingham (between
Canterbury and Sandwich), and vividly brought to life by these papers.
This world of patronage, politics, prize money and promotion was also that evoked in
fiction and experienced by Jane Austen, whose brothers, Charles and Francis, were both
naval officers – Captain Francis Austen, incidentally, serving in the East Indies at the
same time as the Woods (there are two references to him in the Woods’ papers). ‘In its
exclusions and preoccupations’, Brian Southam writes in his brilliant account of this
milieu, Jane Austen and the Navy (2005), ‘Jane Austen’s naval world is no different.
Like that of her own family, it is the world of the gentry, the naval gentry, the officers
and the aspiring Midshipmen. Of the lower deck, the existence of ordinary seamen, we
hear virtually nothing. Jane Austen’s focus is tight : in Mansfield Park, upon the politics
of “interest” and patronage, the pulling of strings behind the scenes ...; in Persuasion,
upon the magic touch of war and prize-money’.
This collection tells the story both of a dramatic, violent, and ultimately triumphant
period of British history, and the lesser-told narrative of the every-day naval officer.
Included is Admiral Collingwood’s despatch reporting the victory at Trafalgar and
another reporting the crushing defeat of Russia and Austria at the Battle of Austerlitz:
‘The sun of Austria has indeed set, and if it rises again it must be in oceans of blood’.
Later, following Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo, Wood junior helps to escort the
Emperor to St Helena. Wood caught sight of Napoloeon: ‘he was a very full (or round)
faced man, without any whiskers, stern countenance, rather sallow complexion ... his
eyes very acute & penetrating ...’ On 16 October 1815 he observed Napoleon landing
on the island: ‘What must Napoleon’s thoughts have been at this moment? One could
almost fancy he heard him whisper: “Would that I had fallen on the field of Waterloo,
when that single battle decided the fate of my imperial crown” ...’ Five years’ before,
Wood was with another great man of the age, Lord Byron. Included is a narrative of
Wood’s ‘Sea Trip with Byron’, during which Byron (on board with John Hobhouse) and
Lieutenant Ekenhead ‘performed their swimming task across the broad Hellespont’.
The end of the War brought home the economic realities of peacetime. Wood
poignantly copies out the poem ‘The Half Pay Officer’ which ends ‘Peace, which
brightens and all nations bless/To him brings nothing but intense distress’. It is no
wonder that both Woods’ continued to lobby for the payment of a prize captured in 1805
but lost to ‘those rascals the Chinese’. The captured ship, a Spanish brig La Purissima
Concepcion, contained 4608 dollars worth of birds nests, a sum that would have secured
the futures of both father and son but which ultimately, was never forthcoming.

1782-1866
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£9,500

EVELINA, A POEM
WYNNE, John Huddlestone. Evelina, a poem. Printed by J.P. Coghlan. v, [3], 41, [1]
p ad., engraved titlepage vignette. 4to. Titlepage & final ad. sl. leaf dusted, the latter
with old stain & small hole affecting one word. An uncut copy. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T108975, BL; California State, Cornell, Univ S. California. A variant printing
is recorded N6785, Harvard, Newberry, Yale. Evalina, daughter of Caractacus, set in
Wales, was inspired by the Ossian poems. Wynne also tries to present archaeological
evidence to support the truth of his story.

1773
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£180

WYNNE’S FOUR SEASONS
WYNNE, John Huddlestone. The Four Seasons, a poem. Printed for G. Riley,
at Sterne’s Head, Curzon Street, May Fair. [6], 54pp, engraved titlepage vignette.
Lacking half title. 4to. Outer leaves dusty, uncut. Disbound.
¶ ESTC T117924. A re-issue of the 1773 edition of this imitation of Thomson’s The
Seasons, with a cancel titlepage. BL; Huntington, Penn, Yale, Alexander Turnbull.
1775
£150
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TOUR THROUGH NORTHERN ENGLAND
(YOUNG, Arthur) A Six Months Tour through the North of England. Containing, an
account of the present state of agriculture, manufactures and population, in several
counties of this kingdom. Particularly I. The nature, value, and rental of the soil. II.
The size of farms, with accounts of their stock, products, population, and various
methods of culture. III. The use, expence, and profit of several sorts of manure. IV.
The breed of cattle, and the respective profits attending them. V. The state of the
waste lands which might and ought to be cultivated. VI. The condition and number
of the poor, with their rates. earnings, &c. VII. The prices of labour and provisions,
and the proportion between them. VIII. The register of many curious and useful
experiments in Agriculture ... Four volumes. Printed for W. Strahan. xxv, 401, [3]pp
ads; vi, 502pp; vii, 440pp; viii, 596pp, 28 engraved plates (14 folding), and 6 folding
tables. 8vo. Full contemporary calf, raised & gilt banded spines, red morocco labels.
A lovely set.
¶ ESTC T78100. First edition. In A Six Months’ Tour through the North of England, the
agriculturalist Arthur Young describes his travels round the north of England. Young
was interested in agricultural reform, and he met with many innovative landlords and
farmers in order to observe their work and discuss their ideas. He describes his findings
in A Six Months’ Tour, as well as the lives of ordinary famers and labourers. The work
also contains illustrations of the landscape through which he travelled, and of the
machinery and tools he observed. George Eliot read A Six Months’ Tour as research for
her novel Adam Bede, in order to learn about farming life and practice in the late 18th
century. An entry in her research notebook reads: ‘All drink tea,’ says Arthur Young
of the working people in a northerly parish, 1770’ – and Eliot does have her characters
drinking tea throughout the novel.
In Adam Bede, Eliot alludes to Young’s enthusiasm for reform when she has the young
squire Arthur Donnithorne tell Mr Irwine that, ‘I have been reading your friend Arthur
Young’s books lately, and there is nothing I should like better than to carry out some of
his ideas in putting the farmers on a better management of their land; and, as he says,
making what was a wild country, all of the same dark hue, bright and variegated with
corn and cattle’. Ref: British Library entry.

1770
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£420

LADY JANE GREY
YOUNG, Edward. The Force of Religion; or, Vanquish’d Love. A Poem. In Two
Books. Printed for E. Curll and J. Pemberton. [10], 38pp, engraved frontispiece and one
plate. 8vo. Two small tears to frontispiece top margin, several other minor marginal
tears, v. sl. worming to some lower margins, some foxing & light browning. Disbound.
¶ ESTC N18726, Cambridge, Oxford; Harvard, Huntington, Newbery, Northwestern,
Kansas, Texas, Yale. The first edition of the poet’s first attempt at narrative verse,
without a price on the titlepage. It relates to the martyrdom of Lady Jane Grey, and her
refusal to convert to Roman Catholicism to save herself, her father, and her husband.

1714
314.

£75

CHISWICK PRESS
YOUNG, Edward. Night Thoughts, and a paraphrase on part of the Book of Job.
With a life of the author. Printed at the Chiswick Press, by C. Whittingham. lxvi,
[2], 353, [1]p, engraved portrait frontispiece. 8vo. A very good large copy of this well
printed edition, bound in full contemporary calf with blind stamped and gilt ruled
borders, gilt panelled spine with red morocco labels; upper joint sl. weakening but
firm. An attractive copy. Bookplate of James Lumsden, Arden.
1812
£75
THE END

